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We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
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ivotal years in the
history of hi-fi are often
only fully appreciated
with the benefit of
hindsight, not least because
we have witnessed so many
technological false dawns over
the years. Two years before
the Orwellian prophecy of a
totalitarian state, however, the
collective might of Sony and
Philips was brought to bear
on arevolution that would
change the way we listened, if
not 'consumed' audio for the
coming decades.
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EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology
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OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

as our consumer lifestyle
moves relentlessly towards
an all-encompassing 'virtual'
environment.
Compared to higher
resolution formats like DVD-A
and SACD, there's plenty of life
in the old dog yet, but every
MP3 download is surely another
nail in CD's coffin. We chart its
technological trail to the present
day, starting on page 74.
This issue also sees a
re-evaluation of the best hi-fi
equipment to grace our pages
in 2007. High-end engineering

'Ironically, the future of CD is being
threatened by the evolution of the
digital lifestyle it served to introduce'
The Compact Disc, whose
name and physical dimensions
were inspired by the onceubiquitous and thoroughly
analogue Compact Cassette,
not only marked astep change
in the delivery of audio but also
heralded the ' digital age' that
was to impact on every facet of
our lives. It is perhaps ironic that
the future of CD is now being
threatened by the evolution
of the very digital technology
it served to introduce,

is represented in products as
diverse as the Vyger turntable
and Esoteric DV-60 universal
DVD player through to amplifiers
as graceful as the Melody SP3
and as crushingly powerful as
Krell's Evolution 600.
In an ever-changing climate,
one thing's for sure: whether
digital or analogue, valve or
solid-state, hi-fi is never short of
either passion or ingenuity.

Great sound or picture and,

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years, and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER sour
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOK - techno
journalist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller, Editor

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value - these

Not only does HiFi News have exclusive

are the ingredients of a

access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product

audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

0G,

In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
Itt aat
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consumption. See p15 for full details.
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News
New products, events and
'Hi Fi Confidential', inc anew baby
monitor from Leema Acoustics, LG's
'real' BD/HD DVD dual-format player
and ahigh-end speaker from Siltech

08

IFA Show Blog
David Perry and the Ed focus on the
AV technologies showcased at the
Berlin Internationale Funkausstellung

12

Futuretech
Barry Fox looks at audio/video
technology, including an overview of
new 'white spaces' wireless spectrum

OPINION & ADVICE
88

Music Reviews
The best classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases of the year

92

reprised by our music specialists
Opinion
The hot topics of the year explored by
our columnists: Barry Fox, Christopher
Breunig, Ken Kessler, Steve Harris,
Andrew Harrison, and Barry Willis

100 Letters
Reaction to the MF slide rule, AC/DC
question for Pro-Ject, and who really
made Quad's anniversary amp
105 Q&A
Our panel of experts gets to grips with
all your AV and hi-fi gripes
FEATURES

On the silver anniversary of Compact
Disc, we chronicle the key technological
developments of this iconic medium
82

Hi-fi @ Home
Steve Han is visits an opera- loving Naim

TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-FI MAGAZINE

owner who has integrated AV to enjoy
the visual side of classical music
108 Audio Exposed
Keith Howard explores the pros and cons
of removing digital oversampling, seen
in the trend for 'filterless DACs'
138 Classic Kit
John Howes looks back at GEC, the
General Electric Company, which made
valve amplifiers and speakers through
the 1950s and ' 60s
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS

Sources
16

Ensemble Dirondo/Dichrono
Two- box CD player from Switzerland

20

Arcam FMJ DV139
Universal DVD AISACD player
Esoteric DV-60

22

Lumley Stratosphere Mk 2

18

High- end universal DVD player

Turntable with magnetic isolation
25

Vyger Baltic

27

Origin Live Conqueror

29

Transfiguration Orpheus
Top of the range MC cartridge
PS Audio GCPH

Simplified turntable from Italy
Hybrid pivoted/unipivot tonearm

30

MM/MC amp with volume control
Amplifiers
32
Lyngdorf TDAI2200
Digital amplifier with room correction
34 Pioneer AA9
Integrated amplifier with USB input
36 Melody SP3 II
Two- input 30W valve integrated

37

Nairn Audio Supernait

39

Meridian G95

40

Arcam Solo Movie

42

Cambridge Audio Azur 640R
AV receiver with 7x1 00W amps

44

Musical Fidelity Supercharger

45

Audio Research Ref 110

Integrated 80W amplifier with DAC
One- box DVD player/5x100W amps
One- box DVD player/5x5OW amps

Monoblock 550W amplifier
Valve preamp with electronic volume

46

Roksan Platinum
High end 130W pre/power amplifier

49

Krell Evolution 222
Preamplifier with CAST ins/outs

50

Krell Evolution 600
Monoblock 600W power amplifier

52

Pass Labs X2.5 & X150.5
Class A 150W pre/power amplifiers

55

Ypsilon PST 100 & SET 100
Hybrid 120W pre/power amplifiers

Loudspeakers
56
Harbeth Compact 7ES-3
Two-way monitor loudspeaker

58

Duevel Bella Luna Diamante
Floorstandinq omnidirectional speaker

61

EgglestonWorks Fontaine II
Two-way Hoof standing loudspeaker

120
Audio Research
Arcam

45

49, 50

Origin Live

27

Pass Labs

52

65

Lumley

22

Pioneer

34

Cambridge Audio

42

Lyngdorf

32

PS Audio

30

Duevel

58

Manger ALdio

67

Roksan Audio

46

EgglestoneVVorks

61

Melody

36

Scenus Faber

62

Ensemble

16

Meridian Pudic

39

Transfiguration

29

Esoteric

20

Musical Fidelity

44

Vyger

25

Naim Audio

37

Ypsilon

55

138

Kre I

56

Ars Aures

GEC

18, 40

Harbeth

62
65
67

Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento
Revision of the Italian two way speaker
Ars Aures Mini Sensorial
Two way D'Appolito loudspeaker
Manger Audio Zerobox 109
Two-way IB design with MST driver

68

Super System: Quad
Quad- fan Ken Kessler returns to the
ESL- 2905 speakers, with Quad 99 CD,
preamp and 909 power amplifier
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New products and upcoming events...

'"MA ACOUSTICS XERO

XEN AND THE ART OF SPEAKERS
British system maker Leema
Acoustics has returned to its
roots with the introduction of
the Xero loudspeaker. The new
Xero is based on the company's
first product, the Xen miniature

monitor, but is now based around
aslightly larger all-wood cabinet.
Its reflex- port is now at the back,
and the driver complement
includes the same lin fabric dome
tweeter seen in the Xen, with a
4in mid- bass unit, the same as
that used in the Xone floorstander.
Price is £ 670.
Leema Acoustics, 01938 811900
www.leema-acoustics.com

SILVERMANN POWER

tG 'SUPER BLU' BH200

NEW CABLE BRAND FOCUSES ON MAINS LEADS

NEW BH200 MODEL OFFERS BETTER SUPPORT FOR HD DVD AND BD

A new name on the cable front is Silvermann,
specialising in mains cables and distribution blocks.
Three mains leads are offered, starting with Clarity 1

Following its first dual-format machine, the LG Electronics BH100 irtroduced in
January at the las vegas CES, LG has announcec areplacement in the BH200.
Unlike the BH100, which did not carry an HD DVD logo due to incomplete

with six silver-plated screened conductors, terminated
with IEC or figure- 8 plugs. Clarity 2 uses nine

compatibility with the HD DVD spec, the BH200 now supports HDi interactive
rreeus on HD DVD discs. It can output video up to 1080p reso ution at 24, 30

conductors with aFurutech FI15 IEC connector, while

and 60fps, as well as upconvert DVD to the same resolution. It will also play
audio CDs. Output is said to support HDMI 1.3 with support for ' Deep Colour'.

the Clarity 3 adds aFurutech FI1363 UK mains plug
on the other end. Prices are £ 50, £ 100 and £ 150
respectively. Four and six outlet distribution blocks are
also available from £ 200.

P- ice in the UK is not confirmed at time of press, although the US price is likely
to be arounc $ 1000.
LG Electronics, 0870 8735454 www.lge.com

Silvermann Laboratories, 08707 747480

LATEST MK 2VERSION BOASTS IMPROVED LOOKS
An affordable evolution of the more expensive Sovereign deck, is how
Origin Live bills its new entry-level record player. The Aurora Mk 2is

ATLAS SILVER CA
NEW HIGH- END INTERCONNECT
Adding to Atlas Cables' range of audio cables using
OCC copper is anew high-end interconnect with pure

neither aconventional sprung nor fixed plinth design, as it uses a
sub-chassis mounted on asingle point for vibration isolation. The motor,
mounted in aseparate pod, belt drives a ' special plastic' platter around its
circumference. The standard finish is polished black, with other options

wire drawing technique, designed to reduce the

available for a £ 150 premium over the basic £ 750 price. Origin Live aiso
offers aversion of the Aurora with aRega-made tonearm for £ 870, adding
an Origin Live- made counterweight stub

number of crystal boundaries in aconductor's metallic

Origin Live, 023 8057 8877 www.originlive.com

OCC silver. Ohno Continuous Casting is aspecialised

structure, and hence improve signal flow. Inside the
Silver interconnect are two sets of OCC silver strands
of different size, insulated by PTFE, with acopper
braid and copper-mylar screen. Price for lm
pair is £ 1000.
Atlas Cables, 01563
572666 www.
atlascables.com
•
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CABLE MANUFACTURER STRIDES INTO SPEAKERS

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI-FI

GOSSIP

Siltech, having already established areputation for
high performance cables, has combined aseries of

NAIIVI THAT LP

only afew moments ago. Having

diverse resources in its crafting of aradical, threetiered loudspeaker. Comsol ' multi-physics software was

The Naim Label has released

announced a32GB SD card, with
64GB on the horizon, it's now

employed to model the behaviour
of the bass section with its two
16in isobaric- loaded drivers while
the 19x5in electrostatic HF driver
was developed in conjunction with

another two 'True Stereo'
vinyl pressings, embracing its

hinting at the possibility of 240GB

established recording technique
of using just two mics, recording
direct to aNagra IV- Sreel-toreel. Touchwood, starring Naim's

for the iPod in 2009. It's issued a
prototype 120GB single- platter
using Discrete Track Recording
(DTR) technology which increases

Cadence in India. The Pantheon's
cosmetics were co-developed by

Heartplay featuring Forcione

density by 50%, meaning it can fit
516MB per square millimetre.

the Traditional Arts Ltd, part of the
Prince of Wales Charity Foundation.

and Charlie Haden, are recorded
by the label's Ken Christianson.

CLOCKWORK DECK

In time, this technology is expected
to trickle down into arange of five

These two 180g LPs economise

new models, beginning at € 6500 to

microphones and unreal acoustic

Many will remember David
Gammon and his infamous
Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference

€65,000 plus VAT for the Pantheon.
Sugden Audio, 01924 404088
www.siltechcables.com

landscape to give apure and

turntable, built in the 1960s

un man-made soundstage. No
nasty phase errors, unreal EQ

and later under license by
Michell, and which saw fame
in A Clockwork Orange. His son

ZYX 4D CARTRIDGE
NEW CRYO-TREATED MC CARTRIDGE JOINS RANGE
Japanese high- end cartridge specialist Zyx has added
anew model, the 4D, with asemi-skeletal body. By
removing the cartridge's side panels, Zyx's designer
Nakatsuka san aims to make abody free of resonances.
The new 4D uses Zyx's two- layer laminate winding, with
each layer wound with opposite polarity to ' short-circuit'
and prevent eddy currents in the armature.
Like other top spec Zyx models, the
4D is also treated cryogenically by

hero Antonio Forcione, and

on the often over- zealous use of

and reverberation or cluttered
soundstages that give modern day
CDs abad name. These recordings
aren't actually brand new, it's just
that it took some head scratching

-

ee

to fit all the tracks from the
Touchwood CD onto two sides of

•

lb,

•

gr '

avinyl, and work out anew track

'After constant requests he's rereleased the Hydraulic Reference'

cooling its components to — 196°C.
Various versions are available with
achoice of coil winding: 6N crystal

ABOVE: Transcrtptors' classic returns
BELOW: Cooltone fridge-cum- hi-fi

copper or 5N silver: either in ' high'
Michael resurrected the company

(4801.1V) or low' ( 240pV) outputs.
Price in the UK is £ 2250.
GT Audio, 01895 833099 www.gtaudio.com

again in 2000, bringing out
the T6 in 2003, and now after
constant requests he's re-released

B&W GOES FASTER

the Hydraulic Reference, It's 95%

SPEAKER BRAND TIES UP WITH JAGUAR
British speaker giant Bowers & Wilkins has announced

the original with its six iconic
ABOVE: Antonio Forcione looks in
on the record-cutting groove

platter weights and afluid trough
for speed stability, although the
original £ 65 asking price in 1963

its Premium Sound System for exclusive installation . n
the Jaguar XF. Billed as ' recording studio quality' ir acar,

order for the 2006 Heartplay

has inflated to £ 3500. With

the system includes Dolby Pro Logic II 7.1 for surround
expansion from astereo source. The optional syster— will be

album so that both sides were of
comparable size.

each being made to order, this
masterpiece of engineering is set

SOAP IN STORE

to be just as collectable, and just
as good looking.

available when the car ships in March 2008
B&W, 01903 221500 www.bowers-wilkins.com

Interact-TV, aColorado- based US

Finally, for those who like cool

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...

company has unveiled amedia
server with 3.4 terrabytes of
storage, equating to roughly

hi-fi, one company has atoploading CD player, complete with
AM/FM radio, built in speakers...

750 DVDs, or 4000 episodes of
Coronation Street. This unit can
be expanded by 5TB just in case

and en-suite fridge. The £ 130

10-11 NOV Audio Show 2007, Hotel Sobieski & Hotel Bristol,
Warsaw, Poland
13 NOV

AES UK, 'Accurate Sound Reproduction from Two
Loudspeakers in aLiving Room' by Siegried

you want EastEnders to boot.

of lager just
in case you

Linkwitz, 7pm, free entry, Royal Academy of

matters these days, Toshiba has

give up on

Engineering, 3Carlton House Terrace, London

recently been talking about new

trying to deep-

AES UK, 'AChristmas Special with Barry Fox',

levels of portable HD storage that

cryogenically-treat

details as 13 Nov

would have been unthinkable

(DCT) your CDs!

11 DEC

And while size certainly

Cooltone unit
holds 20 cans
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First sight of new products & technology

SHOW REPORT
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WA 2007 SHOW

I

Report by Paul Miller and David Perry

FA or Internationale Funkausstellung, to give it full credit, is billed as 'Consumer Electronics Unlimited'

w

hi chi
s no

idle boast for ashow that reliably attracts over 1200 exhibitors and 235,000 visitors from around the world. More

than sufficient, Imight add, to give the Winter CES arun for its money. The vast Messe Berlin halls play host to six
broad categories of consumer goodies, including Audio and Home Entertainment, Personal and Public Media,
Communication and Technology/Components. David and Imade abeeline for the audio and home entertainment halls,
to be greeted by extreme-end hi-fi from Mark Levinson and JBL through to monster multichannel AV processors and
amplifiers from Pioneer and Denon. Wall-to-wall plasma and LCD displays decorated one hall after another with full HD
1080p panels already superceding 1080i/720p HD- Ready TVs. Blink and the technology has moved on...

e 00

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: Samsung's F9 range of large screen LCD TVs were
debuted as the 52in LE52F96 ( around £ 3000) and
70in LE70F96 ( around £ 25,000). What makes them
so special? Well besides representing the very latest in
LCD technology they both sport vast arrays of RGB LEDs
for backlighting, affording them localised control over
dynamic contrast and amazingly rich and bright colours.

hi-fineWs
MUM

e

0

SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: Around spring 2008 we'll know if Pioneer has
created the definitive AV receiver. Expect little change
from £ 4k though as this monster SC-LX90 'two-piece in
one box' design has the lot - from gigabit networked
AV, Dolby TrueND and DTS-HD Master Audio, 1080p
video processing and 10 channels of 200W from aset
of Pioneer/AIR Studios tweaked B&O/Dr Karsten Nielsen
'ICEpower' amps. HiFi News has first dibs on this...

hi-finews

00 0

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: The SP-A800 is the fruit of Samsung's
development partnership with video guru Joe Kane.
This single-chip 1080p DLP projector's rationale is
image integrity, a reference projector able to calculate
its own greyscale and white points while conforming to
the three key video standards, SMPTE-C, HDTV and EBU.
The price hinted at was € 5000, a bargain considering
the quality on offer!

8
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SHOW REPORT

LEFT: Sharp presented, on aguarded ' look but don't
touch' stand, several 52in super high-spec LCD panels
due to roll off anew production line around 2009/2010.
Whereas there are legions of flat TVs knocking about,
there are none that could be considered thin. These,
however, are barely 0.78in thick! No doubt the packaging
will have ' Do not bend' stamped all over it.

00

SHOW REPORT

RICHT: Mark Levinson, part of Madrigal Audio
Laboratories ( adivision of Harman's Specialty Audio
group), showed numerous amplifier combinations,
including this hefty No. 433. As asign of the times,
this is atriple power amplifier, rated at 3x200W/8ohm
and 3x400/4ohm. The perfect partner for Revel's
multichannel speakers (see below)?

hi-finews

OM

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: Deep inside the vast hall that was the ' Harman
Kardon experience' Revel was showcasing its Ultima2
series of high-end loudspeakers. Despite afamily
resemblance to older Revel speakers, the Ultima2 is all
redesigned from the ground- up. The flagship four-way
Salon2 ( seen here) and three-way Studio2 are joined by
the centre channel Voice2 and the three-way Gem2,
which can be used as either afront or surround speaker.

rre

hi-finews
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SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: Nipping at the heels of the award-winning VP11S1 comes this more affordable single- chip 1080p DLP
projector, the € 8000 VP- 15S1. It's HDMI 1.3 compatible
with support for 12- bit Deep Color processing from Bluray or HD DVD, where available. The 200W lamp engine
and 10- bit Gennum deinterlacer/scaler solution looks
similar to that offered in its bigger brother. Looks like
SIM2 has some serious competition!

vEARBOOK 2007
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First sight of new products & technology
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SHOW REPORT

ABOVE: Due for launch first in the US and, soon after,
in the UK early next year is the DVD-3800BD, Denon's

ABOVE: Seen and heard in apurpose-built booth were

inaugral Blu-ray Disc player. Fully HDMI 1.3a-compliant,

these vast, horn- loaded beauties from JBL. This latest

this battleship- grade player includes the same REALTA

offering from the Everest Project, the DD66000,
combines a 25mm beryllium UHF driver, a 100mm

image processor used in its top-end DVD-A1XVA DVD

beryllium midrange driver and apair of 380mm ( 15in)

Discrete Surround Circuit).

player along with the HD version of its DDSC ( Dynamic

treated- pulp coned bass units. Price? Circa £ 45,000...

e00
(-) A

SHOW REP,

ABOVE: OTT home cinema product was coming thick and

Si

Rig

t •

ABOVE: Side-on view of the decor-friendly QAV speaker
which uses NXT's ' Balanced Mode Radiator' — a

fast from Denon. This P0A-A1HD ten- channel amplifier

combination of NXT panel and traditional cone driver

is rated at 10x150W and is joined by the fully HDMI 1.3/

technologies. Conceived by Q Acoustics, there's also a

Dolby TrtieHD/DTS HD-compliant AVP-A1HD AV preamp.

'Soundbar' version designed to be slung under a plasma.

e 0 e SHOW REPORT
LEFT: Infinity showed
its MRS ( Maximum
Radiating Surface) speaker
technology as used in
its Cascade series ot
loudspeakers. The range
extends from small onwall/bookshelf and centre
channel versions through
to its Model Seven and Nine
floorstanders. The driver

@Of)

SHOW REPU..

proprietary ' Ceramic/Metal'

ABOVE: Yamaha goes retro with the launch of its new

matrix that combines light

A-S2000 integrated amplifier and companion CD-S2000

weight with great stiffness.

CD/SACD player (€ 1300). Also available in black.
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Maria Callas, Metallica, Miles Davis, Muse,
Muddy Waters, Madonna, Massive Attack.
Whatever your tastes in music, the Linn Majik System enables you
to experience the full emotion of the artist's original performance
in your home.

We would normally let the sound speak for itself. However, in this instance it's also
worth mentioning that you could own the new Linn Majik System for only £3500.
Visit www.linn.co.uk/majikoffer to find out more
and arrange ademonstration at your nearest Linn specialist.

The Linn Malik System comprises
the Majik CD Player. the new Majik-I
Integrated Amplifier, Katan Loudspeakers
with stands, installation and a5year* warranty.
(*when you register your products with Linn)
This exclusive offer must end 31st December 2007.

LINN

www.linn.co.uk

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

SPACE INVADERS
The White Space Coalition wants to bring ultra high speed broadband to the US via vacant
channels in the public airwaves. But could audio signals suffer, wonders Barry Fox

A

major row is brewing in the US over the
so-called ' white spaces' - empty channels

left in the public airwaves to stop one station
interfering with another. Digital broadcasts are
much less susceptible to adjacent channel interference
than analogue broadcasts, so as broadcasting goes
digital there is an opportunity to use some of the guard
spaces for non- broadcast applications, like wireless
RIGHT:
Matsushita/
Panasonic's
patent
application
for carbon
particles to
absorb air
in speaker
cabinets
BELOW:
Guard spaces
between
broadcast
frequencies
are now up
for grabs

broadband. The White Spaces Coalition ( which includes
Intel, Microsoft, Google, and Philips) has been lobbying
for permission to use the gaps for unlicensed portable
devices. The US is now committed to shutting down
analogue TV by February 17, 2009, three years earlier
than the UK. So the US will be aworld testbed.
THE FINAL FRONTIER
The National Association of Broadcasters and
Association for Maximum Service TV have been fighting
the White Space idea; so have companies like Shure
which make radio microphones used in concert halls,
recording studios and theatres. They argue that the
White Spaces should only be used by large companies
that can be held accountable if they cause interference
to existing broadcast stations or microphones. Hitachi,
LG, Panasonic, Samsung and the American Federation of

'In ahumiliating test result, the
Microsoft device failed to detect and
avoid even the stronger signals'
Musicians have all objected to unlicensed
use. 'The idea that big manufacturers
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In ahumiliating test result, the Microsoft device
failed to detect and avoid even the stronger signals.
Microsoft then claimed that the device it had
submitted was faulty because akey component was
'broken'. The computer giant cried foul, saying the
Fcc should have tested another device it supplied.
David Donovan, President of the Association for
Maximum TV, calls Microsoft's excuse a ' dog ate my
homework' ploy. 'The device utterly fails and Microsoft
says " oops it was broken". Imagine the disaster if
millions of these devices enter the market and they
start to break.' Hitachi, LG, Panasonic and Samsung
are now telling the Fcc that the White Spaces should
only be used by fixed equipment, which has been
licensed for operation at aspecific location where
its power and frequency have been checked against
broadcast and microphone frequency allocations.
They argue that by submitting a ' broken' device for
such important official tests, Microsoft has proved
how risky it is to let unlicensed devices operate in the
licensed broadcast bands.

can dump millions of new gadgets
onto the same frequencies... without

AN ABSORBING IDEA

causing interference is not supported
by engineering reality,' says Shure's Mark

Recently filed patents reveal Matsushita/Panasonic's
plans to improve speakers. International filing
WO/2006/104103 claims that putting porous carbon

Brunner. Anyone who lives on the South
Coast of England will understand the
problem; in warm weather signals leak
in from France and effectively switch off
some of the UK's digital channels.
The fix proposed is that every
unlicensed device will have abuilt-in radio scanner
that continually looks for licensed users and avoids
those channels. The threshold set is - 114dBm,
although critics argue that the scanner should
be able to detect and avoid signals which
are weaker, below - il6dBm. The Federal
Communications Commission, roughly equivalent
to the UK's Ofcom, got involved and held tests
of White Space devices submitted by Philips
and Microsoft. The Philips device detected and
avoided signals at 114dBm, but not at - 116dBm.
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particles in asmall speaker cabinet absorbs air under
pressure and so allows the diaphragm to move more
freely when there is heavy bass content. Particles of
around 0.1mm diameter assist up to 200Hz.
US filing 2006/0062421 suggests dividing a
polypropylene speaker cone into adjacent zones that
each looks like aduck's webbed foot. The zones are
thicker at the outside than the inside, ranging from
0.25mm at the rim to 0.15mm near the centre. This,
says Panasonic, ' suppresses divided resonance'.
Similarly, US filing 2005/0213785 describes athin
film piezo tweeter with the cone divided into circular
zones of different size. The smaller zones handle the
higher frequencies, in overlapping steps from 5kHz
to 100kHz. Dividing the frequency load gives the
tweeter asmoother response - in theory at least.

dartZeel

prima luna

copland

krell

sonus fob«

audio research

martin logan

wilson audio

1. Stradivari Homage

5. Cremona Auditor Elipsa [NEW]

2. Cremona Elipsa [ NEW]

6. Cremona M [ NEW]

3. Amati Anniversario

7. Cremona Auditor M [
NEW]

4. Guarneri Memento
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We help you avoid costly mistakes...

So that you get to keep both!

BE QUICK: OUR ' BIG USED & EX-DEM SALE' ENDS 31ST OCT 07.
• VISIT WWW.SHADOWAUDIO.CO.UK FOR THE SPECIAL LIST...

design: www.audiography.co.uk

ShadnW 21,4
jr.l;f.
0844 800 0073 or 74 : www.shadowaudio.co.uk
Specialist Brands include:
Apollo

ART Loudspeakers

Eastern Electric

GamuT

Musical Fidelity
Resolution Audio •

Audio Zone

Hyperion
Musical First

Shanling

SME

IsoTek

Audio Physic
JAS Audio

Music Tools
Tannoy Prestige

ATC
JungSon

Nordost •. Opera
Unison Research

AVI

Bel Canto

Manley Labs
Origin Live
VPI .•. Wadia

Bryston

EAR/Yoshino

Marantz Legendary .•
Pathos

PMC

McIntosh

Project

Wilson Benesch and many more.

Hi -fi news tests

WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..
HiFi News has the most comprehensive and
trusted test regime of any hi-fi magazine in the
world. Each month we offer aclear evaluation
of all types of audio equipment - two-channel
audio from turntables, ,ntegrated, pre- and pcwer
amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and CD players,
through tc multichannel DVD-A and SACD
players. Not forgetting the myriad varieties of

EDITOR'S

CHOICE

25 VYGER TURNTABLE

The Editor ricks products
representinc the very best in
cutting-edge ni-fi and home
entertainment technology

e
hi-finews

e

32 LYNGDORF DSP

6 MELODY AMPLIFIER

OUTS-ANDING

PRODUCT

Outstandinc a product
that either represents the

sound or picture quality? Then look for tnese icons:

ege

22 LUMLEY TT

whether pasrr a, DLP or D- ILA.
Our speaker Lab Reports are all cor ducted and
written by our Consultant Technical Editor, Keth
Howard. PLI electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station developed by
HiFi News' Ecitor, Paul 'Miller, and now an industry
standard. Not only does this exhaustive testing
give HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are also
the only magazine to offer its full test report data

DIRECT ACCESS
Want to skip directly to our detailed description of

ESOTERIC DVD

hi-finews

loudspeakers, subwopfers and headphones.
HiFi News is also in the unique position of
offering similarly in-depth testing of home cinema
products including DVD. players, AV receivers and
processors plus advanced display technologies,

online. Loci onto vvww.hifinews.co.uk and follow
the links to obtain free downloads.

18 ARCAM DVD

pinnacle of 9cund or picture

37 NA-IM AMPLIFIER

40 ARCAM ONE- BOX

42 CAMBRIDGE AMP

49 KRELL 222 PREAMP

quality within one pf the
three HrFi Nays price bands

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

POUF

‘irr

Great sound Of picure and,

THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart
(Super System only this month!). Viewed
clockwise from the top, the sound (or
picture) quality, the breadth of features and
facilities, the quality of .ts construction are
all allocateo aslice of the pie Plus, and here's
an important exti aconsideration in our era
of Global Warming, power consumption is
indicated by aEral green segment.
Tested products fall within one of our
three colour coded price bands - the piecharts are coloured purple for products up
to £ 1000, blue between £ 1001-E3000 arid
red for the ranted high- end at E3000+.

ideally, great value- these
are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product
61 EGGLESTONVVORKS

62 SONUS FABER

SOUND

FEATURES

75%
BUILD

65 ARS AUREUS

MANGER AUDIO

75%

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY
ECO

75%
EQUIPMENT
UP TO E1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 3000
-W"

68 SUPER SYSTEMS: QUAD 99/909/ESL-2905
YEARBOOK 2037
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CD TRANSPORT & DAC TEST

Swiss Timing
ENSEMBLE DIRONDO DRIVE
& DICHRONO HI-DAC (£8350)

Ensemble's finest CD player
is packed in two boxes, with
upsampling options to boot

Fri

as controll ng transport functions

Drive, then afive- posit -on rotary

and digital polarity, in combination

switch for selectirg between digital

they also access interral processing

inputs, positions

options. Sampling frequencies of

standardised 192k1- z DVD-A ane

end 5 awaiting

48 ( not 44.1), 96 or 192kHz can be

SACD interfaces. Next comes a row

selected for the digita output, and

cf four LED indicators,, two of which

there is also the option to invoke

oouble as push-bLtton switzhes.

additional dither. At the rear, the

The first of these'selecs the

Dirondo Drive offers electrical SIPDIF

solitary analogue input, while the

he cloud of the DVD-A/SACD
debacle does have asilver

outputs via either phono or BNC

second ( marked ' hi--es') activates

connectors - switch selectable - and

internal upsamp ing to 96kHz. This

lining in that audiophile

nothing else.

illuminates even when not selected
if the sampling rate of the source

designers have returned

Over at the Hi Dac things are

their attention to Compact Disc

barely more complex. A simple

with renewed zeal, this Ensemble

exceeds 48kHz. The remaining

combination being acase in

preamO as well as a DAC, it has a
single Dair of gold plated phono

tit/0 indicators show when polarity

point. Both tnese products major

sockets on its rear panel for the

remote control) aid when digital

on minimalis -n, there being little
elaboration of features and facilities
beyonc the essentials.
Dirondo Drive is atop- loader,
the transpo -tmechanism being

reversal is selected iv athe

'There was no quesion that Ipreferred
the sound with upsampling enabled'

accessed via asliding cover to

connection of one analogue source.

the right front of the top panel.

Nearby are three digital inputs via

Clamping of the disc is achieved

Last comes a motor sed volume

phono BNC and Toslink connectors.

control, operable from the har dlset.
Internal jumpers allow the Hi-Dac's

lock is attained wilth th:e source.

using Ensemble's lightweight

The former two accept inputs of up

Vibrascrb disc clamp. On tie front

to 96kHz sampling rate, 24- bit, while

maximum gain to be set et either

panel tnere is a large, illuminated

the optical input is limited to 48kHz.

tie factory default 12dB (4x) cr 6dB

push-button -nains switch, asmall

There is also a single digital output

dot-matrix display showinc track

(2x). Another internal pmper allows

via phono, which is enabled via an

and other irformation, and five

tie volume control to De disabled,

adjacent illuminated push-button.

converting to afled leve output of

push-button controls, offset to
look like astretched version of the
five- ring Olympic symbol. As well

On the front panel, left to right,
there is first the same Iluminated
mains on/off switch fitted to the

3.1Vrms full-scale.

rj DITHERING AROUND

My first listening task -was to assess

hi-finews

the various processing options

HIGHLY

offered by the Dirordo Drive aid
Dichrono DAC, beginning with

COMMENDED

the former's dither option. As
advertised, this softens the sound
but to such adegree that you
would have to be listening to a
grim recording indeed to prefer
it. Itried Leonha -d and Kuijken's
Mozart sonatas for piano and
TRACK TIME
87
5109

9
0'

violin on Seon [ SBK 62953] - afine
recording in many respects but one
whose original instrument string
sound does border on the harsh.
With dither enabled the sound lost
so much of its clarity and character
that Iquickly switched it back off,
and it remained disabled for the rest
of my listening. I'd rather endure the
occasional harsh moment.
Next were the upsampling
options, assessed using the
same disc. The recommended

16 I www.hifinews
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configuration is to enable 96kHz
upsampling in the transport, which
removes the need to activate the

Apart from occasional reversions
by way of reality check, Istuck with
this configuration throughout the

'hi res' switch on the Dichrono
Hi Dac, but Ibegan with 48kHz
selected on the Dirondo Drive. In

rest of my listening, which quickly
confirmed that this Ensemble

this mode, there was no question

atmosphere at the pinnacle of

that Ipreferred the sound with
the Hi-Dac's upsampling enabled.

CD replay. Ifound it particularly
successful on small-scale classical

As we've come to expect from
upsampling, the attack portion of

music where it deftly walked the

each note was better conveyed,
dynamics improved and there

warmth, and was particularly
adept at giving full account to the

was amore palpable sense of the
recording acoustic. Selecting 96kHz

recording acoustic. Some good
examples of this are contained on
Ensemble's own demo CD, notably

upsampling in the transport and
deselecting it in the Hi Dac, the
sound did indeed improve alittle
further in the same areas. But where
Idepart from Ensemble orthodoxy

combination occupies the rarefied

knife-edge between analysis and

track 4 - avery fine solo piano
recording of Kjerulf's Idyll in A major
that left me spellbound.
Which is not to say that the

'Britten's symphony was rendered as
persuasively as I've heard it'
is that Iconsiderably preferred
the sound with 96kHz upsampling

Ensemble duo didn't also produce
the goods on larger- scale works.

0 •
analog

source

180°

lock

h,•res

rumbling away in the background.

ABOVE: The

And it wasn't just on classical
material that the Dirondo Drive and
Dichrono Hi Dac excelled. Madeleine

Dichrono
includes
volume

Peyroux's bouncy ` Don't Cry Baby'

control, and

enabled in both devices, despite
the apparent redundancy, which

Benjamin Britten's own, sometimes

sounded freshly minted, while Elton

edgy recording of the Simple

not only honed transparency and

Symphony [
Decca 440 321-2] was
rendered as persuasively as I've

John's breathtaking ' Sixty Years On'
rekindled my shock at first hearing
Paul Buckmaster's daring string

ADC for its
analogue input

leading edge delineation still further
but also imbued the sound with a
rhythmical snap it otherwise lacked.

heard it, and emerged from ahuge

arrangement back in the fifth form

warm acoustic. Likewise the same
label's spirited Mozart Clarinet

-only it never had this clarity and
sheer scale back in 1970.
The Ensemble pairing rates as a

Dirondo Drive's fascia allow control
of transport functions and digital

Concerto with Gervase de Peyer
and the LSO [ Decca 417 759-2],
recorded in the marvellous Kingsway

polarity (' phase')

Hall - complete with tube trains

BELOW: Buttons on the toploading

true all-rounder, in other words. It's
an expensive combination, yes, but
one that will give lasting pleasure
across abroad swathe of the wide
musical spectum available on CD.
VERDICT
Distinctively designed and
reassuringly well constructed, in the
Swiss tradition, this is afine twobox CD player whose DAC section
also offers basic preamp facilities,
including remote volume control.
Correct setting of the dither and
upsampling options in transport and
DAC is essential to extract the best
from it, the result being adetailed,
insightful yet always musical sound
that invites extended listening. c!

AUDIO

FILE
Upsampling
CD transport and
DAC with basic
preamp facility,
including a single
analogue input
and volume
control
Price:
£4400/E3950
Made by:
Ensemble Inc
Supplied by:
Signature Audio
Systems
Telephone:
07738 007776
Web: www.
ensembleaud.o.
COT

I T TIMMOUTOreArkà.
m
w4 k f
4 à1da

Maximum output level (balanced XLRcomection)

5.25Vrms

AwtdS/NRatio

110.2dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBFsj-30dBFs

0.0009%/0.0037%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

OD017%

Digital Jitter ( upsampled mode)

140psec

Resolution @ - 100dBFs

±0.2d13

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>93dB

YEARBOOK 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I 17

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER TEST

Stainless
Steel DVD

earthy but relaxed weight while
the treble sounds both sweet and
yet extremely extended with 24- bit
audio from DVD or DVD-A. It is,
above all, avery natural sounding
player, capturing detail in the
quietest, moodiest segments as
corvincingly as the grand swings in
sca ethat reflect the mo -nertum of
afa orchestra.

ARCAM FMJ DV139 (£ 1800)

in

The UK's first 1080p- capable universal DVD
player now wears Arcam's ' Full Metal Jacket'

FULL METAL PICTURES

Whatever the movie, the DV139
offers asound that acts in perfect
sympathy with its images. And what
images! Arcam's choice of 10- bit

A

has on its subjective performance

fa rproportion of
the DV139's £ 550

should not be underestimated.

prerr ium over the

smooth horizontal pans, especially

Otherwise, the DV139 is driven

'basic' DV137 is

Anchor Bay de-interlacer 'delivers
when the image is both dark and

from the same comprehensive on-

populated with complex detail,

screen setup menu debuted in the

iin the nightime cornfield scenes.

atri laminate chassis of polymer

DV137, including advanced features

from Signs. Sure enough, the -e's

and steel tha _brings a more

like 4.2.2 component ( 12- bit,

not the ultimate resolution or depth

substantial feel to this Lniversal

although only 10- bits are used) and

of colours possible from either

DVD player. Full compatibility

8- bit RGB colour space selection for

Blu-ray or HD DVD, but as a 1083p

with DVD-A, SACD and CD media

HDMI together with a series of video

capable DVD player, the DV139 now

lavished on its ' Full Metal Jacket',

'The DV139 offers asound that acts
in perfect sympathy with its images'

e:evates Arcam up with the best.

universal disc solution. WI-Tether you
have an HD- ready or Full HD 1080p-

FULL METAL SOUND

capable display, Arcam's DV139 will
drive it to distinction.

complements this with a new,

DV139 makes afar better fist

back- lit universal remote control

of 24- bit two- channel DVD than

and at least ar e new feature

plain vanilla 16- bit CD. The Jazz

-a CD Direct facility that turns

Composer's Songbook by John

off all video and non-essentia

Heard and Co [ Straightahead-1031

software to optimise the
playback of two- channel audio.

1080p HDMI

Arcam UK

the DV139 remains a powe.rfJI

With or without ` CD Direct', the

player with 5.1
analogue and

Price: E1800

quality with different displays.
0

Universal
COISACDiDVD A

Despite lacking either iLINK or other,
proprietary, digital AV con iectivity

test patterns to optimise picture

scaled up to 1080p. Arcam

FILE

VERDICT

DiVX, Photo CD and JPEG files is
output includes digital video

AUDIO

outputs

with support for MP3, WMA,
retained wl-ile the HDMII v1.1

Made by:

Telephone:
01223 203200
Web: www.

arcam.co.uk

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maadmum multichannel output level

2.19Vrms

A-wtd S/N ratio

109.1dB

is acase in point, for it's the 24/96

Distortion IkHz, Od8Fs/-30dBFs

0.0008%/0.005%

DVD side of this DualDisc that offers

Die-carbon 20kHz140kHz, OdllFs

OD015%/0.0025%

the closest insight nto the brassy

Frequency response, CD (20Hz-20kHz)

+0.01-0.73d13

is also culled from the DV137

timbre of sax and t-umpet while

Frequency response, DVD (20Hz-40kHz)

+0.01-1.1dB

but benefits from an additional

realising the highest piano notes

Digital jitter, CD/SACD

265psec/240psec

transformer that feeds separate

with a bubbly lightness of touch

Resolution @ -110d11, CDiSACD

=0.5c113/±0.3123

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>100d8

The multichannel audio board

supplies for the DAC and

lost to CD. As a rule, vocals have

analogue stages. The impact :: his

a rich breathy quality, bass has an

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
11104 SCAN
Ir.,

J
LP Ham
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Il KEF®

Exquisite
Its the only word for asound that's so seductively natural, tuent and lucid.
The ' how?' is easy to explain. With KEF's latest Uni Q

point source' driver arrays, comprehensively redesigned

with a new segmented " tangerine" waveguide for even cleaner HF response, off-axis dispersion is literally
unrivalled. The new XQ Series also adopts technology normally reserved for the Reference Series, such as the
independently loaded ultra- low distortion LF drivers that provide an open, articulate bass, and across- over that
delivers inaudible transitions with discrete bass/midrange and HF circuits to eliminate coupling effects.
The range now features new slimmer models and an outstamding three-way centre channel. And achoice of new
high gloss finishes in Piano Black or hand- matched Khaya Mahogany or Birds- Eye Maple veneers.
So beautifully accomplished, the new XQ Series is truly exquisite.

www.kef.com
GP AcoustIcs ( UK) Ltd., Eccleston Road. Tovil. Maldstone, Kent. ME 15 6QP U.K
44 ( 0) 1622 672261

F :• 44 ( 0) 1622 750653

UNI-GY

series

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER TEST

TEAC goes
Esoteric

set and maintain the mood of the
music, right through to the plucked
strings of lustina... that follows. The
close seating of all five performers
against the relative scale of the Oak
Park Church is perfectly realised by
the DV- 60 which conveys asense
of intimacy within a broader and
deeper ambience

ESOTERIC DV- 60 (£3995)

nLIGHTS OUT

Paul Miller is tempted by ahigh- end universal
DVD solution offering 1080p digital video

the Faroudja DCDideinterlacer

Anchor Bay's scaler is superb, but
mus: fight hard tc compete with
other top-flight players equipped
with] either the Vaddis 8885 or

B

lue sky thinking
and cost- no- object

and 1080i video scal ng options

Silicon Optix Realta solutions. Some

courtesy of an Anchor Bay processor,

minor artefacts were detected

engineering are daily

although Esoteric has retained the

in hugely detailed and contrasty-

chores at TEAC's

original Faroudja DCDi chip for

look ng scenes, but the DV- 60 is still

autonomous Esoteric division.

deinterlacing. DCDi processing runs

capable of delivering crisp, clear and

Nevertheless, the £ 3995

in parallel, smoothing out jaggies

dynamic- looking images, depicting

universal DVD player, with its

and other discontinuities caused

the gra.ny cast of The War of the

thick and luxuriously finished

by bad edits or mixed progressive/

Worlds with the same fidelity as the

alloy cladding, centralised

interlaced source programming,

rich hues that populate colourful

drawer and deep velvet- blue

and should be permanently enabled

mov es like The Last Samurai.

display, is adead ringer for

through the set-up menu.

the older DV- 50S model. Full

VERDICT
RINGING THE CHANGES

compatibility with Dolby Digital
and DTS formats plus DVD,

It takes the briefest of auditions to

Before installing the DV- 60 in atopflight, 1080p- capable home cinema,

DVD-A, DVD-R/RW, CD and

appreciate that the DV- 60's sound

you should check out the Denon

SACD media is still offered,

quality is in the topmost drawer of

.
DVD-AlXVA,

The DV- 60's sound quality is in the
top draw er of the music cabinet'

Arcam DV- 139 or

pioneer Blu-ray player before making
a final judgement. On the other
hand, where stere:o or multichannel
¡music rules the roost, the Esoteric
DV- 60 has aclear run, even besting

but Esoteric has taken the

the high- end music cabinet. Jazz,

the far costlier UX-1. '

AUDIO

FILE
Universal
CD/SACD/DVD
player with 5.1
analogue and
1080p HDiVII 1.1
outputs

Made by: Esoteric
division, TEAC
Supplied by:
Symmetry
Systemt,
Telephone:
01727 865488

Web:
co.uk

opportunity to change its DAC

classical or rock is all delivered with

configuration, opting for a

a lightness of touch t-iat's never

versatile Crystal solution that not
only supports LPCM data from

less than refreshing: punchy when

CD and DVD sources but also

other times but always cast in a

Avutd St111 ratio

103.5dB

DSD from SACD. Furthermore,

fashion that's entirely sympathetic

Distortion lkHz, OdBFsf -30dBFs

0.0004%40.0013%

this silicon enables aselection of

with the mood of the performers

Distortion 20kHz/40kHz, OdEWs

0.0035%40.0058%

digital filter algorithms.

and ambience of the record ng.

Digital jitter, CDf DVD-A

55psec/<lpsec

Resolution @ -100dEl. SACDtDVD-A

0.01dB/0.40dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>116dB

As anticipated, the DV-

required, sober and dignified at

The humour of the soprano

60 offers 1080p in addition

sax from Giant Steps perfectly

to the standard 576p, 720p

illustrates the DV- 60's ability to

hi-fi news'

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
T•FRI

S',/,111FP1,1.1
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum multichannel output level

2.13Vrms

www.teac.

et491

4a4-ine
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G O BEYOND SIGHT AS YOU KNOW IT. G O BEYOND SOUND AS YOU'VE EVER IMAGINED

IT COULD

BE. W HERE YOU GRAB HOLD OF IPICTURES AND RUN YOUR FINGERS

THROUGH MUSIC. W HERE COLOURS CAN BE FELT,

SOUNDS CAN BE TASTED AND

IT ALL COMES TOGETHER TO CREATE SOMETHING TRULY UNI Q UE.

THE

L.,

INTRODUCING

. E XPERIENCE IT FOR YOURSELF AT WWW.PIONEER.CO.UK ' KURO

e31011/

TURNTABLE TEST

Plinth of Darkness
LUMLEY STRATOSPHERE MK 2(£ 13,000)

The magic of magnets is put to work,
creating asuperfi deck to spook far costlier
rivals. Ian Harris spins up this tour- de-force

B

orn as ariposte to Blue Pearl Audio's £ 48,000
JEM ( which, itself, is perhaps best viewed as a
cost- no- object homage to John Jeffries' original

Strat), the Lumley Stratosphe -eMk 2offers
the same magnetic repulsion based sispension as its
Mk 1forebear, while also offering averitable battery of
engineering improvements.
The magnetic plinth isolation is provided by an
array of eight Clearaudio Magix, which are held at their
optimum compression level by the weight of the plinth,
platter and armpod. The plinth itself is constructed of
aluminium, finished to match the optional stand, priced
at £ 1650. While the main platter is also CC machined
aircraft grade aluminium, rather than being solid, i•_
has hollow zones containing an unspecified damping
material. The main bearing is more conventional than
the magnetic solution of the JEM, with ,ati:anium
nitrided steel spindle rotating via apressure plate on
aceramic ball within aNylatron sleeve.. The r'L bberdamped, synthetic two-piece secondary platter is
isolated from the primary by six spikes, while the main
spindle is surmounted by aNylatron stub to further
isolate the disc from any bearing noise.
0

CLEANLINESS AND CLARITY

In terms of performance, the first quality the
Stratosphere Mk 2demonstrated was astonishingly low

hi-fi news

HIGHLY
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noise levels. Cueing up some clean, scratch-free vinyl, I
was deafened by the silence of the run-in groove. When
the music kicked in, asound of such cleanliness and
clarity emerged that Ihalf felt Iwas listening to atopflight digital source. The fatigue-free dynamics., natural
tonality and huge sense of presence confirmed that this
was avinyl source, but one which was extractiig an
unbelievable level of information from every record.
Via my Musical Fidelity kW and Martin Logan Prodigy,
the turntable consistently produced arpck-solid
soundstage of cavernous proportions. Even seated
way off- axis, images refused to hang off speakers,
meaning that a ' walk-through' soundstage was available
to listeners right across the width of the room. That
said, it was the micro- imaging, rather than the macro,
which impressed the most. Spin apeerless audiophile
recording like Eric Bibb's Spirit And The Blues [
Opus .31,
and the performers could be placed with millimetric
precision, and individual drums within akit had a
distinct location, even in anatural recording, bereft of
production-trickery.
The less polished production of Dexy's Searching For
The Young Soul Rebels worried the Strat not ajot. Once
again spatial presentation was sensational, with each
member of the brass section occupying an identifiably
discrete position. More impressive still was the palpable
nature of the sound; drawn out notes had the microvariations of pitch that told of real lungs forcing real
air through real instruments. Ihave always valued the
illusion of music being created in my room, rather than
merely reproduced, and the Strat did not just provide
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images of performers, it all but gave
them personalities.
Tonally, the Strat provided
rock-solid, truly subterranean
musical foundations, seemingly
eking tighter, deeper bass than
ever before from every well-known

bright via my, superficially more
forgiving, SME/Sumiko Pearwood
front-end, revealed unexpected
levels of listenability. A case in
point was Billy Bragg's ' Talking To
The Taxman About Poetry'. There

track Iplayed. Midrange presence

is something very, very wrong in
listening to the Barking Bard's work

was similarly stunning; Thelma
Houston's vocals on the title track

via amega- bucks high- end audio
system, and the disc's distinctly

from the Sheffield Lab's recording

bright tonality often punishes highly
capable systems. In conflict with

'I've Got The Music In Me' were
truly shocking in their intensity.
While the production of Norah

all expectation, the Strat revealed
undreamed of tonal sweetness and

Jones' Come Away With Me may be
alittle warmer, the vocals were no

purity, which brought awhole new
level of audiophile enjoyment to

less arresting; gentle ballads they

Billy Bragg's inspired wordplay.
In terms of scale, the

may be but, even here, the Strat
clearly demonstrated the surprising

Stratosphere's vanishingly low

'The Strat did not just provide
images of performers, it all but
gave them personalities'
dynamics of the human voice.

noise levels and stunning resolution
allowed huge dynamic peaks while

world, its utter background silence
also allows you to enjoy tremendous
dynamic range without permanently
alienating the neighbours.
Anyone looking for an ultimate

maintaining tonal purity and musical

vinyl solution should seek an
audition with this remarkable

become wearing with higher
frequencies, but the Stratosphere
had such unadulterated purity,

coherence. If your system and ( no

turntable. However, more than any

less importantly) your listening room
allow reproduction of large scale

that material which sounded

music at life- like sound pressure
levels, the Strat will provide an

other component Ihave heard, the
Stratosphere will be whatever you
want it to be, depending on your
choice of partnering equipment.

BELOW: The Stratosphere is powered
by aDC motor which sits on one leg

ear-bleedingly intense experience.
Its true genius is that it will not

This makes an audition within your

of the pedestal, driving the main

obscure the beauty beneath the
thunder and, critically in the real

than aluxury. In John Jeffries' own

With aless capable source,
such levels of resolution could

platter by anylon thread

ABOVE:
The Lumley
Strasphere Mk
2was supplied
for review
with aGraham
Phantom
tonearm,
fitted with
Temper W
moving-coil
cartridge

own system anecessity rather
setup, the Strat displayed stunning
levels of dynamics and scale, along
with deeply impressive spatial
performance. In my listening room,
the dynamics and scale were a
little less pronounced ( mainly due
to the limitations of the room),
but the imaging was little short of
miraculous, and the lightness of
touch was utterly spellbinding.

VERDICT
In terms of value, while John
Jeffries freely admits the price of
the Stratosphere reflects the high
cost of low- run engineering, in the
context of the unprecedented gains
Iexperienced from my reference
system, it can be considered

AUDIO

FILE
Belt- drive
tuntable with
magnetic
isolation on
custom pedestal

something of ahigh-end bargain.
The Stratosphere is aresolutely
musical, genre- neutral tour-de-force

Made by:

which extracts an incredible amount

Sounds of Music

of information from all shades
of vinyl. Providing awonderfully
intense listening experience, for this
listener at least, this new Strat raises
the analogue bar way beyond any
digital alternative. e,

Lumley
Supplied by:

Telephone:
01435 867438
Web: www.
sounds- of- music.
co.uk
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Who says you can't have it all?
Well you can now, with the new
intermediate level Chord pre/power

Audio has never looked so good.

combinatior - the CPA 3000
and SPM 1050.
Delivering 350W Rk1S per channel into
412, the mighty SPM 1050 delivers trie
punch and the exquisite CPA 3000
keeps it all in control. Giving you pure
audiophile quality and amazing looks.

Pre- Amplifier and
Stereo Power Amplifier

To discover more about our award- winning,
hand-crafted audiophile products, please
visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk for
details of your nearest dealer.

Chord Electronics Ltd
The Pumphouse
Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh
Maidstone
ME16 9NIEl
T + 44 (011622 721444
F + 44 (0)1622 721555
EsalesPchordelectronics.co.uk
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

TURNTABLE TEST

To Boldly
Ga.

with lower noise floor and wider
dynamics, but it didn't. Neither could
it approach the SME nthat area.
But the Baltic M did prodLce
sLperb low-end punch, its bottom
octaves as firm and controlled as the
SME's, if lacking its extension. Thus it
sounded abit ' light' in comparison,
Darticularly evident with percussion.
in terms of stage dimensions, the
VYGER cannot compete with the

VYGER BALTIC M (
E3400)

stage width of either the SME or
the elderly Kenwood, but its front-

A ' next generation' turntable from Italy

to- back depr:his something to

sends Ken Kessler into alow orbit

F

behold. One is still aple to wallow

righ-torque motor, with ' speed
selection supervised by an 8- bit

l or VYGER's Baltic M,
the complicated, ai --

sucking stuff has been
chucked out, leaving us
with ablessed example of less
is more' engineering. It corsists
of atriangular chassis machined
from 40mm solid blocks of
aircraft- grade aluminium. w th
atonearm base machined rom

nicro-controller.' On the top is a
three-way toggle for 33/off/45 speed
selection and afine-tuning control,
with power via amains ' wall wart'.
Dimensions are 510 x430 x 180mm
fvvdh), its weight is 26kg, aslip-on
record clamp is provided and, for
completeness, the Baltic M comes
supplied with an SME 312.

a20mm block of the same
material. This is left in natural

Mounted on aSolidSteel two-tier

model name, while the main
chassis and motor housir gare

table, the Baltic M fed avariety of

To my obvious delight, the Italian
upstart more than held its own'
offered in metallic red, blue,
silver or anthracite pearlescent
finishes. The 7kg alloy platter
has agloss black mat wl-ile the
chassis rests on three adjustable
fee with magnetic- suspension.
Drive is via abelt around
the platter, powered by an
outboard motor housing/pulley.
let your dealer install it. Within
the housing is abrushess,

recordings. The Baltic M excelled
instead through delivery of all the
'woodiness' of ahard-strummed
acoustic guitar, and blendec vocals
were nothirg short of gorgeous.
Sonica4. Ican only criticise
the VYGER's greater evidence of
tracing no se than the mud- dearer
SME 20/12, while it has no trouble
matching the Kenwood L- 07D.
But, typical'y, the tradeoffs are

NOT A LOAD OF BALTICS

metal and engraved with tie

Height matching is tricky, so

in the panoramic spaces of classic
Roy Orbison and Marty Robbins

minor, such that one only has to
I.sten to this turntable and weigh
against one's personal preferences
the narrow but deep soundstage,
the deliciously tight but slightly
truncated bass and anoise loor
unlikely to worry CD devotees.

systems, with cartridges included

VERDICT

Air Tight, Transfiguration Orpheus
and Blue Angel ( ruby cantilever)

Only mincr reservations from this
confirmec SME user: I'm concerned
about the lack of specific instructions

moving- coils. For comparison
purposes, Ialso used the Kenwood
L- 07D and the SME 20/12. To my
delight, the Italian upstart more
than held its own, although not how
Iexpected: conditioning led me to
think its isolation would allow it to
slaughter the virtually suspension-

e or

AUDIO

FILE
Two- speed belt
drive turntable
with magnetic
suspension; price
includes SME 312
tonearm
Price: £ 3400

motor positioning and Ihate its

glossy platter... and not just becaLse
it's afingerprint magnet. On the
upside, the Baltic is handsome,
well- made and sounds just dandy.
And it's Italian. Which in
my world is worth a

Made by:
VYGER
Supplied by
Angelsound
Audio
Telephone:
01923 352479
Web: www.
vyger.com

bonus five points.°

less Kenwood,

sisof
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PS

j

AUDIO

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail. "

Absolute Sound. March 2007

ImageXperience. March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding
design. It gets more from LP than
anything I've heard to date. "
Christopher Breunig, Hi Fi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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TONEARNI TEST
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Grade
ORIGIN LIVE CONQUEROR (
E2750)

IT

Named after an old British fighting
vessel, does the Conqueror
outgun the competition, asks
Christopher Breunig?

he Conqueror Mk3
is afully adjustable

days, by running acont
signal through it from aCD player

pivoting arm which

A short accessory cable is provided.

conforms to Rega

geometry. At 240m -n in length,

The unipivot sleeves are locked
for transit and their M3 grub- screws

plenty,

the Conqueror requires a 25mm

should be freed for optimum musical

while

diameter armboard cutout

performance - all the Allen keys you

known

centred 223mm from the

need come with the arm.

demonstration

In answer to earlier criticisms,

turntable's spindle.

pieces leapt forward

-

the Mk3's machined- from solid

to new levels of

ceramic bearings are used

headshell has a curved finger lift

resolution.

conventionally for lateral
movement, adouble unipivot

which facilitates manual cueing.
The damped lift/lower device gives

one was tree to concentrate .
'

is utilized on the horizontal
axle. The 72mm wide housing

an accurate start to the narrowest
of scrolls, with noiseless lift when

on inner detail without losing track
of the ma in melodic contours.

accommodates two spaced

required, and no sideways drift.

The classic Arço LPs cf Rossini's

Although highly specified

tungsten pins with

-adiused

tips

There is also provision for easy

lust as. with live music, ,

string sonatas, with tne St Martin's

which self- centre into inverted,

VTA adjustment by means of a

Academy/Neville Marriner, had both

shallow sapphire ups.

rotating disc assembly and threaded

the expected foot-tapping rhythmic

pillar. You simply turn the marked,

flow but subtleties of phrasing in

The arm itself ccmprises a
satin finish alloy tube of stepped

knurled wheel, decide upon the best

he double- bass Darts fresh as a
newly cleaned painting.

'I was surprised to find Iwas now
hearing far more soundstage depth'

As to tracking proplems, with
the notorious passage 24 seconds
into the finale of Schubert's Sonata
D664, on the 1966 Ashkenazy

diameters. The bright chrome of

sound then lightly lock the assembly.

Decca LP [ SXL6260], the Conque -or

the substantial counterweight

Sirr ilarly, the base nut securing the

sailed through with tremendous

gives visual contrast, as does
achromed skeletal rig which

arm pillar to the mounting board

aplomb - the sound perfectly clean.

supports the lift/lower device,

should not be over-tightened.

With miany years of experience of
the Quad ESL- 57 Ihad long felt that

arm rest and bias loop wire. The

.re

whole rig can be raised or just

The moving- coil Isettled on

the lift/lower assembly.

was the Zyx 1000-R ( Airy 3-XH).

hearing far more soundstage depth

Listening comparisons established

than before. Ambient sound was

beryllium cartridge tags, the

a 1.8g tracking force with the arm

also beautifully focusec with this

Litz arm wiring is soldered

perfectly horizontal as optimal for

tonearrr and moving- coil.

inside the pillar base to a highly

tonal accuracy and focus. There

flexible cable, terrninatd with

seemed to be an element of synergy

VERDICT

silver Eichmann Bullet phonos.

between these components, with

This arm will appeal to

There is aseparate earth lead

disc surface noise non-existent.

perfectionists who wart to make

With gold-plated copper

with spade connector. With a

ZYXY BEAST

There are hi-fi products which

it didn't portray depth very well. But
Iwas surprised to fin.d Iwas now

fine adjustments when paying

rectangular plinth deck, there is

make half your record collection

LPs. It's not unduly delicate and

around 900mm of free cable for

fantastic and half unlistenable,

the pickup connectors are robust

connection to the preamplifier.

others which make everything
middle-of-the-road. The Conqueror/

too, for those who also like to

advises burning- in the complete

Zyx did neither. It did expose poor

investment can be made, Idon't

tonearm wiring over several

recordings but they still offered

think anyone will be disappointed.

Before fitting acartridge. OL

240mm tonear
with VTA
adjustment

swap cartridges. If the significant

Price: E275C
Made by:
Origin Live
Tel: 02380
578877
Web: www.
originlive.com
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T 0118 981 9891
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E info@audioconsultants.co.uk
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTW—III
e System Audio The Ranger loudspeakers.
The latest elegant, slim floorstander from
this Danish manufacturer. A large sound
stage from aspeaker that is not room
placement fussy. £ 1749.
f Ayre K-5 pre-amplifier V-5 power amplifier
The classic Ayre sound in avery affordable
package. Elegant, refined sound from adual
mono, fully balanced design. Total cost
£4990.

(1111111111111

11.1111111111118111111111111111fflIniiiim
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk
a Spectral 15S pre- amplifier iooS power amp.
The latest version of these products brings
some of the technology associated with their
reference products into a more affordable price
point. Total cost f8000.
b Accuphase C-2000 pre- amplifier A3o power amp.
30 watts of pure Class A power plus asuperb
pre- amp gives one of the most 3- dimensional
soundstages. Total cost £ 6500.
c MIT Cables. We are delighted to represent
this long standing US cable manufacturer.

d German Physiks loudspeakers

Extremely transparent, extended bandwidth,

At last we have heard an omni-directional loud

superb linearity and current delivery compared

speaker that images precisely and produces a

to many other cables. We also have aselection

believable soundstage. These speakers need

of their MA (Maximum Articulation) grades

to be seen and heard to fully appreciate their

for home evaluation trials.

qualities. Model shown HRS

ACCUPHASE

120

from f12900.

AESTHETIX e AUDIO PHYSIC e AYRE ACOUSTICS e BENZ- MICRO e CARDAS e DAVINCI AUDIO LABS e ESOTERIC

FUTUREGLASS e GAMUT e GERMAN PHYSIKS e GRAND PRIX AUDIO e LEBEN e L
YRA e MIT CABLES e MONOPULSE e NAGRA
NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE e OPERA e PAGODE e PEAK CONSULT e QUADRASPIRE
SYSTEM AUDIO e THIEL e TRANSFIGURATION e VELODYNE

SILTECH e SME e SPECTRAL

W HEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Reading

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 81A

our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
FIFN,
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CARTRIDGE TEST

Underworld
Music
TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS (£2750)

A new flagship MC cartridge promises it cancan dig even deeper, finds Andrew Harrison

with that of Carlo Bergonzi in ' Un di
felice', the wéy that anote could be
held and the inflections that could
at once add tie ripple of vibrato or
fade away without modulation into
the silence between notes.
That this cartridge should
be music to the ears of opera
and classical listeners is wthout
doubt, given ts rich colouring that
nevertheless -efuses to turn up the
gamma into hyper- real. And on
uptempo material it never failed
to spellbind tpo, like the infectious
patterns of Brubeck's Time Further
Out, where handclaps and snare

,T

ransfiguration appeared
in 1992 with the AF- 1
moving- coil ca -tridge,
apetite design that

featured 2 spherical bo:y,
guaranteed to give obsessive
cartridge aligners sleepless
nigihts, with its lack of flat body
sides to assist critical se-.- up.
The company was fcunded by

attributed to a' unique' material to

rimshots ensured ' Unsquare Dance'

wind the coils on - aSS- nu- metal

kept its 7/8 snap. You can hear this

core. Internal damping has also
altered to allow the midrange to
'breathe more freely'. Otherwise we

kind of mastery of pace and timing
on premier-class moving- magnets
like the MusicMaker, but only a

see asimilar spec of Ogura PA stylus
tip, measuring 3x3Cpm, mounted

silken sprite PAC like the Orpheus can

on aboron cantilever.

bring out the tangibility of acoustic
instruments, and flesh out the
timbrai contrasts that car stir the

0

spirits below.

OPENING DOORS

Installed on an lttok LVIIB on a
Linn LP12 Lngo, surface noise was

VERDICT

between •: raditional MC designs
and this first Transfiguration

extremely low, with essentially no
low-frequency rumble audible when
lowered into the lead-in groove.

The Orpheus builds on its

have followed such as the

Detail retrieval and soundstaging

predecessor's strengths, maintaining
that holographic midband quality
and possessing ayet more guileless

were first-class, acombination of

treble. Soundstaging is first class,

virtues that really allowed distantlyplaced voices and instruments to sit

beating the exemplary sense of

coistruction. Most moving -

naturally in the mix. The muted horn

At £ 2750 this

coil cartridges employ a `yoke'
to focus flux from the fixed
magnet into the coil assembly.
Transfiguration's paterted

its totally natural
rendition of
music. '

dynamics and phase.

only soundling alittle darker, even
more unaffected and transparent.

Supplied by:
Audio Reference
Telephone
01252 702705
Web: %won..
audioreference.
co.uk

The beauty of good
hi-fi reproduction is : he
way it can open the doors
to music you wouldn't
ordinarily listen to; acase in
point is Montserrat Caballé

said to give better control of
resonance. Output voltage is
higher too at 0.48mV versus
0.38mV, and impedance drops

singing Verdi's La Traviata.

from 3.2 to 2.5 ohm, even
though the windings of 7N

genre of opera. Nevertheless Ifound
myself enthralled by the realism
of her singing voice, the interplay

copper have increased. This is

Made by:
Immutable Music

of Rossini's overtures, helping to

effortless voicing pu: me in mind of
the My Sonic Lab Eminent May ' 06],

Temper's 7g. Both use asolid
aluminium chassis but the
Orpheus has thicker side walls,

rated 0.48mV at

deserves the
highest praise for

Ladra' was clearly placed at the
back of the orchestra or acollection

manner that's said to i
-iprove
the generator's capture of

in its weight of 9g against the

considerable
investment but

refrain in the opening of ' La Gazza

draw acoherent picture of the
lively performance. Its detailed but

Temper, the Orpheus has a
slightly larger body, reflected

depth found on the sublime Temper.
cartridge is é

design uses aring magnet that
entirely encloses the coils, in a

Compared to the previous

Moving coil
pickup cartridge,

Price: E2750

various Spirit and Temper
models - is the application
of anovel idea in gene -ator

'It can flesh out the timbrai contrasts
that stirs the spirits below'

FILE
5cm/sec

Seiji Yoshioka in Yokohama 15
years ago. The crucial dfference

cartridge - and all those that

AUDIO

Not arecord Idecline on the
basis of any issue with Caballé's
interpretation, but with the whole

hi-fi news
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PHONO PREAMPLIFIER TEST

Making
Waves
PS AUDIO GCPH (£ 799)

even from cold Iwas struck by
the extraordinar ly clean, albeit
somewhat dry character of the
sound. And with the pickup arm
raised Icould turn my preamplifier
gain to maximun with no trace of
hum or noise.
After afew days powered
continuously, the GCPH showed its
true colours, wit) huge detailed
soundstages spilling beyond the

PS Audio's phono headamp offers sound as
good as it gets, suggests Christopher Breunig

width of my ESLs and through the
party wall behind. ' Newgrange' on
Clannad's Magical Ring [
RCA] was
one example, the classic Britten/
Decca War Requiem another.

L
i

mono records and eu can reverse

ooking rather like a
piece of laboratory

the phase of the signal to discover

equipment in its

of Rickie Lee Jones's ' Easy Money'

the absobte phase of any given

slate grey casework,

[Warner] had aspringy, natural

recordinc. Small tell-tale LEDs remind

quality with exactly the appropriate

PS Audio's GCPH phono

you of the switch latch choices.

preamplifier measures 215

The GCPH is built around a passive

scale; and her great shout 35
seconds into ' Last Chance Texaco'

x305 x65mm ( wdh). The

RIM EQ section plus discrete Class

sculpted brushed anodised
fascia is machined from lOmm

A amplification. This involves a low

reproduction of transients suggested

noise, 1
-igh gain and low distortion

that what we assume to be cartridge

input stage, equalization, then

mistracking may actually be phono stage inadequacies.

aluminium.
At the back of the unit a

aGain Cell for the output. The

massive gold plated earth

power supDly has a massive toroidal

terminal sits alongside gold-

transformer large capacitors and

'The disturbing fantasies of Pink
Floyd's " On The Run" had real drive'

was completely unstrained. Clean

Timing was fantastic on
everything tried, from the disturbing
electronic fantasies of Pink Floyd's
'On the Run' [ The Dark Side of
the MoonlEM1], which had real
drive, images thrown well beyond
speaker boundaries again, to

plated input/output phonos
with alternative ( or dual-feed)

multiple regulators on the principle
of ' high current power supply for low

the background rapped knuckle

XLR balanced outputs, an IEC

current draw'.

Striker'. Vocal and instrumental

mains socket and two fourposition rotary switches. This

LISTENING INSIGHTS

is a preamplifier for bcth MC

Some rr oving-coil enthusiasts will

rhythms on the MJQ's ' Golden
colours were consistently correct;
and old Decca monos, with their

like to cpi or the 1k or 47kohm
loadings but PS Audio warns that

connection to the power amp

this may result in over- brightness,

gain positions ( 48, 54, 60 and

possibly -emediable by VTA

brought added transparency and
tonal accuracy.

66dB). The provision of afront

adjustment. Such experimentation
requires system volume controls at

could simply hook up to a power

VERDICT

minimum to avoid thumps through

amplifier. But there's no indent

An outstanding design, the GCPH

the speaKers. The mono/phase fascia

or guide marker on the knob!

gets more from LP than anything I've

switches. hpwever, may be actioned

heard and consequently brings one

'on the fly'.

closer to understanding both the

recommended 100ohm setting,

Price: £ 799
Made by:

variable gain control means one

the cartridge L/R outputs to play

moving-coil or
moving- magnet
cartridges

and MM cartridges, so there are

Using aZyx MC at the

FILE
Phono

four stepped loading choices
(100, 500, 1k or 47kohm) and

significant features: you can sum

AUDIO
preamplifier for

often acidic, whiskery string- tone
became musically involving. Direct

There are two other

PS Audio
Supplied by:
Signature Audio
Systems

music itself and the manner in which
it is performed. It's a ' must have'. '

Telephone:
020 8480 3333
Web: wwvv.
signature

systems.co.uk

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

hi-fine

OUTSTANDING

Input sensithity,1V out (4&111, 66dB)

PRODUCT
P S A UDICe
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The solo double- bass at the start
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8.74mV. 9001N

Overall gain (
4tidB. 54d8, 60d11, 66dB)

+40.9d3. +47.7dB, +55.0dB. +60.8dB

Avvtd SIN ratio (48dB gain. 47k load)

86.0dB

Distortion. 20Hz-20kHz

0.002%-0.022%

Frequency response, 20Hz-100kHz

-0.1dB to + 0.05dB

Stereo separation. 20Hz-20kHz

>72dB

Input overload (48dB Gain, 47k bad)

102roV

Stereo separation (20)

>100dB

Buc ct. Rotor

ce.

owor.

NAD has an enviable reputation for creating some
of the best performing budget amplifiers of all
time. The lineage is impressive, all the way • rom
the 3020 of 1978 to the current C325BEE, with
many " Best Amplifier" Awards and Five- Star
ratings along the way. As loudspeaker gua'ity and
performance has continued to improve, especially
at modest price points, NAD felt there was room
for a lower cost amp that could take advantage of
these speakers; creating anew entry point for
serious musical performance. Enter the C315BEE.
The latest incarnation of the world's most famous
amplifie , incorporates sonic refinements that keep
NAD far ahead of the game.

And at a price that belies its extraord.nary

NAD Powered by passion

performance it could only be NAD.

Distributed in the UK by Armour Home Electronics
Startford Hall Industrial Park, Dunmow Road. Bishops Etortford. Harts, CI•423 5GE United l(Irgdsm
AHE731

www.iadelectronics.com

www.arrno..atle.co.uk

nfcePannouehe.co.L,

DIGITAL AMPLIFIER. TEST

Changing
Rooms
LYNGDORF TDAI 2200 (£3190)

RoomPerfect is an option for this 200W
all-dig:tal amplifier. Keith Howard dials in EQ

less muddled sound than it did in
bypass mode. Quick runs of notes
were less blurred and there was a
more consistent weight and quality
to every string on the bass. But
across abroad selecton of music
Ioften found myself wishing for
something inbetween the Focus and
Bypass settings, principally because
selecting Focus incurred quite a
large shift in system tonal balance,
which became distinctly more
mid- prominent. The same was true
of the Global correctiDn although

ntil _yngdorf Audio
launches astand-alone

only at the listening position but at

this did, as advertised, evince more
consistent results over awider

avariety of other locations within

listening area than the Focus setting.

implementation, this
is the only way you

the room, chosen as rancomly as
possible, during the setup process.

VERDICT

Eight presets ( 1-8) are available

You need to hear RoomPerfect in the

amodular option within one

for different ' Focus' positions, and
can be selected from the supplied

context of your own listening room
and system before deciding whether

of its digital amplifiers. What
distinguisies RoomPerfect from

remote handset, as can Bypass
(preset 0) and aGlobal correction

you like what it does sufficiently

competing DRC products is that
it does not require or permit the

(preset 9) which is intended to

U

can buy its new RoomPerfect
room correction technology - as

user to specify atarget function,
ie, the in- room frequency

provide good results over awide
listening area.

TONAL BALANCE

response that the correct on
should attempt to achieve.
RoomPerfect, by determining

Opinions differ regarding what room
correction should and shouldn't do.

its target function automatically

For many, including me, the ideal

If your amp tends to the vague, this
could well represent its nemesis'
based on the acoustic behaviour
of the room, eliminates the need
ever to co inect up acomputer.

would probably be - but this ssuch
ayour gtechnology, who knows
for sure? - aDRC algorithm Which

In fact, Lyngdorf Audio provides
ne capability for this.

suppresses the room's most obvious
misbehaviours in the bass white

The downside to this
approach is that RoomPer'ect
needs to determine the acoustic
behaviour of the room at a

leaving the essential tonal balance of
the system unchanged.

AUDI

FIL
Stereo

to cough the asking price. Since

integrated

the original review, this has been
lowered, with the basc amplifier

digital amp ifier
with roomcorrection

at £ 2095, and the RoomPerfect

DSP. Rated at

system adding £ 1095 to this price,
for atotal of £ 3190 as reviewed.
As for the TDAI 2200 itself, it's a
fine, powerful, versatile and very
well constructed amplifier which

200W/ Bohm
Price: £ 3190
Made by:
Lyngdorf Audio

majors on providing ano-nonsense,
unromantic sound that emphasises
control and precision. Valve lovers
are unlikely to succumb to its charms
but if your incumbent amplifier tends
to the vague and smeared, this could
well represent its nemesis. '

Supplied by
t;eckce Inc Ltd
Telephone:
0845 262 2882
Web: www.
ryngdort.com

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 814ohm(<16THD)

gm

203W/380W

Dynamic Power, 814ohm (< 1% THD)

180W1.340W

Frequency Response 48kFs

-0.0/4.0.1dB. 20Hz-20kHz

Judged on this basis, Ididn't find
RoomPerfect to be an unqualified
success in my system. On the

Frequency Response 96kFs

-0.0/4-1.8c13.20Hz-45kHz

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.17-1.2ohm

order to establ.sh acomplete
picture of the in- room sound

openirg bars of Brian Bromberg's

S/N ratio (0dISFsilW output)

93dBA

The Saga of Harrison Crabfeathers

Distortion (0dBFsilW, 20Hz-20kHz)

field. To achieve this, the user
has to place the supplied

0.0016-1.18%

-afine test of bass control and
agility - there was no question that

sufficient number of points in

measurement microphone not

1.

with Focus selected, the TDAI 2200

diumweingstier

hi -funews

-

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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•
•
•

TON 2200 Meal Integrated Arnmfier
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delivered asignificantly cleaner,
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-

RoomPerfect
Focus 1
Neutral
Fs.961(Nz

Dimensions

101k.150x455mm ( hwd)

Weight

18.0kg (39.71b)

MU,ALINE
EUPHONIA
HELICON
MENTOR - 6
PIANO
IKON
CONCEPT
SUBV,IOCIF ER

MEET OUR MENTOR
FEATURES
Wide Dispersion
3D Audio
Low Resonance Cabinets
Time Coherence
Hand Crafted
Amplifier Optimised

MALL
IN

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER TEST

Pioneering
Spirit
PIONEER A-A9

(£ 600)

the singer's voice was shaped and
presented more clearly in front of
the accompaniment. Background
vocals in the bridge of this number,
usually half- buried, were clearly
revealed. You were impelled to
appreciate the artistry of the
production, right through to Stevie
Ray Vaughan's zooming Hendrixy bits
in the fadeout.
So, to assess the phono input

Steve Harris listens to Pioneer's new integrated,
amodern tribute to its classic A-400 of 1990

(using an SME 10/Koetsu Black), I
had to try Pure Pleasure's amazing
double album vinyl reissue of Stevie
Ray Vaughan's Texas Flood [
PPAN
38734]. It certainly rocked, catching

B

through the CD, Phono, Tuner, Aux,
Tape and USB inputs. The phono

w th the little A400.
Now, 17 years later, Pioneer has

input can be set for moving magnet

Mozart Piano Concerto in C, K467

or moving- coil by a switch on the

[EMI ASD 2465], the A-A9 sounded

a new ' UK tuned' two- channel

back panel. Also on the back are

fine, the woody timbres of the

ack in 1990, Pioneer
cornered the UK budget
hi-fi amplifier market

A small rotary control cycles

the guitarist's incomparable energy.
With my old and beloved 1967

range. The A- A9 and A-A6

high- end- style terminals which will

orchestra brought out well, and with

amplifiers and PD- D6 player

take the oversize spade lugs of heavy

ample bass, was reasonably well

were finalised in the control

speaker cables.

controlled.

rooms at Air Studios.
At 70W9channel, the A9 is
rated at only lOW more than
the A6, but along with other

VERDICT

Borrowing the original A400 used

In our tests, the AA9 shone both

in the development work, it was

on SACD and CD sources, sounding

'Voices had more presence, and
there was generally more resolution'

FIL

Stereo
integrated
amplifier with
three line,
one tape and
phono inputs,

0

DETAIL RESOLUTION

AUDI

Barenboim/ECO recording of the

plus USB input
and preamp
outputs. Rated a
70W/klohm
Price: E600

better than its 70W would suggest. It
proved an ideal match for Pioneer's

Made by: Pioneer
Corporation

PD D6 CD player but it also sounded
great with, for example, the Rega

Supplied by:

Apollo, and will hold its own with

Pioneer GB

'audiophile' design refinements

easy to agree with Pioneer that it

considerably more expensive

it benefits from much better and

stood the test of time pretty well.

components. Its fairly decent phono

bigger power supplies, thanks

But switch to the new A-A9, and

stage will be aworthwhile bonus for

to the inclusion of two massive

just afew moments were enough

many an audiophile, while others will

toroidal mains transformers.

to tell you that this is an amplifier

appreciate the USB input. At £ 600,

in afar different league. There was

the A- A9 is little short of a bargain.

Rather than the usual
'endless' electronic control, the

immediately far more bass ' oomph',

A- A9 has a nicer-to- use ' real'

yet the bass remained just as tight

volume control with motor drive

and rhythmic - in fact more so.

for remote operation. The large

Voices had more presence, and there

central display ( which can be

was generally far more resolution of

dimmed) indicates source and

fine detail, with a pleasing sparkle to

volume. Bass, treble and balance

the top end.

controls are available on the

On Jennifer Warnes"First We

remote, while the ' Direct' button

Take Manhattan' on Famous Blue

switches them out of circuit.

Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD 5052],

Telephone:
01753 789789
Web: www.
pioneer.co.uk

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATICAS
Power output,814ohen

70W/10W

Dynamic power. 4/2/1ohm

133W/220W/300W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.055-0.DS5ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dBto-0.1dEl

Input sensitivity (for OdBVV)

26mV

Awtd S/N ratio (for OdBVV)

82.9dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0024-0.045%

hi-finews I

OU I
SIANDING

4•MM.

Pioneer
4.40. EZUCION

PRODUCT
or 4
4fp
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Reap the benefits
of hindsight
Experience

Judgement

When you've been in the business since
the days of reel-to-reel and when ' CC'
meant the plate on adiplomat's car and
iPods weren't even aglint in Steve Job's
eye, you get to know alot about what
sounds and looks good.

Hndsight enables us to judge
what is likely to mark areal
advance rather tlhan 2passing fad.
We recognise when beauty is more
than skin deep.

Up-to-date

While choosing seriously good
hi-fi and home cinema is aserious
business, we've never taken
ourselves too seriously. We're a
friendly bunch which is maybe
why so many people like to come
back again, and again.

We're not stuck in the past believing that
you can't beat the old valve amplifiers.
Modern technology has brought arnaz ng
advances to the audio experience and,
visually, today's elite brands are so muclmore stylish.

Customer satisfaction

If you're looking for the very bestperforming hi-fi, and now home
cinema, within your budget, come
and see what we lave in store.
And listen to it. And talk it over with
one of our team. And benefit from
our hindsight.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.unilet.net
Check out our website where you' II find all the best brands we
stock including:
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
AudioLab
B&W
Bryston
Chord
Chord Cable
Denon
Dynavector
Esoteric

Heed
KEF
Lehmann
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mordauni Short
Musical Fidelity
Ortofon

Panasonic
Pioneer
Plinius
PMC
Pnmare
ProAc
Pro-Ject
Quad
REL
Roksan

Rotel
SME
Sonos
Spendor
Stax
Tannoy
TEAC
Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale
Yamaha

Custom installation and multi- room specialists

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER TEST

Dial M for
Melody

who adore vocal textwes. Scarily, its
midband is almost LS3/5A-worthy:
accurate, clear, revelatory.
With Hello ILove You', the
charging bass lines, militaristic
drumming and cheesy organ
revealed arhythm section that
never earned the plaudits it
deserved. Melody's smallest allows
the instruments to form acohesive

MELODY SP3 II (
f875)

whole, while providing enough

Simple valve power is on offer from this fun
little two- input amplifier, finds Ken Kessler

A

swith potential Life
partners, the firs: thing

about acomponent
that either seduces

or repels are the looks. With

there's amix of hard- wiring and PBs
inside, and the unit de ivers just
enough grunt : owork the PMC DB1+
and the Tinnoy Autogriaph Minis ii a
12x18ft room.

the SP3 II, it's so butch yet so
adorable that you want to take

0

it home and put it on ashelf full

Blatantly, this unit has no ' issues'
with punciing above its weight.

of stuffed toys. Its footprint of
only 12x8x13in ( whd) takes up
barely two-thirds the space of an
LP sleeve.
Coloured atitanium grey it

GOOD THINGS COME...

In terms of both SPLs and bass
response, tsounds like abicger
amplifier; wouldn't hive registered
any surprise if someone told me it

'Melody's smallest allcws the
instruments to form acohesive whole'
oozes macho presence frcm its

carried four 6550s.

solid aluminium face plate to
the hardware on top. Containing
an impressive ten valves — four

What raises this amplifier above
China's budget brigade is grown-Lp

5881 output tubes and two
each of 12AX7, 12AU7 and
6922 for preamp and driver
duties — the SP3 uses anifty mix
of an easy-to- remove perforated
valve cage for the output : upes
and six delightfully old-fasàioned
slip-on sleeves to protect the
fragile glassware.
The front panel contairs
only avolume rotary and pilot
light; on- off is arocker switch
on the left side, with its two
inputs selected via arocker on
the right. On the rear are multiway terminals that allow you
to choose between 4 or 8ohm
taps, phono inputs and an IEC
mains input. User- adjustable bias
facilities are fitted on either side
of the unit.
Corners do not appear to
have been cut: robust, gold-

detail and clarity. The remas:ered
Doors catalogue offers agourmet
feast of previously unheard mixes:
missed vocals, guitar fi Is, etc. The.
SP3 II treats low-level information
with aplomb, suggesting an almost
magical lhandliig of residual noise_
Even without tweaks, the Melody
SP3 II demonstrated almost exactly
the finesse Iexpect to sacrifice at
this price.
Morrison's familiar
vocals, part husky, part
liquid, enjoyed substantial
body and presence, free
of artifice. Sibillance was
negligible, warmth was
agiven. lu ie London's
voice, followed by
something fron the
other extreme
— ' Teenage
Dirtbag' by
Wheatus

plated terminals and sockets,
the volume control is aproper

—identify this
as an amp

24- step switched attenuator,

for those
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openness and clarity to allow you to
focus on one virtuoso at atime.
Which makes avoyage with the
Melody SP3 II one of discovery.
Pinch yourself and recill that we are
dealing with aproduct costing under
£900. Its few demerits are euphonic
and unobtrusive: some. softness on
transients, some bass fabbiness,
atrace of confusion on overtly

AUDIO

FILE
Two-channel
integrated valve

complex pieces — that's the sum of

amplifier with

its misdemeanours.

two inauts.
Rated at 38W
into 8ohm

VERDICT

Price: £ 875

Melody has dialled in something
most hi-fi manufacture -shave
forgotten: fun. This am D is like the

Made by: Melody
Valve

Little Engine That Could. It's cute,
feisty and it gets the job done. It

Supplied by:
Select Audio

has seriously tough rivzls from other

Telephone:

entry-level Chinese amplifiers. But

01900 813064

its looks, feel, solid build quality,
more-ish sound and irresistible price

Web: www.

make this aguaranteed short-list
habitué.

melodyvalvehifi.
COT

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output,814ohm

31W/29W

Dynamic power, 8/41211ohm

34W/31W/27W/8W

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

2.8-3.9ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -10.0dB

Input sensitivity (for OdBW/full output)

42mV/300mV

Affltd SIN ratio (for 0r:18W/full output)

79.3dB/91.2dB

Distortion (10Willohm,20Hz-20kHz)

0.22-1.2%

e"'e

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER TEST

Nairn.
Attraction

Maybe there was some editorialising
here, some promotion of some
parts of the mix, but Inever felt
shortchanged by any omission.
After the expansive out- of- phase
electric piano intro to ' Sheep', the
main track shrank in width as the
groove kicked in, but it still had
me riveted to the end as choppy
electric guitars answered the call

NAIM AUDIO SUPERNAIT (£2350)

Naim has aone- stop amplifier/DAC solution fo'
the 21st century, as Andrew Harrison discovers

I

t's, been nearly aquarter
of acentury since Naim's

the key challenge with the Supernait
was housing atransformer in the

of lead voc3I and synth. With a
slight letterboxing' effect that
shrank the soundstage came also
adownscaling of images, al:hough
this amplifier was very adept at
describing astage with precise and
stable imaging.
Despite an apparent tailoring of

first integ -a_ed appearec.
In 1983 the ' Naim Audio
InTegrated' ( NAIT:i was asimple

box without compromising sound.,
Adding digital electronics could add
to the issue, as mixing analogue and

frequency response, the Superrait
proved it could track low bass,
including the subterranean traffic

15W affair. Since then, power
has steadily increased and the
Nait has proved an enduring
favourite, arguably the first foot

digital circuitry can be problematic,

in Muti's 1983 Pictures at an
Exhibition. Strings and brass zipped

on the ladder for listeners.
The current Nait 5i has been

so Naim sets the amp's DAC to
switch off when idle.

0

TIGHT AND FOCUSED

joined by abigger, smarter

This is not audiophile hi-fi in the
derogatory sense of blinding

brother, now

you with sLperficial detail while

DacKing

80W. It

along, highlighting the inte -play
between mute brass and resonant
strings in the ' Samuel Goldenberg'
Promenade. Top end was sweet,

AUDIO

smooth and free of dist -acting

FILE

graininess. The Supernait's digital
side proved highly capable pf a

'Choppy electric guitars answered
the call of lead vocal and synth'

convincing sound, and despi:e a

Stereo

further narrowing of soundstaoe,
there remained asense of ' rightness'
in the sourd that proved acdictive.

has many useful new functiois,

depriving you of substance below.

headlining with abuilt-in DAC.
Externally, the Supernait

This Supernait went straight for
the musical jugular, engaging this

VERDICT

resembles aNAC252 prearmp
with two additional 3.5mm
sockets - aheadphone output,

listener with aseriously habitforming so.ind.
Acoustic and bass. guitar in the

the oft-overused label '' oot tapping',
this is it. Adding real convenience by

and an analogue/optical input.

opening minutes of ' Dogs' from

Two motorised pots control
volume and balance. Rear

Pink Floyd's Animals were plainly
shown, simultaneously forthright

connection optons include pre-

and confident in description, yet

out and power- nDIN sockets;

subtly veiled in the sense of reduced

two coax and two optical digital
inputs; and arow of phono

air and transparency. Bass guitar was
tangibly tight and focused, even if

sockets above Naim's DIN
connectors as an alternative for

Waters' Fender bass now sounded
more like aGibson ir tone.

five of the six inputs.
Naim has long traded on the

However, the Supernait painted
not just with broad brushstrokes,
but with colour and musical detail

idea of using outboard power
supplies for most electronics,
especially preamplifiers, and

to fill out the sound, all the while
tracking key melodies and rhythms.

integrated
amplifier with
on- board D/A
converter. Rated
at SOW/Rohm
Made and

If ever thew was an amp deserving

accepting modern digital sources,
this Supernait must stand as ore of

Naim Audio
Telephone:
01722 426600

the finest balanced products Nairn
Audio has ever produced.

supplied by:

Web: www.

naim-audio.com

,1

HI-FI NEWS PrtIFICATIONS
91WV/145W

Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1XTHD)
Dynamic Power, 8/4/211ohm

105W/175 1A /260W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0235-0240ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kNz)

+0.0dB to -20.6dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/80W)

le.knV 87m1i

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBWIfull output)

74.0013/ 93.1dB

Distortion (10WI8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.006-0.02%

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
II*

1*

naim

11*
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AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

e. select.aucho@tiscall.co.uk

armonly

Acoustic
SignatureJ

11

millé

eastrex
ajourney i.o spaer-tiy.

A. Gershman Black Swan
B. Reimyo CAT- 777

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

C. Reimyo PAT- 777
D. Basis Vector Tonearm

J. AirTight ATM'300
K. Feastrex D6

E. Acoustic Sig. Analogue One

L. Harmonix TU-220MT

F. AirTight ATM- 3

M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

G. Basis PSTT Cables

N. Emillé 300BSE

300BSE

AudioLincs

T. 01475 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazelmere

T. 01494 865398

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery T. 01392 662920
2006

selectaudio

DVD RECEIVER TEST

One-box
Wonder
MERIDIAN G95 (£ 4195)

Meridian brings high- end performance to the
modern day music centre, says Paul Miller

background acoustic was impressive
too, acleanliness that helped
both her voice and accompanying
acoustic guitar s:and cut in aclear
but enjoyable, allmost slightly cosy,
relief. There's plenty cd warm, stringy
and resonant detail: but it's never
delivered in afashion that puts the
music's technical structure ahead of
the integration or comprehension of
the whole performance.
e- ‘
rLIGHTS OUT
This is ahome cinema solution that
majors on atmosphere rather than
special effects and, as such, typically

B

yshoe- horning five very
efficient, cool-runr ing

variants as : his is a5.1 and not a6.1
or 7.1 chainel receiver. Meridian

makes abetter fist of the sword and
sandals ep cs than SF spectaculars

power amplifiers into

offers an FM/DAB tuner module

like War of the Worlds' or Batman
Begins. The G95's pictures are
crisp and finely detailed, while any

its G91 DVD-playing
surround processor, Mendiai
has been able to develop an
all- in- one solution at the drcp
of ahat. Sure enough, afew
features have been droppec,
including the ability to replay
DVD-A software, but it remains
aversatile performer.
Meridian provides its hugely

upgrade or another £ 100. Well
worth hay .ng, unless you already
listel to digital radio via aSky box.
All dicital inputs to the G95
are upsamipled to 96kHz just as all
analogue inputs are digitised using
96kHz/24-bit ADCs before joining
the same signal path. All inputs are
returned to the analogue domain
before reaching any or all of the

'The G95 casts asurprisingly open
and transparent sound'
comprehensive, tabletop

five, coo- running Hypex amplifier

remote control, but it is still

modules nestling under the bonnet.

through the G95's setup an:/or

0

DVD title menu using five of
the seven buttons on its fascia.

My journey began with the G95 in
two- channel mode, playing CDs, and
witr. the miff realisation that this

matrix display, above.
This deceptively simple fascia
disguises a30kg chassis, anew
slot- loading CD/DVD drive and
an HDMI output supporthg
both multichannel audio as well
as digital video scaled all the
way up to 1080p.
Standard Dolby Digita and

1080p HDMI ou:put settings. With
aproperly calibrated display its
greyscale reprocuction looks very
smooth indeed, with detail in both
shadowy and near- black pictures
revealed as cleanly and without
obvious highlight as that in the
brightest daylit scenes.

VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY

corr pact' box was just as capable as
Naim's niVi in casting asurprisingly
ope -)and transparent sound into
the room. Surprising, that is, if you
buy into the conspiracy theory that
all Class D amplifier technologies
necessarily lack that elusive spark of
'musicality'.
I
was struck by the G95's
rescluticn of Amy VVadge's warbling
piano tone through ' This is Me,

DTS decoding is provided (for
both bitstream inputs and DVD

This is You' [
No Sudden Moves,

media) instead of the EX/ES

Hatman 2022]. The silence of the

AUDIO

FILE
Integrated DVD
receiver with
five amplifier
channels. Rated
at 5x100W/Elohm

VERDICT
Meridian's G95 is an elegant,

Price: £ 4195

one- box gateway to abrave new
world where audio en:husiasts

Made by:
Meridian Audio

Ltd

aren't afraid to ad -iit they enjoy

possible to navigate your way

These are ' soft keys' whose
function is indicated on the dot-

loss of smoothness on swift pans
seems less obvious with 720p than

watching movies too. The more
general, but well-heeled, consumer

Tel: 01480
445678

will appreciate the G95 for what it
delivers: exquisite digital audio and

Web:

video with the minimum bother.

audio.com

www.meridiari-

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum multichannel output. 81 4ohm

105W/110W

Dynamic power output. 8/4/211ohm

120W/115W/60W/35W

A-wtd S/N ralo (digital/analogue OdBW)

102.1dB1 86.7dB

Dist. 20Hz-20kHz (Analogue. 101N/8ohm)

0.045-0.078%

Freq. Response CD/DVD (20Hz-20kHz)

+W1-0.73dB

Freq. Response 96kHzDVD (20Hz-4.5kHz)

+0f01-1.1d13

Digital jitter. 16-bit CD/24-bit DVD/SPDIF

265psec/240psec1460psec

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>100c13

hi-finews
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DVD RECEIVER TEST

Grand Solo
ARCAM SOLO MOVIE (£ 2000)

From box to box-office: Richard
Stevenson tries Arcam's onebox home cinema solution with
Oscar- winning results...

O

nce upon atime there
were hi-fi separates
and there were music'

systems and the twain
did not meet. Then Arcam brought

the Solo Movie is the first of its kind

and acabinet that runs so cool it

to offer universal support of DVD,

can be decorated with adoily and

DivX, CD, SACD and DVD-A discs.

picture of Aunt Maud without risk of
conflagration.

It also comes to the table with
high- end HD video scaling for DVD

Okay, the back panel of the Solo
Movie is not as festooned with

movies, HDMI output, DAB radio and
asleek and intuitive user interface.

connectivity as your average AV

Add to this solid power for each of

amplifier but it does offer two- in/

its five channels and the Solo Movie

one- out HDMI switching, second
zone audio out with independent

is clearly shaping up to be an allround entertainment system.

volume and the option of SCART

Beneath Arcam's typically

or component/composite video

understated aesthetics lies a

connections. On the down side, the

completely new Class G analogue

lack of 5.1 analogue inputs is likely
to seriously niggle those looking

out the Solo, awell regarded highfidelity CD player and two- channel
amp in one sleek case with one

of aDV135 DVD player. Arcam's
current range of DVD players,

remote control. Wives the world

including the DV135, were in

over rejoiced and journalists eagerly
awaited amultichannel DVD-based

themselves along time coming
through the development of the

the future, as you won't be able to
extract Dolby HD and DTS HD audio
formats from these discs.
In aproduct to be used by the

version. Three years later, and the
Solo Movie 5.1 has arrived. Good job
Iwasn't holding my breath.

core Xoran Vadis 888s chipset, in
which Arcam played aleading role

whole family, you need agood user
interface and the Solo Movie has

as audio consultant. The result is
aleading edge all- in- one box of

one of the best GUIs on the market.
It's good looking, straightforward

While the likes of Meridian and
Naim have stolen amarch on Arcam,

amplifier and the beating heart

tricks with substantial power output

'A good user interface is essential — the Solo
Movie has one of the best GUIs on the market'
hi-fi news
JTSTANDING

'RODUCT
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to Blu-ray or HD DVD players in

and ensures even those unfamiliar
with AV hardware can go from
box to box-office without so much
as anod at the manual. For those
wishing to delve alittle deeper,
Arcam has included the excellent
video display calibration system
from its high- end DVD players,
tonal iPod irtegration and even

aclock with alarm facilities. The

There SACD comes across intimate

Solo Movie looks the part too — if
of course you like battleship grey

and expressive, the Solo Movie

minimalism and avivid blue display

neatly highlighting the close-mic
vocals and the gentle decay of the

so bright it could constitute a
shipping hazard for coastal users.
Thankfully hthe sleek remote control

guitar string notes through ' Mercy

has one- button dimming, and is fully
programmable for most ancillary AV

melodious flow that never fails to
get the toes tapping although there

products including Sky's HD box.

is not quite timbre and depth Iknow
her recorded voice is capable of. The

CS LIP-LICKING
The Solo Movie quickly sets out

punchy opening to 'Three Nights in
November' is likewise alittle lighter
than ideal but what it lacks in sheer

its stall as apolished and refined

Mercy Me'. McEvoy's voice is nicely
crafted with its strong accent and

sounding music performer. With CD
and SACD alike there is abeautiful

weight it more than makes up for in

tonal accuracy of instruments
set against an airy and spacious

The Movie Solo would be
absolutely at home in asub-sat

soundstage. The balance is on the

system, which makes perfect

pace and agility.

'Anne-Sophie Mutter's interpretation
of Beethoven ticks every box with fluid
and expressive instrumentation'

Conversely it is relatively ill at ease

ABOVE: In

with Nine Inch Nails' Further Down
the Spiral CD where the Solo simply
doesn't have the grunt to turn your
living room into ahigh volume club.

the current
fashion
for class D

With both DVD and DVD-Audio,
the Solo Movie has awarmer

amplification,
the Solo Movie

of Arcam's bigger receivers, but

sense for aproduct with both
performance and lifestyle at heart.
The flip side is that the Solo has

and more full-bodied stance.

uses class G

every detail is there — warts and

more of apenchant for Sibelius

Steve Stevens' Flamenco A Go- Go

all. This creates ahighly accurate
picture of not just the music but

than Saxon. Anne-Sophie Mutter's
interpretation of Beethoven's violin

positively leaps from the speakers
with sparkling Spanish rhythms and

to increase
efficiency

the recording, studio, mixing,
equipment glitches and hums
and every lip- licking breath of
the artist. Eleanor McEvoy's Out

sonatas ticks every box with fluid
and expressive instrumentation,
an open ambience and alightness

footed and lightning quick allowing
tracks Ike ' Hanina' to craft ahuge

light side of neutral, missing the
robust richness and sheer clout

BELOW: The Arcam Solo Movie is
available in black or silver finishes,
and includes abacklit remote handset

reading edge attack. Bass is firmer

contrast to

AUDIO
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of touch that is at once engaging
and immersive. In both stereo and
multichannel the Solo impresses and

scene full of swirling flamenco

it will easily win over fans of lighter

with DVD discs pays big dividends
with movies too. Big scale action

channel receiver,

has weight and presence and the
Solo Movie's innate ability to extract

compatible, DAB

classical and female vocal music.

dresses and Cuban- heeled hoofing.
This greater bottom end dynamic

details make it equally at home with
heavy dramas or kids' movies.

Universal disc
player/ multiDVD, DivX, CD,
SACD and DVD-A
and FM tuner,
4 AV inputs, 3
audio inputs,
single remote
Price: £ 2000

VERDICT
As aone- box AV solution the Solo

Made by

Movie 5.1 works atreat. For those of

Arcam

us whose hi-fi and AV kit is banned
outside a ' playroom', the Solo slips
neatly under the spousal radar and
brings high-fidelity AV performance
to the main living room. (!)

Telephone:
01223 203200
Web: www.
arcam.co.uk

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximirr multichannel output, 8ohm

2x95 W. 5x65W

Dynamic power output, 8/ 412ohm

125W1145W160W

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs/-30d8Fs ( preamp out)

0.008%10.008%

Distortion, 10Willohm ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0008-0.11%

Frequency response, 101808ohm ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0c18 to - 0.75d8

Digital jitter. CDISACD

120psecr 1Opsec

Resolution @ - 100d8, CD/SACD

±0.1dB/±0.0d8

Multichannel separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>57d6
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AV RECEIVER TEST

Cambridge
Cachet
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640R

aplenty and the opening Allegro is
beautifuly rendered with awide
°den soundstage and pin- point
ir strurrnent positioning. There is the
merest hint of smearing through
the midrange but - pinch myself
again - this is a£ 600 AV receiver,
not seve -al thousand pounds of
multichannel exotica.
The Azur never fails to create 2
vista of emotional detail across a

(£ 600)

well balanced background and ' Light

Richard Stevenson gets to grips with this
well-balanced music- and- movies AV receiver

S

traight out of the crate
the £ 600 Cambndge
Audio Azur 640R is
asolid, weighty End

beautifully put together

0.n My Shoulder' from Susie Suh's
eponymous first CD comes across
with the sort of articJlate poignalcy
that will have grown men snuffling

said, the 64OR is no: completely
devoid of operational niceties.

into aKleenex. The even- hand
continues at the movies with DVD

Alongside two- zone audio and ydeo

too. The 64OR mixes a dry and tigh

outpLt, IR repeaters and coaxial
control bus inputs for mult room

bass with plenty of dynamic attack
and a-ich panorama of top end
detail. It likes agood crank of the
volume knob and, being very picky

receiver. The chassis is robust,
'acoustically damped' and in the
silver finish has an extraordinary
cosmetic kinsl-ip to Arca -n's

duties, it has twin Ethernet ports
for integration into an ABus.'whole
house' distribution system. 3etter

AVR-350 at well over twice the
asking price. A claimed 100W
for each of its seven channels,

range of affordable ABus controi
hubs and interface devices _wider its
Incognito sub-branc.

FILE
Seven- channel
AV receiver with
three HDMI
inputs. Rated at

indeed at the price, the only fly in

still, Cambridge Aucio offers awide

afull complement of Do by and

AUDIO

7x100VV/Flohm

the honey- pot is that the bass could
do with being alittle fatter and fulller.

The ten minutes it takes to set up

'The 64-OR mixes adry and tight
bass with plenty of dynamic attack'

Price: £ 600
Made by:

VERDICT

Cambridge Audio

Proof of : he Azur 64OR pudding is in
the listening and if te disc- strewn

Supplied by:

chaos of my listening room at 4am is

Partnership

The Audio

any cline, this is an amp that hits the
spot with both movies and music. If
you can live without the gadgets and

Telephone:
020 7940 2200

DTS processing and unfettered

the 64OR using its rather felchirg

video trickery, then the Azur 64OR

Web: www.

HDMI passthrough switc -iing
is likewise stra -igely familiar. If
Cambridge Audio did no: aim at

alumilum topped remote control

leads the field in the budget AV
receiver market.

audio.com

the AVR-350 benchmark when
designing the Azur 64OR I'll eat
my subwoofer. Still, no harm in
aiming high.

means your first aucition is likely to
be some six to 24 hours toc socn.
While it isn't an acoustic cétastrophe
from cold, the performance simply
gets nuch better as it warms.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

Unlike the majority of middle MODESTY
market AV receivers, the 640R
Despi=e its modest power caims, the
is not acatalogue of gadgetry,
Azur 640R turns in êspectaculatly
eschewing the likes of auto- setup, video scaling and in-depth
tweaking options in favour of
solid sound engineering. That

cambridge-

Power output into 814ohm (<1% THD)

2x155W1220W

Multichannel power output into8orim

7x125W

Dynamic power output. Into 8/r1t2ohm

190W/300W/240W

Distortion,20Hz-20kHz (Analogue, 10W)

0.007%-0.05%

Distortion,20Hz-20kHz (Digital.-10dBFs)

D.003%-0.009%

dynamic performance with pace

Frequency response,20Hz100kHz

+0.0dB to - 5.9dB

and drive that wholly belies its price
tag. Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto

Output impedance,20Hz-20kHz

D.11 to 0.12ohm

Multichannel separation,20Hz-20kHz

>55dB

on multichannel SACD has drama

O Cambridge Audio

azur 640R
AV FIBCplyer

hi-fi news
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SPECIALIST HI-FI BRANDS INCLUDE

Sonus faber

io

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaud o.co.uk

astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
copland
crystal cable
dream vision
final
focal jrnlab
gamut
grado
isophon
isotek
jadis
koetsu
krell
lavardin
leema acoustics
martin logan
minsetism
music first audio
nordost
opera
pathos
prima luna
resolution audio
roksan
shanling
SITIO

sonus faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
velodyne
wadia
Wilson audio
yter
& many more...

design oudiogrophy co uk

Run oy professionals - for professionals

POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

Pillars of
Strength
MUSICAL FIDELITY SUPERCHARGER (
E 1495)

Paul Miller asks whether the Superchargers can
brea=he new life into lower- powered amplifiers

'

PUFF AND FANFARE

Anyone who's already Jpgraded to
asubstantially powerful amplifier
will app -eciate the effortess
dynamics, the ability to play loud
without the music sounding loud,
the increased depth, detail and
security of images this typically
brings The Supercharger offers all
this, in line with its brother k'N550.
The Helsinki Project [
Na m CD102],
has adeep and authoritative
bass line uncerpinning several of
its tracks and the Supercharger
reflects : his with alean, tight and

,T

This is no crdinary power amp,

here will always be
audiophiles that
maintain a20W

for in additior to the traditional
line- level input MF has added apair

single- ended triode

of 4mm terminals designed to be

by alower- Dowered amp? Or is it
because the percussive nature of the
accompaniment is not limited in its

amplifier offers sufficient grunt
for realistic music- making

driven directly rom the output of
a( lower- powered) integrated or

when, in practice, it's uilikely
to raise more than awhimper

power amp. Hey presto, this simple
daisy- chain of products delivers an

unless partnered with sbme
super- sensitive, horn- loaded
monstrosity of aloudspeaker.
The Supercharger 550K is

instant 550W upgrade in power

the sourd of guitar and cello into

while retaining the familiar interface
and volume control of your existilg

the room throughout ' Kaamcs' is

enthusiasts of this not cn, using

amplifier. In afurther twist, the
Supercharger includes an input
sensing circuit, only switching the

aparec-down versiol a the

amp on once asignal is detected.

all- conquering kW550 power
amplifier in anono chassis,

If the the ' chargers are to replace
an existing pa rof monoblocks then

priced at £ 1499 each.

the transition will be seamless, but

MF's at:empt to disabuse

'The 'charger delivers abig and
effortless- sounding performance'
if they are to augment alowerpowered integrated then you're

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

the Super in charge. W.th alarge and
relatively demanding speaker like
the B&N 802 it's pretty easy to hear
even a 150N amplifier struggling to
realise the tumult of the orchestra
in full flight. The Superchargef
however, del vers acorsistently big
and effortless sounding performance
whether ahandful of flutes are
occup,ir gthe stage or whether the
entire orchestra is steaming towards
your scfa.

at £ 3000 apair, but you'll still find
nothing under £ 5000 that cames
close to matching its 600W+ power

integrated and retain the same long
speaker leads down the room.
Despite claims to the contrary,
it's doubtful these Superchargers
will retain the ' flavour' of your
existing gear, albeit at higher power.
Crucially, your favourite low- powered

AUDIO

FILE
Mono power
amplifier
with line and
high-level
inputs, rated at
550W/8ohm

bang up alongs de each of the stereo

Price: £ 1499

The Supercharger is hardly cheap

each

output. 50 this is an exceptional
amplifier, but the fact t-rat you can
also drive it from the speaker output
of an existirg amp is anovel bonus
rather than the prima facie reason
for its existenice. '

Made by:
Musical Fidelity
Ltd
Telephone:
020 8900 2866
Web: www.
musicalfidelity.
com

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

current- hungry and, likely as not,
reactive sub-8ohm load but will

Dynamic power, 8141211011m

850W/1410W/2140W/2'30W

benefit from the comparative ease of

Outputimpedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.023-0.15ohm

Frequency response (201*-100kHz)

+0.0cB to-0.98dB

amplifier's response and extension
will flatten back out while the full
potential of its (voltage) output will
finally be realised.

K

www.hifinews.co.uk

substahtialfy clearer, perhaps slightly
harden but nnore vibrant in tone with

speakers. Less ideal, but possibly
more practical, you might locate
both ' chargers up with the existing

input. Distortion will fall away, the

550

The rasping synth line that carries

VERDICT

apurely resistive and uniform 50ohm

SUPERCHARGER

scale, in its freedom to breathe, to
soar if only for fractions of asecond?

going to need acouple of extra
240V power sockets, preferably

amp will no longer be driving a

44

very composed performahce. But
is this because those subterranean
bass notes are better handled than

YEARBOOK 2007

Power output, 8/4011m (<1% THD)

640W/910W

Input sensitivity (for OdBVII/550W

89mV/2136mV

A-wtd SkatIo (for OdOWf 550W)

91.2dB/122.5dB

Distortion (10WI8ohm,20Hz-20kHz)

0.0024-0.046%

POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

ARC's
Angel

range was one of the REF110's most
seductive qualities, along with the
most liquid and natural bass I've
heard since the days cf the original
Class- A Krells. Simply put, the
REF110 handles lower octaves with
such ease that you'd swear someone
sneaked in a perfect subwoofer.
What's so deliciously enticinc
about the REF110 is a natural,

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 110 (
f8490)

Ken Kessler finds aheavenly new single- box
stereo power amplifier from Audio Research

sibilance-free,
,
midband

JV ar m' n' eu ddly

that going to artaqonise

anyone suckered by the 3003
merchants. Sparse recordings al ow
you to hear into the per'ormance,
thus unicoverirg another of the

I

per channel, courtesy of a push-pull,

REF110's talents: damn, cam this

f £ 8490 strikes you as a
bucket of money for an

fully- balanced circuit containinc

beauty recreate space. Transients

Audio Research REF series

two matchec pairs of 6550C output

float ard vanish before you.

product, mull this over:

tubes pe - channel. The hybrid input

decaying notes drift into the aether

the REF110 stereo power amp

stage employs direzt-coupled1FETs

... it's seductive. So, as with all great

costs less than half the price

with a6H30 gain stage and 6H30

components, the REF11G ,inspires

of the REF210 monoblocks.

cathode-foilewer. The output section

epic listening sessions. For avoiding

And given the way the ' 110

is acombination of classic udtralinear

listener fatigue, the REF I10 is a

drives the hungry Sonus faber

topolocy arc Audio Research's

champion. It's flippin' Scnurracher,

Guarneri loudspeakers, you'd

'partial4r cathode-coupled' topology,

season after season.

be hard-pressed to justify the

which tne company argues as being

extra power of tie bigger

capable of 'yelding better sound

'The dynamic range was one of the
REF110's most seductive qualities'
REF offerings in rooms under

quality tha - conventional pentode

5x8m. Well, unless your name

or triode operation.'
Adhering to Reference practice

is Lemmy. Or you run stupidly

It was the sort of session = ha: was
becom ng less and less frequent,
jaded old whore that Iaim. It takes a
lot to float my boat these days. But
Icouldn't tear myself away f-om the
REF110. Icouldn't resist 'just ore
more album, one more track.'

AUDIO

VERDICT
Audio Research REF p-oducts have

dn providinq only balanced inputs

been exceptional since = he rlaunch,

- 300kohm impedance and via XLRs

but Ilwasn't expecting this level of

REF110 measures ' only' 480

- it's also non- inverting. But Itrust

brilliance. The REF110 revives that

x220 x495mm ( vvhd); the

that all seasoned audiopniles set

school of thought which postulated

thick front panel bears only an

polarity by ear. Better sti I, they use

that the finest- sounding amps

on/off rocker switch and atiny

preamps vtiitn an inverson switch.

of all turne have been medium

insensitive loudspeakers.
An unadorned box, the

FILE
Stereo valve
power amplifier
rated at 11011V
Made by:
Audio Research

power models, say, 60W- 125W per

green LED. The back? Nothing
more than robust custom-

0

made speaker terminals for

Connected ( in balanced mode)

sensing: finesse over sheer force.

4/8/16 ohm operation, XLR-type

between the McIntosh C2200 pre-

In this respect, the ARC IREF11G

Telephone: 020

balanced signal inputs, a mains

amplifier and Sonus faber Guarneris.

remincs me of my all-time faves. I

8971 3909

fuse and asocket for a 20- amp

the ' 110 tightened up the latter's

love its sound as much as tnat of

detachable IEC mans cable

bass, while dynamic swings seemed

the mono 15 W Radfords, Dynaco's

adorn the back.

more fluid and greeer in spread

Stereo 70 anc the McIntosi MC275.

'rom low levels to hgh. The dynamic

And that's real love.

It's specified to deliver 110W

ARC IN ACTION

Ccrporation
Supplied by:

channel. Maybe that's whia: I'm

Absolute Sounds

Web: www.
audioresearch.
tom

/
HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

audioresearch

Power Output, Ri actin' (<21STHD)

113W/119W

Dynamic POVIALY, 8I4ohm

95W/102W

Output impedance (20Hz-20klit)
VACI.M.Ye 11.11••
'OWEN ••••11.1.11111111

hi-fi news
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Frequency Response (20fiz-100kHz)

0.70-1.20ohm
I +0.1dilta-2.25dB

Input Sensitivity (for 000W/toil output)

170m1,111715MV

AwottSf N ratio (for WM/full output)

94.0d13/114.0dB

Distortion (10W18ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.06-0.1.61

CHOICE
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PRE-/POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

Double
Platinum

unusually tall (for my listening room)
crafting ascene win breathtaking
instrument positioning. Handers
Messiah recorded at Stacxholm's
Adolf Fredrik Church [ FIMXRCD
2000] has asuperb sense of the
scale and grandeur of : he building
while etching the harpsichord,
choir and brass accLrately into the
audio picture. The Platinum combo
maintains this poise ancI controlled

ROKSAN PLATINUM PR 15 B & ST 1308 (E7000)

finesse throughout but this does

Roksan returns to the high- end as Richard
Stevenson cranks up the Handel

E

mean it never really gets down and
dirty when you romp th -ough your
Who collection with aDottie of Jack

volution rather than
revolution is the

at the flick of toggle switch although
the aLto-power down system after

Daniels on aFriday ri ,git.

best way to describe
Roksan's new Platini_m

15 rni lutes of idling makes for ecofriend yfastration par excellence.

more jazzy, the leadiig edge and

series pre and power amp. The
cosmetics and chassis design

The PR15I3 preamp is ' blink and

Switching to something alittle
tonal accuracy of Wes Davis'
trumpet on his Kind of Blue SACD
outs him and the baid night there

are cleary derived frcm the

you miss it' different to the Caspian
although internally the lEyout

company's Caspian series but

is atrue dual- mono desicn with

On the opening ' So Whét', the

the Platinum's substaitial price
premium has been invested ir

symmetrical complementary circu ts
and individually regulated PSUs.

cosseting warmth and fullness of

more power, more features and

It also features in/out control for
Crestron/AMX integration, ablissfully

greater refinement.

nthe room with stumninc realism.

:he bass is utterly infectious without
sounding overblown,. and the gentle
metallic caress of the cymbals
holds the pace and rlhythm of the

'The Platinum maintains this poise
and controlled finesse throughout'

piece beautifully. The piano, clearly
positioned 6ft to the let: of centre

quiet motorized volume control and

is abulky beast with ¿ Il the

aremote ziontrol that feels hewn
from asolid chunk of metal.

cosmetic charm of abreezeblock. Inside is prettier, with an
all- new 1kVA double-shielded
toroidal transformer to backup its claimed 130WIch and
separate transformens to feed
the amplifier's balanced circuits,
input relays and logic boards.
The input can be switched from

of ahighly potent and articulate
amplifier combination. The

single- end RCA to ba anced XLIR

soundlstage is supremely

e

•
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HIGHLY

Price: £ 3000
(ST1308)

VERDICT

Made by:
Roksan Audio
Ltd
Supplied by:

The utterly refined and poised

Henley Designs

stance has apropensity to give poor
recordings arough ride but the

Telephone:

integrity and sheer c:arty on offer
here make for thoroughly inspiring

01235 511166
Web www.
roksan.co uk

Power Output,
Output. 8/4ohm (<1% ND)

155W/250W

Dynamic Power,814/2/1ohno

175W/325W/350W/345W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.018-0.025ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz -100kHz.)

+0.0dB to-0.36dB

Input Sensitivity (tor OdBV preempted»

159mV/83mV

power amp)
A-wtd SIN ratio (for O&M preempted»

COMMENDED

90.0dB/85.0dB

power amp)
Distort Ion ( 101103ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

ROK SAN

sieWiiiX)
www.hifinews.co.uk

outputs
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and balanced

(PRISES); £ 4000

classical and jazz performances. ( I)

I
ROK SMI I

single- ended

Sohn

its history, colour and tie type of
beeswax used to polish it : oo.

soundstaging and tona accuracy.

to'

tape loop,

power amp,
rated 130W/

The Platinum duo is athoroughly
worthy step-up from : he Caspian
range offering excellent separation,

and

P121513 prearnp

with five irie

ST1308 stereo

not only its make ana model from
the Roksan's sound but probably

differs frorm the Caspian is in the
listenimg. From the first notes there
is no mistaKing the air ani grace

.'
ide

reproduced in sumptiousiy accurate
detail. Isuspect anyone who knows
their pianos could easily identify

0
HALLELUJAH!
Where the Platinum series really

FILE
inputs, one

just behind my cheese plant, is a
masterpiece of fluid percission and

The ST1308 power amp

AUDIO

IYEARBOOK

2007

0.0005-0.004%

"lhe all-new

M-series

from ROKSÁN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: vvvvw.henleydesigns.co.uk

1E1

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Every system at any
price level loses vital
musical information
unless you tackle the
problems like this...

lauscover
2-SZ more smLles
Power supplies in hifi equipment,
especially the transformers, create
ACOUSTIC VIBRATION over awide
frequency range. RADIO
INTERFERENCE pollutes the mains
creating distortion, especially on CD.
Both conspire to kill the detail
that gives you presence, separation,
scale, imaging, tonal contrasts,
drama, timing — everything that goes
to create MUSICAL ENJ
OYMENT.

The) .
're now
considered essential

OK, you can retrieve more with
major upgrades but you'll still be
bugged by the same problems and
they'll be revealed even more by
better equipment! Good stuff is just
as vulnerable — customers agree.

as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Ros Gregon - I

Vertex AQ draw on aeronautical
industry research for products that
tackle the WHOLE SYSTEM to drain
and block vibration and suck the RF
interference away to earth.

magazine

I
SOLATION from external energy is
valuable but system-generated noise
is easily THREE TIMES WORSE.
Vertex platforms drain the vibration
from components, while their cables
block transmission along the wire,
asuperb noise conductor. Think of
your childhood telephone, two tins
joined by apiece of wire. Now
think of the BIGGEST VIBRATOR of
them all: your loudspeakers!
Vertex offer mains treatments
from simple to sophisticated, giving
increasing clarity, sweetness, drama
and, well, more SMILES!

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

The
Right
Note
GOLDER
EIRAGOR

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUN DS they have ever heard, so you

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID

BATH

the way and save money in the long run.

01225 874728
or lo-call

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

0845 230 7570

EXPENSI
VE M ISTAKES,enjoy music along

EL1TÉs •flutES'
•,.,

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best

af

Music in the borne

As always, TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
and check www.vertexaq.com

PUBEI SHOR CI3
An
reji
OR CALL US 087V220--4

CD .
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA, P8I),
GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA. V INYL: AESTHETIX, AVID, CLEARAUDIO,
DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT
SPECIAL, TFtANSFIGURATION. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT,
HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,
GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES: CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ
M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

THE LAReST SELECTION
OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

PREAMPLIFIER TEST

Natural
Selection

now, murmuring, ' Well done, DY'.
Suddenly Ihad ahankering for ribs,
beans and abeer.
My current standby, Mr Big's
'To Be With You', features ahuge sounding acoustic guitar whose
sound retained the same presence
as the stage bound fingerings of the
Yoaxum disc. So, too, the assorted
stringed instruments on Keb' Mo's
masterpiece, Peace...Back by
Popular Demand. Both Mr Big and

KRELL EVOLUTION 222 (£ 8498)

Ken Kessler samples the latest single- box
preamplifer from Krell's evolving line-up

Keb' Mo' confirrr ed that this preamp
leaves voices untairted, every detail
and tic present end accounted for
with such total retention of the

rell bills the 222 as.
bringing ' the advanced

will handle enough sources - single ended, balanced and CAST - to cope

emotional ccntent you might start
doubting your allegiance to tubes.
Even with the heavily- engineered

with most systems.

technologies and
inspired design of the
Evolution 202 to asingle chassis

0

format,' the 202 being the
'middle' preamp between this

Ever from ice-cold, the 222 scunded
great after one hour, magnificent

and the Evolution Two. As ce
from fitting everything into a

after three. Slotted into my review

to think that the role is to dissect

system of long-standing, in ba anced
moce, the 222 was immediately at
home feeding McIntosh C2200 and

rather than coordir ate, the music
never loses its sense of the whole.
Imaging, aMays aKrell strength. is

Sonus faber Guarr eris with signals

multi-dimensional, while transients

from Marantz's CD12/DA12.

and bass extension are as you'd
expect: above and beyond reproach.

439x97x464mm (whd) case,
with the obvious loss of the
benefits of aseparate power
supply. it's pure Evolution all

TALKING EVOLUTION

fellas: Ithink we have amodern
day classic on our hands'
termirating ir Krell's CAST
connection format, absolute

reissue of Dwight Yoakum's debut,

monitoring al operations..
Housed in asleek, slimtine

FILE
Stereo

preamplifier
with balanced/
unbalanced and
CAST inputs

VERDICT
One of the most commanding

Industries

preamplifiers I've ever used, the 222
is neutral and transparent to alevel

Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 020 8971

Guitars, Cadillacs. Etc, Etc provided
the tacky, cheesy snare and d-y
kick drum, the fluid guitarwork

oniy bettered by rivals at five figures
and above. Musical? You'll wallcw
in t. Consider it agenuine win- win

Web:

and the edgy fiddle undersco -ing
his Bakersfield- by way- of Kentucky

situation for anyone after asingle -

www.krellonline.

box pre-mp below £ 10,000.

chassis, it's still brimming'

vocals that convinced me of the

with features: a34- button.
machined- from- metal remote

222's merit with edgy material.
lit slid from plucking to raunch

control that covers every

without ahitch, atextbook lesson in
the versatility of the electric guitar
anc that country screech from the

function, including phase
inversion, adisplay that shows

AUDIO

Made by: Krell

Going straight forthe twang, the
live bonus CD with the anniversary

and adigital control circuit

preamps, whose designers seem

Fel'as: Ithink we have amodern day
classic on ot_r hands.

the way: balanced operation,
Krell Current Mode design,

zero negative feedback,

sounds of Art Garfunkel's Breakaway,
the Krell was able to balance the
artifice with the actual. Unlike some

3909

corn

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATION
Maximum output lewei

>15VrmS

Maximum galls

+11.8dB

Input sensitivity Bur OdBV Output)

256mV

various status messages, choice
of source input, volume level,

fiddle stood stage right. Yoakum

Distorldon (OriBV, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.00045-0.0011%

stood dead- centre, the guitars

Aired SIN ratio ire. OdBV)

95dB

balance offset and menu
selections, user- configurable
preferences and more. And it

having afield day on the left. When
he reaches ' Ring of Fire', you can
imagine Johnny Cash up there right

Frequency respcwise (20Hz-100kHz)

0.00dB to -0.03dB

Stereo separation (201-1z-20kHz)

>86dB

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
•
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POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

I've Got Chills...
KRELL EVOLUTION 600 (
L
-12,900 each)

These muscular monoblocks boast 600W of power each,
but deliver those watts with enough subtlety to chi'
Ken Kessler's nervous system and bring tears to I
-is eyes

CAST II ir play. Ialso used other
preamps. but the serious listening
involved the 202 and CAST II
because, in my experience, it's the
best way to extract all that this amp
can deliver.
For pr mary listening, Ifed the
202 preamp with the Musical

p

when Ialso have befo -eme a
geiuir e600W monoblock from
arval weighing 10kg. The Krell's

fro -it-end via the AJclio Research

5000VA power supply, massive
construction, whatever: the words

PI- 5phono stage. Speakers were
Sonus fater Guarneri and Apogee

based on unbridled power. And

'balls' and ' swinging' spring to mind.

if it wasn't simply

What morons judge hi-fi on size and

Sc:ntilla, wired with 'ter cables. And
it was like athrowback to one of

weight? End of rant.

hi-fi's ' golden ages': 1983-90.

ower is something in which
Krell has always believed.
Although one of its createst

achievements was a50W
stereo amp. Krell's street cred is
3

case of sheer

wattage - the company still offers
an integrated with ' only' 200W/ch then it was anotion that Krells could
drive any load without complaint.

But once you've maihandled
the Krell Evolution 600 ,into place
(it would have killed them ' o

Fidelity kW two- box CD player and
SME 30/SME Series V,Slue Angel

Szvouning unbridled power - just
as it applies to cars - is the reason

fit handles?), amagical journey

for wanting to experieice the 600.
You've heard the analcgy: two cars

commences. Even ice-:old, the Krells
we -edoing something so rght, and

at 7Cmpl- on the motorway. both
weigi atonne. One has 100hp, the

so impressive that Iwas almost able
to overlook the fact that apair costs

other 300hp. Ask yourself which will
be smootier, more responsive, more

the same as aBMW 320i M Sport.
In order to experierce the full -

pleasurable to use, longer- lived. So,
too, with amplifiers.

excuses Krell may come up with,

on Evolution ' event', Ialso used
the Evolution 202 preamplifier,

I'm not about to be convinced

connected in balanced mode with

rj

With the Evolutior series, the bar
has been raised substantially. But
then, so has the pnice.
Utterly inexcusable, thougi,
is manufacturing apower amp
weighing aludicrous 61.1kg:
materials, shippinc costs, userunfriendliness. Whatever sonic

'So impressive, Iwas almost able to
overlook the fact that apair costs the
same as aBMW 320i M Sport'

LUMPY MOMENTS

The Krell's forté wasn't solely with
mils ic known for its bombast.
Yes,. Iused some scary percussion
discs,, marvelling as much at the
Guarneris' refusal to break as at the
phenomenal extension and sheer
freedom of the sound. But the
tear-in-eye/lump-in-th -cat moments
arrived repeatedly with the
soft stuff, wi:h tie very
material you would assume
required little in the way of
wattage. Incapable as Iam
of equating the power of,
say, areal trumpet with the
audio wattage needed to
reproduce it into agiven

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

speaker, Iam equally unable

CHOICE

to grasp what is the ' wattage'

mvouLrnorm
soc

of ahuman voice.
Even with awispy thing of
avocal from Art Garfunkel,
or Joni Mitchell in one of
her more delicate moods,
the absolute freedom from
concerns about headroom was
still manifest. Voices were open,
natural, unconstrained. They
enjoyed areal space. They were free

50 I www.hifinews I YEARBOOK 2007

of artifice. The massed vocals of Mr

Evolution 600, Idetected details

Big's ' To Be With You' swelled into
the room to near- Gregorian majesty,

though, was the reproduction

Imissed in the past. More crucial,

enjoying clarity, presence and body

of one of the most effective
musical effects in the history of
recorded sound: Dusty Springfield's
breathiness. It's palpable, lifelike,

that are denied it by astruggling

authentic enough to make you dig

power source.
Every time I've reviewed a
product, without fail, there's

out 'The Look Of Love' on that mint
copy of Casino Royale you reserve

while The Byrds' jingle-jangled all
morning, the tingle of the signature
12- string Rickenbacker guitar

been one telling moment, one
'showpiece' track that revealed
more about the item than any other.
It is indicative of the talent that
was Dusty Springfield that ' Son of
aPreacher Man' just may be the
sexiest song ever recorded. Yes,
even more salacious than Peggy

for special occasions.
Which provided me with the
one word Iwish to use to define
the Krell Evolution 600. With the
'g' in place, without allusion to its
current usage, with sole reference
to its effect on one's heart, soul and
nervous system: ' chilling'. How so?
Because the Evolution 600 delivers

'I am deeply amused that asong by
adeceased lesbian has the same
effect on me as Viagra'
Lee's ' Fever'. That Dusty was also

that elusive 'tingle factor' more

one of Sappho's sisters adds to the

repeatedly than any amp Ican recall
in recent memory, right up there

mythos: Iam deeply amused that a
song by adeceased lesbian has the
same effect on me as Viagra.

with the kilowatt Musical Fidelity
kW monoliths and the 600W Audio

I've heard that song afew
hundred times. But through the

Research Reference monoblocks.
Iwas constantly dazzled, not by

BEOW: On the rear are three input

its sheer force, for which the only
rivals are probably the bigger

options - CAST, XLR balanced and
RCA unbalanced. Inside, massive
heatsinks run along the chassis

Evolution models, but the neartotal absence of artifice and the
heightened detail. Addicted as Iam

to the works of Judee Sill, it was an
honour, aprivilege to hear even

ABOVE:
'Krellcoat'

further into the layers of sound on
her deceptively simple recordings.

finish for a

And if you want to understand why

'timeless and

the textures of Karen Dalton's voice

afeel that is

found her compared favourably with
acertain Billie Holiday, prepare to

inviting and

be enlightened.
This is the first product in years
that made me want to have a
cigarette after the act.

built to last'

AUDIO

FILE

VERDICT
The 600 begs the need for anything
more: regardless of speaker, this
amplifier never delivers less than
unstressed sound with huge
dynamics and slam. The surprise was
the sheer finesse when used with
aCAST II- equipped preamp. The
only downside is aslight tendency
toward the clinical, but even that is
only going to be picked up by the
anally-retentive, who listen solely for
sound quality, rather than musical
bliss. That aside, the Evolution 600
reminded me of the greatest Krells
of yore. _5

look that is

600W
monoblock
power amplifier
with Krell's CAST
II and choice of
balanced or SE
inputs
Made by:
Krell Industries
Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds
Telephone:
020 8971 3909
Web: vvww.
krellonline.com

Power output, 814ohm (<1%111D)

670W/1320W

Dynamic power,8/412/1ohm

690W11375W/2623W12080W

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.C25-0.002ohm

Frequency response ( 20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -1.9dB

Input sensitivity (for OdBW/600W1

150mV13725mV

Ased SIN ratio (for OdBWifull output)

90 6dB1115.5dB

, Distortion (10W/Bohm, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.005-0.01%
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PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

Living in
the Pass

side denotes each channel's volume
on a0-32 scale.

INVITE AND ENTICE
Whether used with aturntable or CD
player as front-end, the initial and
enduring impression was of awarm,
natural sound; not cloyingly warm
and pampered but smooth, detailed
and assured. With uptempo rock
material such as the title track frorr

PASS LABS X2.5 & X150.5 (£ 7490)

Andrew Harrisoi looks beyond the heavy
metal styling to enjoy smooth valve- like sound

T

ojudge a Dook by its
cover, yofd be forgiven
fdr thinking that these
Pass Labs amplifiers

had something of an industrial,
wrought- Won sound. Heavy

The Stranglers' Norfolk Coast, there
was acompelling drive and energy.
Multi- layered stage depth was
entirely compelling, inviting the

'classically simple' Class A circuit, the

listener into the acoustic space of

heatsinks and casework do get very
warn to the touch.
The X2.5 preamp represents the

intimate jazz recordings such as
heard on Habanera, and here the

construction, argular pa ielwork

entry- point for Pass Labs preamps,
(atthpugh asimpler X2.2 version with
less features is also available). Of the

on the power amp and machined
details in the preamp combine
to suggest astee.l-fpundry

five inputs offered, the first two are
also configured fo -XLR balanced
connections. For output, there's one

powerhouse; yet these amplifiers'
appearance disc uise aspecial

pair of RCA phono and another of
XLR balanced connectors, buffered

Simple Acoustic Trio could be heard
closely knit, yet spatially disparate.
Compared to other references, the
X2.5 pre gave amore homogeneous
stereo width and depth perspective.
Kate Bush's vocal from 'And Dream of
Sleep' was that much more breathy
expressive, believable.
There was considerable sense

AUDIO

FILE

of weight in bass reproduction,

`Kate's vocal was that much more
breathy, expressive, believable'

and incredible, lush textures were
offered. It's tempting to describe

Stereo preamp
with five inputs

the power amp as sedate solid-state,

(three balanced/

valve- like in its reach- out- and- touch

unbalanced;
two unbalanced

sound quite removed from a

to allow both to be used together.

stereotypical transistor amplifier.
Specifiec conservatively at

Two ;lairs of metal', buttons labelled

palpability of imagery. Modern
rock productions, like Depeche

'mode' and ' select on' on the front

Rated at 150W

150W, the Pass La DS X150.5
power amp.ifier is the smallest
of the X- series power amplifiers,

Mode's Violator, showed off seismic,

panel are used to5witch inputs and
coltrol features. Options include
Mute, Balance, Display ( brightness),

into 8ohm

and carries the '. 5' suffix to
denote recent improvements

controlled drums and rippling bass
synthesizer effects that could truly
captivate with rich smooth colours.

Unity ( for AV bypass) and Gain ( either
44dB' or '+ 14dI3').

VERDICT

to the transformer, rectification
and EMI filtering.P.s physical
presence is dom nated by the scifi gothic industrial design, with a

;

The slim metal volume knob

only) and stereo
power amp.

Price: £ 3495
(X2..5), £ 3995
(X150.5)

controls apatented electronic gain
stage with 32 preset levels available

Despite its architectural appearance,
the sound of the X150.5 is far
removed from the US high- end

over a60dB range, said to offer

model of kilowatts of power drilled

Made by:
Pass Labs
Supplied by:
Bilusocology

large swing meter sat fro it panel

distortion and noise at one-tenth

home with scorching highlighted

Tellephone:

central, pointing net to power
output level but tc the amp's.
With the amplifier biased as a

detail. Ignore the space-age shipyard
looks and enjoy the sound of these
amplifiers that can bring natural

01273 700759

relative operating bias current.

that of hitherto state-of-the-art
volume stages. Easily read from afar,
the fluorescent dis lay has blue
capital letters, and anumeral each

music to life. H

e
mode

select

Pass Labs X25

a

Welt www.
passiabs.com

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 8/4 ohm (< 1% THD)

25CYVVj380W

Dynamic Power (8/4/2ohm)

300WI525W/37OW

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.007-0.05 ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

0.00d8 to -2.80d8

Input sensitivity

85mV11050mV

(for OdBW/full output)

hi-finews •

HIGHLY

A-wtd SIN ratio

103dB/119dB

(for 0i:18W/full output)
Distortion

0.003-0.81%

(10W/8 ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

COMMENDED

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

mullmov"
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>80dB

When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

7‘;

Prodect
AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Makers of
award- winning
turntables

To find out more about the full range of turntables fromHENLEY
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co uk

.k

experience some new

map ...

With two new product launches from Linn, the Linn
Majik system now includes the fabulous new Majik-I

Majik system promotion

integrated amplifier and Majik 140 Loudspeakers.
Please call instore to listen to this fabulous system.

Purchase aLinn Malik OD Playe -,Majik Integrated
Amplifier, Katan Loudspeakers'and Katan stands
All for only £ 3500.
RRP £4290
•other speaker options available
Price includes natiorwide delivery and
installation by Linn trained staff.
For more information on purchasing
visit ww.v.petertyson.co.uk
or www newcastlehifi.co.uk

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Special Linn Unidisc Sc and Majik 5100
promotion.
Purchase aLinn Unidisc SC, universal disc
player and a Majik 5100 or 6100 Power
Amplifier and receive afantastic 25% saving
of the purchase price.

leeloneer
Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

Linn Classik Movie
packages
Linn Classik Movie
+ Monitor Audio RS6 Pack
Our price £ 2850.00
Our Normal price £ 3899.00

Interest free credit available on all sales
price was £ 5340

now £ 3999

PDP-LX508XD

on permanent demonstration.
The best prices
please call for details.

Ex Demonstration
and used stock list

Our price £ 2400.00
Our Normal price £ 3399.90

Linn LP12/Ekos/Arkiv now £ 1600.00
Linn Ikemi CD player now £ 1100.00

CI]

Linn Karik CD player now £ 350.00
Linn Genki CD Player now £600.00
Linn Pekin Tuner now £ 400.00
Linn Chakra C4200 Amplifier £ 2350

Price includes free HDMI cable, nationwide
delivery and installation by Linn trained staff.

Linn 2250 Amplifier now £ 900.00
Linn Klout Amplifier now £900.00
Linn klimax Solos Please call
Linn Kaber Aktiv Loudspeakers now £ 850

Just arrived
come instore to hear the brand new

Linn Klimax DS and Akurate music server.
The future of music.

Linn Classik Movie
+ Moritor Audio Radius
R90 W12 Pack

LINN

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Linn Ninka Loudspeakers now £ 700.00
Linn Keilidh Loudspeakers now £ 300.00
Linn Isobarik Loudspeakers now £ 300.00

Don't miss out call today.

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monito - Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sirn2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER TEST

Hellenic
Heroes

fitting, given Ypsilon Electronic's
Athenic origins.

MAJESTIC TENSION
With Rockport An;:ares speakers, I
fcund previously unheard details
in the music. Mussorgsky's. Pictures
at an Exhibition had the necessary
Tajestic rasp to kee,p the tension

YPSILON PST 100 & SET 100 (£54,000)

Price- no- object amp'ifiers don't come much
pricier than this... Andrew Harrison is warmed

alongside strident, but thoroughly
ealistic, descending string ton:es.
Clarity and tidiness was the
:heme, from the gloopy si_brnersive
D3SS of Massive Attack's Protection,
:o the tight swinging string bass

samples from Sairt-Germain-

B

SET 10C monoblocks
benefit from ideas
rarely seen elsewnere, showing

this class A mode guarantees no

3 so

crossover distortion. The result is
peerless midband translucency and

that is aB&VV 802D, even iif they

adifferent way of doing things.
The preamp is asimple

sweet natural treble.
The prospect of over 100W of

design using transformers to
set level instead of avariable

single- ended class A from asolidstate output stage is very appealing.

tbght and ridiculoms!y tuneful, by
which Imean the pitch an:d timbre
of bass instruments was revealed in

resistor. This allows precise

Gone are the concerns for ageing

confident clarity.

oth the Ypsilon PST
100 preamp and the

single- ended circuit. Championed
by the SET crowd for good reason,

'Pitch and timbre of bass instruments
was revealed in confident clarity'
control of gain with vanishingly
low levels of disto -tion. Two
modes are available: entirely
passive, and an active mode
which switches in atriode
stage, adding UD to 20dB of
gain. Even ' active'', the 6H3OPi
valves are only tused for the
upper half of the volume range.
The crucial difference in
the floorstanding SET 100
monoblocks is the use of a

1111

les-Prés Cafe II. Feign- level tests
established that the SET 1DOs were
capable of that tricky load

didn't vice- grip the Dass drivers as
clasely as some. Eass was always

The sound of tie Ypsilon amplifier
combination was relaxed and fluent,
with power on ta) to scare you with
unexpected transients - just like real
music. A cavernous soundstage let

valve stock, and the ticking clock on

loudspeakers melt into invisibi•ity,

precious valve life.
Seven Ionic column heatsinks

and the holographic positoning of

run along each side, with another
five spaced along the centre of the

recorded event. Here we have the
dream of single- ended triode purity,

amp's 80kg chassis. All this casework

with solid-state power levels, h one

allows the SiET 100 to vent 400W of
mains power into heat when idling.

carefully executed package.

Stereo TVC

VERDICT

ended hybrid

Standing' 6fl Omm tall - two feet
in valve money - the SET 100 looks
like nothing less than asatin alloy
tribute to the Greek Acropolis. Quite
•-.411 -

-

-

'Iml mmi'
i
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FILE
preamp and
120W single

No fascia controls cn the preamp,
unfashionably high power
consumption from hot and hungry

monoblock

monoliths.., these amps score low
on features. And Doasting aprice

Electronics

power amps
Made by: Ypsilon

Supplied by:

for which you couic buy aflee: of
cars, value for money doesn't rate

Sounds of Music
Telephone:

any better. But for pure sound and
useful power the like of which you're
unlikely to hear anywhere else,
Ypsilon earns the Oiympic wreath in
tie sound quality stakes.

01435 865212
Web:
www.ypsilon
electronics.com

Itioikfitebam.cuianik_
Power output into 814ohm (< 1% THD)

127W/1 13W

Dynamic power (
20msec. 8(4/2j1ohun)

126WI101W/37W/24W

Output impedance (
20fiz-20kHz)
Frequency response 20Flz-10C1tHz)

'Pill.— —me

AUDIO

sounds authentically recreatec a

1.06-1.61ohm
-0.69dBto +3.80dB

Input sensitivity (
for Od3W(full output;

79mV1900r1W

A-wtd S/N ratio (
for eld9W(full output)

84dBI114dB

Distortion (
10M8oten. 20Hz-201cHz
Stereo separation ( Hz-20kHz

YEARBOOK 2007

G.09-0.88%
>66dB ( preamp)
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Three's
Company
HARBETH HL COMPACT 7ES-3 (E 1799)

The company's 30ti anniversary relaunch
proves addictive for Christopher Breunig

1

cane technology - an acronym

the port resonance frequency and
cabinet damping have been revised
to give better bass.

TAKING A STAND
Mounting this speaker for the most
natural tonal balance is quite critical
-although room placement is less
so. Harbeth suggests aminimum
spacing of 500mm behind the
speaker. Routinely pressing them
down on Blu-Tack gave abloated,
bass- heavy character. They need
alightweight stand, and Ifound
experimentation with three oak
cones ( Russ Andrews), points up or
cown, brought significant changes.

fyou can get speech righ:,
says Harbeth's designer Alan
Shaw, almost everything

for apatented blended polymer
formulation. The 200mm mid- bass

are in Japan, what better to start my

else will fall into place

driver has anew rubber surround,

listening than an obscure Harmonia
Mundi LP of Nob Theatre? This has

Given that most Harbeth sales

-apart from earth- shaking bass.
It's what he calls ' the BBC way of
doing things'.

revised for superior damping. There's
are- specified crossover to the

actors growlirg in akind of song -

25nm aluminium dome tweeter,

speech, shrill traditional pipes and

Launched first in Japan, the
new Compact 7ES-3 shares with

which is made by SEAS to Harbeth's

wooden percussion thwacks. The
decay of sounds, the immediacy of

soe:ifications. Using stranded OFC

other BBC designs enclosures
constructed as tuned 'thin wa l'
cabinets. These are assembled
from damped MDF panels with
front and back each fixed to
bearers by twelve screws. This
is said to result in a' Iossy joint'
structure with low energy

'Mounting this speaker for the most
natural tonal balance is quite critical'
wiring, this new circuit is claimed to
enhance vertical integration of the

storage, that ' breathes' like a
string instrument.

d-ivers and to allow the user more
flexibility in stand- height. A range of
375-535mm is suggested. Bi wiring

The 7E3-3 front- ported twoway is 520 x273 x315mm

is not an option.
Listening with the grilles on is

(hwd) with cherry as the
standard Ifinish, eucalyptus

recommended. The transparency
of grille cloth in the 7ES-3 has been

or ebony to order. Harbeth's
drive units feature RADIAL

increased to allow the tweeter a
more open character. And both

transients and complex male voice
sounds make it ideal test material.
The Harbeths passed with
flying colours, just as they did with
Weather Report's ' Port Of Entry' with
its hand- drumming and electronic
keyboards. Kate Bush's diction in
Wuthering Heights' was crystal clear.
as well as the reverberation layers in
the stereo mix.

AUDIO

FILE
Stand mount
two-way

VERDICT

front ported

These are enormous .ytuneful,

loudspeaker

addictive speakers which can create
Price: £ 1799

deep soundstages wi:h pinpoint
•

instrumental detail. You need to

•

Made by:

set the replay levels correctly for
accurate tone- colours. That said,

Harbeth Audio

they do respond to quite high replay
levels - although aquite modest

Telephone: 0870
803 4788
Web: www.

amplifier will crive them. Don't be

harbeth.com

put off by the plain ' studio' styling.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

84dB

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

5.7ohm @ 279kHz
23.4ohm .Z0 62Hz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz) - 45. @ 78Hz + 41" @ 6561-1z
Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

hi-fi news
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± 0.9dB

LF/HF extension (-6dB ref .? 00Hz/10 kHz)

38Hzi > 40kHz/>40kHz

THD100Hz/lkHzrlOkHz (
fny q0c1BSFt at 1m)

0.7% I > 0.1% I>0.1%

Distortion ( 10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

I

0.0024-0 frze5's

SABAS001

exquisite audio products
e. select audio@tiscali.co uk

www.selectaudio.co.uk

t. +44 (0) 1900 813064

Turntable Range

0

1400

2800

2100
2200C

2802
Debut

2500

Art

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

From £ 1795 to £57,995

selectdealers
AudioLincs
T. 01476 591090
Brighton Hifi Exchange
T. 01580 878101
Retro Reproduction
0131 558 9989
Grass Dance Audio
T 01764 650573
Hazelmere Audio
T.01494 865398

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

Walrus

www.basisaudio.com

T. 0207 7247224
The Sound Surgery
T. 01392 662920

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately. Price on application.

e2006 selectaudio®
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Belle of the Ball
DUEVEL BELLA LUNA (£3750)

Ian Harris takes in the shine
from the Diamante version of
Duevel's omni loudspeaker

D

uevel's disti -ictive Bella
Luna Diamante speakers
may not be new tc the

UK market; indeed, they
have formed the core of the Gernan
company's range of distinctive
omnidirectional speakers for a

carbon- fibre mid/treble driver firing
vertically downwards throigh
abeautifully turned horn, while
bass is handled by an upwardfiring 220mm cone. Splittirig the

number of years now. However,

two is a ' spinning-top' shaped
omnidirectional diffuser, which
tapers upwards intc the neck of the

just as it is not guaranteed that
every new product is particu arty

horn to direct mid/treble output via
a360° horizontal stot. The D.uevel's

interesting, it is certailly not the
case that every interesting product

cabinet is reflex- loaded via four
triangular cut-outs at its base, oie

is particularly new. Duevel speakers

pf which contains aset of discreet
sngle-wired multi- way terminals,

have not been widely reviewed in
the UK press, and the putstanding

along with asmall bayonet swi:ch

spatial qualities of the. new,
entry-level, Planets model (
HFN
April 2007) tweaked my interest

:o activate the Bella Luna's optional
mpedance matching circuitry.

sufficiently to give these ' seasoned'
campaigners asomewhat overdue
HFN once-over.

0

MAYHEM UNTANGLED

While the Planets model showed
itself to be avery capable entry-

'These omnis were indeed masters of
I
the truly cavernous soundstage'

hiti news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

If ever acomponent should
make an impact before anote was
played, the Bella Luna would be it.

level speaker with revelatory spatial
capabilities, it was immediately

Looking like something between
a22nd century pagoda and a
venting system for aparticularly

much more rounded performer
-although, perhaps this was : o
be expected at aprice of £3750,

stylish nuclear shelter, the speaker
prompted puzzlement in eacl and
every visitor to my listening room.

against the Planets' £ 800! The
first aspect of the larger Due‘,eli's

Ihasten to add that, ir almost all

behaviour at the top and bottom
of the frequency spectrum. Low
frequencies displayed enough depth

certainly add another chapte -to the

and detail to pinpoimt the shape

'hi-fi as sculpture' story.

and texture of each note in the
loping ( and slightly recessed) bass
Ine to ' Watching The Detectives',

function- led structure extremely

while there was also enough

attractive visually, which is quite a:n
achievement when you conside .

top-to- bottom speed and grip to
comfortably untangle the sonic
mayhem of King Kur:'s Destination

the limited aesthetic appeal of the
average speaker motor, basket and
cone. The review pair matched
aluminium panels with satin- black

Uuna also excelled at uncovering
the rich yet subtle low-frequency

real wood veneers, ranging from the
subtle to the spectacular, are also

atruly natural and organic manner.

YEARBOOK 2007

harmonics of both cello and piano in

available (these being paired with

At the other end of the scale,

'bare' wood diffusers which, rather
nicely, uncover their laminated
construction).

high frequencies had atremendous
sense of energy, providing

of the ordinary, with a44mm

www.hifinews

Zululand. For those who prefer their
musical fix to be acoustic, the Bella

diffusers to excellent effect, while

Frequency split is alittle out

58

performance to impress was the

cases, the puzzlement was posiive
in nature, and the Bella Lunas

To give Duevel due credit,
it has managed to make this

••••••

clear that the Bella Luna was a

impressive levels of low-level detail
and excellent transient impact.
This gave the Duevel speaker a

great affinity for tempo and musical
nuance, uncovering the tiniest

'big' and involving sound from
only moderate amplifier input,

rhythmic flourishes with ease. Lower
midrange, via the Musical Fidelity

and 40 watts seemed to provide

kW amplifiers, was natural-sounding

power- a- plenty. As an additional
thermionic benefit, ahint of warmth

and well integrated but, perhaps,

in the midrange seemed to tie the

just afraction recessed as compared
to the frequency extremes.
At all sensible levels, the Bella

frequency extremes together a
touch more fluently.
In terms of spatial performance,

Luna speaker displayed very good

the ultimate width of the

levels of clarity and coherence

soundstage was impressive, but
highly material- dependent.

but, of course, the kW amps
present agolden opportunity for
decidedly non- sensible levels, and
here the Bella Luna was alittle less
comfortable. Push the volume up

However, where the Bella Luna
trumped any speaker Ihave yet
heard was in the sense of total
separation between the image

to contribute to aslight sense of

array and the speakers themselves.
Listening to Wolfgang Schneiderhan
and the Berlin Philharmonic under

congestion. At the other extreme,

Eugen lochum playing Beethoven's

too far and the high-frequency and
upper- mid range energy levels seem

'Ultimate width of the soundstage was
impressive, but material- dependent'

cavernous soundstage.
And that, really, is the crux of
the matter. While the Bella Luna's
performance goes way beyond a
huge soundstage, it is this aspect

ABOVE: A
small toggle
between the
terminals
switches in

reprising my listening programme
via apair of single- ended Ming Da
805 monoblocks, it seemed that
valves made aperfect partnership

Violin Concerto [ DG], the orchestra
appeared firmly located along
and beyond the front wall, with
absolutely no tendency to gravitate

that distances them from more

impedance

conventional speakers.

matching

with these speakers. Despite only

towards the speakers at either end
of the soundstage. Throughout

VERDICT

making amp

For those listeners who consider

lOcc's 'Art For Art's Sake', the
Duevel Bella Lunas provided a
huge, multi- layered, wall-to-wall
rendition, which showed that, given

spatial performance to be an
inconsequent sonic frippery, the
Duevel cannot quite match the

load more
benign at
mid/high

moderate measured sensitivity,
the Bella Luna's omnidirectional
dispersion provided asubjectively
BELOW: Machined from laminated

circuitry,

clarity under pressure, power

wood, these saucers combine to form
ahorn to distribute tweeter output,

appropriately recorded material,

handling or drive of the most

these omnidirectionals were

capable conventional speakers.

plus aconical bass- mid reflector

indeed masters of the truly

However, for those who value the
sense of atmosphere an impressive
soundstage can provide, an
omnidirectional such as this should
be aprerequisite for the audition
list; as with the Planets, the Bella
Luna Diamante demonstrates
spatial capabilities on apar with
the very finest anywhere near

frequencies

AUDIO

FILE
Two-way
horn loaded
omnidirectional
loudspeaker
Price: £3750
Made By:
Duevel

their price point. Add in their large
sweet- spot, ease of positioning and
conversation- piece looks and you

Supplied By:
Real Hi Fi
Telephone:

have an extremely room-friendly
speaker which, depending on their
sense of aesthetics, might just be

0870 909 6777
Web: www cdkonzert.com

partner-friendly too. d)

Sensitivity ( SPI at Im for 2.83V rms input)

83d13

Impedance modulus mirs/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

3.8 ohm @ 286Hz

Impedance phase minimaic (
20Hz-20kHz)

-65° @ 98Hz

31.1 ohm @ 381-12

U.@ 26Hz
Pair rematching (
200Hz-20kHz)

±7.9d8

LFiliFextension (- 6dP oaf 200Hz 110kHz)

49Hz / 24.1kHz
24.5kHz

THD100HzilkHzilOkHz for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.5% I0.3% / 1.7%
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Down

0

GREAT FOR ROCK

A quick channel check with
Reference's RX-1000 test CD and

Memphis

EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II (
E2995)

A speaker that's great for rock proves too
close an encounter for Christopher Breunig

the track six ' studio walka -ound'
gave aglimpse of the tonal accuracy
of the Fontaine II and its ability to
project deep, detailed soundstages,
when the walking narrato - strikes
awood- block or cymbal. similarly.
with the DG LP of Stravinsky's
Soldier's Tale, the two different
studio ambiences for the Boston
Chair ber Players and the iarrators
were cearly separable.
Weather Report's Night Passage

E

(75mm) diameter voice-coil. The

[CBS] and Pink Floyd's ' Money'

Esotar was selected for its large

[The Dark Side of the MoonlEMI]

aperiodic damping chamber and
vented pole piece, allowérg free- air
operation with negligible back

suggested that rock listeners will
like these speakers. with their deep
bass extension. There was always
the temptation to turn the gain

is aduall-portedfloorstanding
monitor design with two

via amild 2dB/octave slcpe,
centred at 2kHz, and achieved usiig

150mm Morel drivers and a
25mm Dynaudiro Esotar silk

aLinkwitz-Riley crossover.
The cabinets are cons: -ucted
from adouble laminate of MDF

cglestonWorks is
in Menphiis, within
walking dstance of
Sun Studio where Elvis

Presley made his first recordings.
Its secon:d Fontaine incarnation

dome high-frequency unit.
Used in all its models and
sourced in Israel, the Morel is a
pclypropylene-ccned, doublemagnet diver with large
.41111111.--

pressure. These drivers are divided

subjective slowing of the flow of the

milling machine. The asymmetr cal

'vie Anderson's solo every nuance

music. Ifelt this too with my 1940s
Ellincton In A Mellotone [
RCA]. With

AUDIO

FILE

You can sit with the drivers
exposed and not find them ugly'

Two-way,
three driver
standmount

loudspeaker.
Sensitivity rated

220mm wide enclosure, 101Orm in

was there, yet Ididn't get the
emotional message of the music.
And because these speakers are

height. The side panels are 360mm
in width aid the front and back

so revealing you wouldn't want to
listen = o many 1950s Decca ' ffrr's.

Price: £ 2995

VERDICT
The rock or home theatre enthusiast
with plenty of listening space

Memphis

50mm pot tubes. The m tred joins
in this acrylic are almost invisible,

will find the Fontaine II able to

Systems

forming aseamless, mirror coat.
The Fontaine II is the cnly speaker

wide, deep soundstages with
dramatic transient capability.

Ihave tested where you can sit

Clas5ical buffs might find the

with the crivers exposed and not

phrasing slightly slowed, otherwise
the Fontaines make the most of fine

slope away by 5° to time-align = le
drivers' voice- coils. The external
faces are clad in a4mm polished
black acrylic, including tie two

find them ugly. Even better, the
optional cauze grilles are not only
semi-transparent (visua4) but they

HIGHLY
comMENDFD

back from the Fontaines.
On classical material there was a

with visco elastic damping to give
awall thicKness of 32mm : he
complicated form is cut using aCNC

trapezoid top reduces the visual
impression of mass - this is only a

hi-finews

up to realistic levels and this was a
slight problem in my room - I'd say
that you need to sit at least 14ft

show almost no sound coloraticn if
fitted. The grilles are helc Dy hidden

at 89dB

Made by
EgglestonWorks,

accommodate high levels, creating

Supplied by:
Signature Audio

TEL:
020 8480 3333
WEB: www.
signature
systems.co.uk

mode -nrecorded material. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensithey ( SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

magnets under the acrylic.
At the rear, the recessed Cardas

85d8
_ .

Impedance modulus minimax ( 201-1z-20kHz)

7.1ahm @ 18-6Hz

binding posts would allow spanner
tightening (!) or banana plug

Impedance phase min/max ' 0Hz-20kHz) -38.2° @ 112Hz

connections, but there is no option
for bi- or tri wiring. The speaker feet
comprise threaded 15mm stubs
with four very substantial spikes.

19.5ohm @ 98Hz

+26.7° @ 20Hz
Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

± 8.3d13

LF/HF extension (- 6d13 ref 2001-1410kHz)

6714z/32.41dtz

THD 100HzilkHz110kHz ( for 90cB SPL at 1m)

t.0% 11.3% j 0.3%

YEARBOOK 2007
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Romantic Reminder
SONUS FABER GUARNERI MEMENTO (£ 6500)

Ken Kessler savours Sonus faber's Guarneri
Memento — still one of his all-time faves
after receiving its renaissance

W

hat dominated the entire Homage series
when it launched was Franco Serblin's drive

to emulate the Cremonese violin makers.
Thus the Guarneri's cross-sec:ion reflected
that of alute, the woods were aged and assembled
using centuries- old techniques, and even the glues
and varnishes were made from recipes that harked
back centuries. While sceptics initially posited that the

Guarneri exuded style over substance, the sound was
simply breathtaking, and the speaker was an instant
hit. In addition to siring the later Homage models and
many dozens of rip-offs, it sold in serioLs rumbers for 13
years, in its original form.
Despite tile singular brilliance of the Guarneri, a
catalogue mainstay familiar to many of you, the external
differences between it and the new Memento are
numerous but obvious only to obsessives. Indeed, only
the single terminals ( instead of bi-wiring) and the prow
on the grille tell non- anoraks that they're auditioning
the Mementp rather than the original. But it is cabinet
shape aside, avirtually new speaker; even the supplied
pedestals have been tweaked, the wedge-profled
base produc ng asix degree slant. This ensures, and I
quote, that ' the drivers' emissions centres are on the
same plane. This allows the speaker to produce more
coherent phase alignment and response.'
For the active ingredients, the midwooter is derived
from the later Stradivari and Amati midranges. As
the company put it, between the original Guarneri's
and the Memento's mid- bass drivers are ' 12 years of

'If you want to own the bestlooking small speaker ever,
turn your eyes toward Italy'
technological development. The main difference is
the new shaped cone and the use of Kapton instead of
aluminium as the coil's support. As aresult, we have
a 150mm, ul:ra dynamic linearity driver with aCCAVV/
Kapton " eddy current free" voice coil. Its dynamically

hh\
hi-fi news

linear magnetic field motor incorporates Kellogg and
Faraday rings, and all moving elements have been
optimally vertilated for " resonance free" response.'

COMMENDED

So, too, does anew tweeter replace the Dynaudio
Esotar of the original. A 25mm ring radiator tweeter

HIGHLY

with dual toroidal wave developed directly from that
in the Stradivari, it is identical to one in the Amati
Anniversario. Sonus faber feels that it is ' more linear,
more focused and alittle more directive.' It takes
mere seconds to confirm the company's belief that
the Memento's sound is ' more detailed and refined if
compared with the Guarneri Homage.'
While the dimensions and shape are more or less the
same as those of the Guarneri Homage, at 210 x340
x380mm ( wdh), the wood is now solid maple instead
of solid walnut and the small black wood segments

62 Iwww.hitinews
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have been changed to increase
their ability to reduce and control
resonances and vibrations. This
produced an added benefit during

I've never been of that school,
preferring to give the benefit of
the doubt to manufacturer with
the guts to revise aclassic. One

manufacture: 'There's no more

needn't have worried here. It

need to tune the cabinet with some

audibly and clearly advances on the
old Guarneri. There seems to be

copper/lead devices, as it was for
the older model.'
Naturally, with two new drivers,
anew crossover followed. Proudly,
the company will tell you that the
new one is less complex, though
it maintains first-order networks
'which link this project to our
past tradition. It was designed
using the philosophy of the least
interference with the musical path.
So it is aconceptually minimalist
implementation using 6dBloctave
slopes and components of the
highest quality and coherence.'
Its crossover point is 2.5kHz, and
the impedance is 4ohm. And like
its predecessor, the Memento is
-simpler network aside - still a
hungry bugger of aspeaker. Forget
the 30-200W recommended range.
Less than 100W is awaste of time.

se

ADVANCES ON THE OLD

Sonically, you need to approach this
with acaveat, and that caveat is:
'Be ready for surprises.' My all-time
favourite audiophile joke goes like
this: How may audiophiles does it
take to change alight- bulb? Answer:
Three. One to change the bulb

more weight down below, maybe
ashade more extension, certainly a
lot more control. Accusations of too
much euphony haunted the original;
the Memento is indubitably more
detailed and transparent.
Despite sounding bigger, the
scale of the stage will baffle those
who equate the function with
cabinet size. And although it exhibits
afar more convincing disappearing
act than the original, the new
Guarneri Memento resembles the
original in key ways. With vocals in
particular - aspread ranging from
the power of Jackie Wilson to the
frailty of Sinead O'Connor - there
remains anaturalness that places
the vocalist texturally and spatially
in the room, just in front of the
speaker line. Strings still shimmer.
Transients remains sharp but nonaggressive. It manages to sound
more real and detailed without
sacrificing any warmth.
The evolutionary step between
Homage and Memento is as distinct
and impressive as that between any

originals, don't feel compelled

ABOVE: Latest

to change them. They're still
magnificent, and Iintend to

version see

along with

sound as amazing as it looks, turn
your eyes toward Italy. Sonus faber
has done it again. And despite the

redesigned
crossover
inside

600lb gorilla in the catalogue called
'Stradivari', the Memento just may
be the best all-around speaker it has
made to date.

and two to argue about how much
better the old one was.

not losing the virtues that made the

If this review had appeared in
December, Iwould have stolen
aseasonal Chanukah refrain that

BELOW: Cabinet is now constructed
from maple rather than walnut pieces 'but, if you have apair of the

single-wiring
connectors,

ever made, which ¡ List happens to

other world-class technical product
after a 13 year lifespan: cars,
cameras, you name it. The trick was
original so desirable.
This may sound contradictory,

bi-wiring posts
replaced with

use mine until the driver cones
decompose. But if you want to
own the best- looking small speaker

AUDIO

FILE

VERDICT

Two-way
standmount
loudspeaker

states 'A miracle happened here.'
Not only has Sonus faber improved

Made by:
Sonus faber

its 14-year-old masterpiece in every
way, it's managed to lower - in real
terms - the retail price. You don't

Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds

need an accountant's maths skills
to understand that £ 5500 in 1993

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

versus £ 6500 in 2007 is aserious

Web: www.
sonusfaber.com

price reduction. I've always loved
the Sonus faber Guarneri. Now I
positively adore it. (!)

smagueilAmmatue‘uuM11111
•
Sensitivity

85.0dB

Impedance modulus rivn max

4.38ohm @ 200Hz/
42.2ohm @ 74Hz

Impedance phase min max

_5970

@ 86Hz/ 55.8.@

22Hz
Frequency response error. 200Hz 20kHz

t4.5dB (L). i4.3dB (R)

Pair matching. 200Hz 20kHz

t1.3dB

LF extension

34Hz

HF extension

6cift rot 200Hz
6,111 rut 10kHz third octave

THD100HzilkHz/10kHz ( 90dEt Slit lrn)

>40kHz
3.17%10.09%(0.33%
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC

Play víAyl,
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THE
MODULARI
DUO
Pinewood
Music
congratulates
Dan
D'Agostino and the Krell team on a truly
groundbreaking advance in the design of
loudspeakers.
The compact Modulan i Duo delivers the
most lifelike music ever - with all that that
implies. And that is alot.
Pinewood Music has supported Krell from
our very beginning 20 years ago. How
proud we are to be there at the forefront in
what is surely their finest hour.
The Modulan iDuo at Pinewood Music - for
those who put the truth of music above
everything else. A most extraordinary and
thrilling achievement.

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
High end service as it should be
or details of this superb range:

JING

. SUSSEX.BN443GY.ENGLAND

)3 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

ltd.uk or visit our website vvww.sme.ltd.uk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Sensorial
Sensations
ARS AURES MINI SENSORIAL (
f4499)

Keith Howard welcomes anew Italian
two-way speaker with show- stopping looks
ounded 12 years ago by
Giuseppe Nitzola, p-ofessor
at Palermo University,

beneath. ( Iunderstand the UK
distributor has requested that
proper spikes De supplied in future.)
When pointed directly at
the listening position, the Mini
Sensorials sound too forward
ar d in your face, certainly for my
taste. Toeing them out from this
position progressively suppresses
the forwardness but also begins
to reduce the music's impact and
fuzzes the stereo image. So acareful
compromise has to be struck.

CABINET CONTROL
At its core, the sound of these
speakers owes much to the
umusually inert cabinet. A lack of
artificial blootn, coupled with the

Ars Aures puts as much
emalasis on appearance ani finish

slightly forwa-d balance, gives then
ahear-through, monitor- like quality

as it does on performance. The Mlini
is the smallest of its premium three -

that is particdarly good at cutting
through naturally reverberant
recordings to the perfo -mance itself.

model Sensorial range. Speaker and
matching stand are both fin shed in
immaculate, lustrous piano lacquers.
With 14 standard colours there
shculd be ashade to suit most but,

G ulini's Bruckner Sympiony 7on
BBC Legends . sone sucn example.
Ienjoyed them on smallerscale classical music too. The

for a £300 premium, the factory will

Mini Sensorials gave full vent to

match any specified Pantone colour.
Sol- c protective covers are provided

Scarborough Fair from 980 [ Regis],
still an exemplar of what can be

AUDIO

'The sound of these speakers owes
much to the unusually inert cabinet'
in place of grilles, which attach via

a:hieved witIn just acoustic guitar

Two-way,

magnets rather than press fitings.
Beneath aslick exterior there

aid tenor voice. Organ music
was also asurprising success, not

three-driver
standmount
loudspeaker.

is some serious engineering,

that the Mini Sensorial5 had the
necessary bass extension and power.

Sensitivity rated
at 89dB

particularly in respect of resonance
control - clearly adesign priority

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

FILE

Price: £4499

The 30-60mm-thick MDF cabinet is

VERDICT

not : he familiar rectangular box but
irregular, with only the side panels

We expect speakers frcm Italy to

parallel to one another.
Although the Mini Sensorial is

and none is more impactful than the
Mini Sensorial. But they also deliver

Supplied by:
Signature Audio

ato- way speaker it has thee
drivers arranged in aD'Appollito
array, with twin SEAS P11 bass- mid

adetailed and insightful sound. My
only substantive criticisms are of an

Telephone:
07738 007776

drivers positioned either sice of
aScanSpeak soft- dome tweeter.
Matching stands are all of 7110mm
(28in) high. Disappointingly, the
design eschews the split crossover
which is such afamiliar fitment
elsewhere - Iwas frustrated at biamping not being possible.
Getting the best out of the Mini
Sensorial requires meticulous setup.
Firm foundation is aproblem on
carpet because the stand spikes
are more like cones and reluctant
to penetrate through to the floor

Made by:
Ars Aures Audio

make astrong visual impression,

occasional treble over- prominence
and areluctance to deliver the tonal
warmth that perhaps apartnering

Web: www.
arsaures.com

valve amplifier might add. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( SPI_ ut 1m for 2.83.V rms input)

87dB

Impedance modulus mini max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

4.006m

19SHz

55.4ohm @ 2.03kHz
Impedance phase min(max ( 20-1z-20kHz)

-48°

3.63kHz

O

+61° @ 909Hz
Pair matching I; 00Hz-20kHz

±0.6dB

1..F/FIF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz!lOkHz)

51Hz/>40kHz

THD 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz ( for 90dB SPL at 1m)

1.1%
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Newfrom ze.0-7._

EB1

100wir Mcirici-131c,cirs

A serious loudspeaker that's
all about performance
"Effortless sound from the deepest
bass to the highest treble."
"Combining this openness with deep and
powerful bass extension is a good thing

Powerful, Versatile, Beautiful & Affordable!

and something few designers achieve."

Smooth, detailed "easy

to listen to" sound. Without any harshness. Massive headroom means you can
listen to anything from Vivaldi to Led Zeppelin with precision and power. Hand
crafted mono blocks exceed the performance of manypther brands Check
our specification: Incredible 100 watts (28.3v @ 80). New all valve design
by David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity means Can be passive or pre-amp
driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio
cable. Switchable 50w Triode output. Choke PSU. Hand wired "Point to
Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and Plexiglas cover

"Revealing and precise."
"Remarkably entertaining."
Jason Kennedy, HIFI Choice April 07
See www.pmc-speakers.com
or 08704441044 for a dealer

included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility.

From

£1,699pr Inc Russian valves (Various upgrades available)

1-11:113 Heaclicilane Amp

•

Designed and developed in Leicester
All triode valves inc Mullard 12AT7 &
EH Super 2x 6H3Opi Military valve
Will match all headphones from 8-600 0
Plus 2+2 watts speaker outputs
Custom wound multi-tap transformer
Each hand finished in Leicester
All Class "A" Single ended design

Only £359.95 complete
IEL112 "Musical Box"

Aberdeen

Sevenoaks S&V

01224 252797

Ashford

Soundcraft

01233 624 441

Bath

Paul Green Hifi

01225 316197

Bournemouth

Suttons Hifi

01202 555 517

Bristol

Sevenoaks S&V

0117 9743727

Cambridge

Audiofile

01223 368 305

Chester

Adventures in Hifi

01244 345576

Edinburgh

Sevenoaks S&V

0131 229 7267
0191 477 4167

"Zero gain" "Buffer" pre-amp with 2x 6SN7
Guaranteed to improve the sound of any
Transistor amplifier. Very low impedance
Output. Will drive very long cables.
All Valve.Very small, only 100x260mm
Mono Version available

Only £299.95 complete
In.1-14 /sine "'re—aerie
Unie
legaeaulltuttycontrolledsoundimaging Year detailed ... distortion an all
low 910.0009%... excellent reliability

Kingston

Infidelity

0208 9433530

London SW11

Oranges and Lemons

0207 924 2040

Valve rectification 2x EZ81
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design 3x 6SN7
Remote control included
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp

£699.95 complete

Gateshead

Lintone Audio

Glenrothes

Shadow Audio

0844 800 0073

Hatch End

Music Matters

0208 4201925

London W5

Audio Venue

0208 567 8703

Leeds

Audio Republic

0113 217 7294

Leeds

Sevenoaks S&V

01132 452775

Maidstone

Home Media

01622 676703

Maidenhead

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Gold plated terminals Only £249.95

01858 432999

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring. No printed circuit board.

Basically Sound & Vision 01362 820800

ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Market Harborough Divine Audio
Norwich
New Malden

Unilet Sound & Vision

0208 942 9567

Swansea

Audio Excellence

01792 474 608

Worcester

Worcester Hifi

01905 612 929

Yeovil

Sevenoaks S&V

01935 700078

New Passive Preamp.

(
As Featured

r iyuf,11

4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot. silver Teflon cable

find Out

WOÉSite at IYMEIC0118111110.00111

Or ask for an illustrated leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaucho.com

•
Lexrpg. elux110*Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Away in a
Manger
MANGER AUDIO ZEROBOX 109 (£3000)

Ian Harris zeroes in on the smallest of the
range to use the Manger Sound Transducer

IT

he smallest of Manger
Audio's Zerobox
rance of speakers, the
109 combines the

German company's unique, and
nominally fulltrange, Manger
Sound Transducer ( handling
everythinc between 35kHz
and 140Hz), with a210mm
ScanSpeak paper cone woofer

differing driver types, and the
MIS1 is certainly different, with
its fat diaphragm replac rig the
familiar cones or domes of more
conventional speakers.

SOUND QUALITY
From the first few bars o the
Allegro from Mozart's Eine Kheine
Nachtmusik, it was clear that

'It was clear the Zerobox boasted a
rare level of transient speed'
As with hybrid electrostatics,
there is ahuoe theoretical

:1-eZeroboa boasted arare level
of t-ansient speed. The piece

advantage ir this frequency
split, with no intrusive crossover

spa ided with joie de vivre and
vitality which filled the room with

in the sensitWe presence zone.
Of course,. the downside of a

aremarkable sense of presence.
One issue with reproduced music

hybrid is that its drivers still

sthat genuinely life- like yak mes

have to crossover somewhere,
with the challenge of matching

can be overpowering in -cal-world
istening spaces, and what the

Zerobox achieved superbly was to
provide the life and energy of Iive
music at ' comfortaple' domestic
listening levels. Ultra- clear treble
and extremely agile bass straddled
amidrange which was neutral
without ever being recessed. while
integration was excel ent, with no
hint of any sonic mismatch between
the differing technologies.
Thus encouraged, Imoved
on to the title track from Simple
Minds' New Gold Dream. Here,
the introduction was renderec in
arhythmically irresist ble fas lion
and, again, the sheer energy an
offer when the vocal, drums and
bass kicked in was -nesmerising.
The Zerobox appeared to perfectly
merge panel- like speed with the
solid punch of asealed box bass
unit, leading to kick drum and snares
having avisceral sense of impact
even at quite moderate leve s.
Soundstage depth was excellent,
with image presemation falling
somewhere between the solid focus
of the finest moving- cone urits and

AUDIO

the airy space of ellec:rostatics.
While stage width seemed to ce
largely defined by the outer-edge
of the cabinets, the Mangers hac
aneat trick: whenever it seemed
that images were ' -anging' on the
boxes, if Imoved my head eghtly
to one side, the image was revealed
as being some three feet behild the
speaker. Impressive indeed, and very
beneficial for off- axis listening

FILE
Two-way
standmount
speaker with
Manger Sound
Transducer
Price: £ 3000
Made by:
Manger Sound
Systems

VERDICT
The Zerobox 109 is ahighly
amplifier- dependent speaxer,

Supplied by:
Manger UK

which is capable of aquite
stunningly vital sound when paired

Telephone: 0161
304 0099

with appropriate electronics.
Web: www.

While it may not match the

manger- audio.

levels of neutrality and lack of
coloration of the very finest

co.uk

moving- cone designs, its sense of
life and presence is both mLsically
appealing and high yaddictive.

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

Sensithtity(SPL at 1m for 1.83V mis inpu:)

85.0dB

Impedance modulus min(max
(20Hz-20kHz)

3.6ohm @ 50Hz
8.5ohm @ 20kHz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-201cHz)

2.8° @ 4.1kHz/ 33° @ 92Hz

Pair matching

30.6dB

UDHz-2L.ki-z)

LF&HFextension(-6413ref 20CFiz

36Hz 8 37.5/37.0kHz

10kHz third-octave smoothed)
THD100HzilkHz/10kHz

3.6% I0.9% / 0.1%

(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

emu
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SUPER SYSTEMS

S
Systems
finews

LiperPEU T

Ken Kessler revisits the ESL- 2905 electrostatic
loudspeaker with Quad electronics, this time adding
aQuad 99 Pre Amp to make afully complementary
experience capable of accepting analogue sources

Quad ESL-2905
loudspeakers (£6000)
Quad has done an incredible job in
progressing from the original ESL57 via the ESL- 63 and its 988/989
descendants to the current ESL2905, with but one exception: it's
larger than Peter Walker himself
felt necessary. Unconvinced by
the desire for overwhelming bass
(which Ibelieve he considered
to be ' an American affliction'), Pl
never went this far. But he would
have been pleased because the
world's most famous full- range ESL
can now go louder and deeper.
Moreover, while not having gone
quite to SME lengths, the entire
structure is more rigid, so detail is
even more precise, the bass tighter
and the treble ashade sharper. As
Iwrote before, it's probably the
finest speaker in the world if used
within its operating parameters.

Quad 99 CDP-2 CD player
(£1000)
My sub- E1500 reference for some time, the 99
CDP-2 is aclever little bugger: atop-flight CD
player and adigital preamp in asingle chassis.
If you're running an all-digital system, its three
co-axial and three Toslink inputs preclude the
need for aseparate preamp, the analogue signal
from its DAC fed straight to the volume control.
In my system, this unit has yet to hiccup, and its
detailed and involving sound always satisfies.
wuniumuluilo,

Quad 99 preamp (£750)
If you like the 33 or 44, then this spiritual
successor will delight you with its balanced
mix of necessary functions and clever features.
Nothing frivolous distracts you or upsets the
sound. The Quadlink bus system controls amp
and CD player, in asetup as convenient as
anything on the market; Quad never feared
progress. With auseful, fairly flexible phono
stage, great build quality and smooth, coherent
sound, consider it alittle gem.

Quad 909 power amplifier (£900)
In a system where everything is 'just right' the 909 stands
out for punching way above its class. It staggered me on first
listening, not least because its 140W have always proved
ample regardless of the speaker I've subjected it to. More
closely related to the 405 ll than the 303, it vindicates the
Current Dumping philosophy, and - when used with the Quad
Link system - operates with balanced signals. If you want
to know what never leaves the KK system as asolid-state
68
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workhorse, this is it. And the price just ices the cake.

I
T

of manufacturers want the

wo things rarely
occur these days
for audio scribblers.

whole pie, not just aslice. Their

One is being allowed
to revisit equipment already
reviewed. Iauditioned the
Quad 99 CDP-2, the ESL- 2905
and the 909 amplifiers in 2006
when Iexamined the speaker
on its own, and later when I
compared new Quad with old.
Secondly, it's rare to cover a

argument is irresistible: when a
system is designed as awhole,

continuing to do so ever since.
This is not to dismiss longdeparted makers or others who

consummate synergy in the
all- Quad replay chain.
It should also be noted

returned to their core products:
AR and Leak are typical of the

that numerous permutations

from birth to the others, you
eliminate all potential for
mismatches. Oh, and you also

former, with Tannoy and Sonus

budgets and technical biases.
They include the smaller ESL-

remove awhole psychiatrist's

to achieve is the Noughties
equivalence of the classic

with each component matched

casebook of potential causes of
paranoia and neuroses. Simply
put: with aone- make system,

faber examples of the latter.
What this system hopes

line-ups of the past, only we've
opted for the CD source rather

of this system will suit various

2805 speaker, valve electronics
instead of solid-state - Ican't
wait to get my hands on the IIEighty monoblocks - and the 99
mono or stereo amps.

than the tuner. Given that each

one- make system because there
are so few worth considering.

you take away the worry.

Much though it annoys the
more ambitious manufacturers

CHAIN GANG
Quad, more than any other

when this is pointed out, few
are capable of moving from

separates brand still in
existence, has had longer

one discipline to another. The
most consistent and successful
brands stick to what they know

experience with producing
the whole chain, though its
first source was atuner. From

to Krell preamps, and driven
all manner of speakers
with the 909), one may

of the ESLs. Whether using the
Quad Link setup, recommended
because it operates in balanced
mode, or playing around with

best. But egos and commerce
being what they are, anumber

the outset, Peter Walker made

anticipate without ashred of
blind optimism adisplay of

designer cables, the constituent
parts mesh with each other. (,>

component making up this
system can hold its own without
its siblings ( I've fed the 99
CDP-2 into everything from
McIntosh to Audio Research

amplifiers and speakers, Quad

GEAR MESHING
As one would expect, setup
poses nothing dramatic beyond
the man- handling and assembly

••com

o
CLA••
,...•111La PRODUCT

OU•DLINK

WARNING :SHOCK HAZARD
AVIS:RtSQUE DE CHCIC ELCCTRUZUE

AUDIO

FILE

Quad Electro acoustics Ltd,
IAG House,
Sovereign Court,
Ermine
Business Park,
Huntingdon,
Cambs
PE29 6XU
TEL: 01480
447700
WEB: viivvvv.guad
hifi.co.uk
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SUPER SYSTEMS

And aside from an equipment table,

other usual suspects at around

CLOCKWISE

courtesy of GM Accessori, the only

£6000 per pair.

other elements Iprovided were Yter
speaker cables and experiments
with assorted interconnects.

For its unerring capacity to
simply disappear, for top-to-

FROM TOP: Quad
99 CDP-2 and

While Super System reviews
by their very nature beg for
consideration of the package as a

no conventional-coned rival, this

True, the 99 CDP-2 has abuilt-in
digital preamp, but that's hardly the
point: it still has to contend with

99 Pre Amp, the
latter featuring

CD players between £ 649 (the cost

speaker will charm the wallet out of

three line- level
and one MM/MC

player sans preamp and with 24bit/96kHz rather than 24-bit/192kHz

your pocket. Yes, it delights in small

input; Quad 909

processing) - and £ 1200 or so,

acoustic works, while rare acoustic
recordings from folk legend Karen
Dalton revealed the way these

power amp rear
panel. It can
be connected

while the preamp and the power
amp are not short of competition.

all of these can hold their own in
systems not made up entirely of

massive panels transmit intimacy.

by the usual

their siblings, and one suspects that,
globally, the ESL- 2905 is probably

RAMONES HIT KENT
But unlike the level- limited

aproprietary

driven by as many non- Quad
amplifiers as it is by 909s, 99s or
their valve alternatives.

seasoned readers who worked their

ESLs of yore, the ESL- 2905 will
neither shriek nor break if asked

AmpBus link
on a15- pin

way through the Peter Walker-era

to reproduce the Ramones at

0- connector.
This allows a

e

whole, it would be remiss of us to
ignore each item as an individual
component. As Imentioned earlier,

For many, Quad means ESLs more
than it means amplifiers, so the
ESL- 2905 will be the focus of their
attention. Isuffered no hesitation
in declaring it to be one of the
greatest speakers money can buy.
More than anything, its ability to
fill the room from wall to wall is
so utterly compelling that it surely
must be the deal- maker when
acritical listener has to choose
between Quad's biggest and the

bottom consistency shared by

satisfactory ( for headbangers) levels.
Yes, Ican sense the wrath of Peter
Walker and Alastair RobertsonAikman showering down on me from
heaven, for subjecting the ' 2905s to
'Teenage Lobotomy' and ' Blitzkrieg
Bop', but never has an NYC sneer
sounded so real in East Kent.
As for the electronics, they face
afar greater number of rivals simply
because, unlike their full- range ESL
sister, they are not per se unique.

of the 99 CD- S - the equivalent

Even so, all three share enticing
price tags, superb build quality,

twin phono

refreshing looks and avery Quad- like

sockets, or via

sound that will not be unfamiliar to

balanced signal
path from pre- to
power amp;
Quad ESL- 2905
loudspeaker
now includes
avertical strut
to brace the

Quad offerings.
MASS ATTACK
On their own, then, the 99 CDP-2

can be characterised as smooth
and coherent, and detailed without
being aggressive. Robust music,
including the rousing soundtrack
from Glory, showed that this
politesse never hampered the

panel against its

dynamics, and its lower registers
possessed both mass and attack

weight- loaded

for the militaristic percussion, but

base plinth

with control not far removed from
indecently dearer players.
As it should be, the 99 preamp

'I sense the wrath
of Peter Walker
and Alastair
RobertsonAikman
showering
down on me
from heaven,
for subjecting
the ' 2905s to
"Blitzkrieg Bop"

is abit leaner and more analytical,
always desirable in the component
at the heart of asystem, its very
neutrality making it aperformer
with which to reckon. For aproduct
so cost-effective, it's remarkably
coherent and authoritative. I
wouldn't go so far as to describe it
as athreat to my personal faves like
the LS17 from Audio Research or
Krell's Evolution preamps, but those
cost substantially more.
Still, there's asense of command
that reminded me especially of
the LS17. If you have the time in
the shop during ademo, take a
vivid, textured vocal recording like
Marianne Faithfull's on her Before
The Poison album, and listen for the
tiny tics that distinguish her from
another raspy chanteuse. Listen to it
through both Quad's 99 CDP-2 and
99 CD-Sand the 99 preamp will let
you know immediately how/if the
former is superior to the latter.
What's intriguing is running the
99 CDP-2 via the 99 preamp, and
then directly into the 909 power
amp. Acute listening suggests that
the removal of the 99 preamp from
the chain enhances transparency
and openness, not least because a
box full of circuitry and an entire
pair of cables have been bypassed,
which is aheckuva reward for a
slight loss of flexibility. But only (1+>
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greatest access to the original sound.

you know whether or not you need what
the Quad 99 preamplifier offers over the

voicing of each part of the system so ' right'
that it was hard to identify where one

preamp section of the Quad 99 CDP-2

component stopped and another began.

CD player, so its presence or absence is
down to the individual.

Of course, each has its role and the ' 2905
could only be the ' window' into the sound.

As ever though, the 909 remains the
best- kept of Quad's secrets. It may just

What it showed - having been used with
far dearer components in my system - was

represent the most remarkable value in a

that none of the other parts let it down.

stereo power amp on the market today,
asub-£ 1000 tariff for an amplifier that

Whether coping with the dynamic
capabilities of the 909 amplifier,

has no problem driving hungry speakers,
let alone an ESL. A peculiarly British blend

unravelling the intertwined drumming on

what this equipment can do,

the Allman Brothers' Live At The Fillmore
East, or ensuring access to every tiny detail
and sonic layer in Roy Wood's masterpiece,

for while the Quad setup

Boulders, retrieved by the 99 CDP-2 and
transported by the 99 preamp, the ESL2905 did something which is anathema to

Wilson's Alexandrias,
it remains one of
the most coherent

most other speakers: it simply never ' got in

packages around

the way' of the sound.
This is what enthusiasts and pundits
mean when they talk about a ' window into

and is also

of bruiser and gent, like aBentley, it
shows enviable finesse with airier works,
and its speed is something to behold.
Idug out some Antonio Forcione CDs
on Naim, noteworthy for the powerful
attack on acoustic guitar, and the Quad
909 honoured the transients, the tonal
diversity and - above all - the sheer power,
gliding from delicate to hammering in a

THROUGH THE QUAD WINDOW
So armed, and using the Quad
components as awhole, it seemed as if

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
You really need to hear

-and the italics emphasise the activity
because that's what hi-fi is all about: the

afully complementary experience, the

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
El 20

evident that regaining the original spirit
keepers of the flame. c')

semantics: they're simply ways to describe
aphenomenon about how to access sound

some wizard of atweaker had ensured

Walker looking down on the designers of
the current Quad range, it's manifestly
of the company matters to the current

the sound' - which is kind of odd when a
window suggests looking through ahole
rather than facing the, er, whole. But that's

single phrase.

Whether or not there's aportrait of Peter

SOUND

83%

will not deliver the
levels or deep bass of

FEATURES

84%

stupendously good
value for money.
If ever there was a
case to prove the
wisdom of buying
asingle- make
system, Quad has
the evidence.

BUILD
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With fast loading and very fast track access, the
CDP-2 version of Quad's 99 CD player ( distinguished

Tested in its 1:1 gain mode, the Quad 99 preamp
offers exceptionally low - 0.0003% distortion at

by its banks of digital inputs and 192kHz, rather

1V output from 20Hz-20kHz, together with a
huge 98dB A-wtd SIN ratio and mildly rolled-off
response (-0.4d13/20kHz and - 10d13/100kHz). The

than 96kHz-capable DAC) is the very model of
amodern CD player. The 2.3V output level is
fractionally above average but the generous 109dB
A-wtd SIN ratio is rather more so, fortunately not
exposing any distracting idle patterns, low-level
digital noise or, indeed, deleterious jitter beyond
the 16-bit resolution of music CDs. Indeed, jitter is

500

partnering Quad 909 power amplifier is slightly
noisier and retains the decades-old and thoroughly
proven ' Current Dumping' topology. Distortion
cannot match the preamp at - 0.003% through
the midrange, but this is still very low and also very

1k

40k

10k

Frequency in Hz »
When we last tested Quad's ESL-2905 there was a
suggestion afterwards that the review pair had been
damaged in transit, so it is interesting to compare
results with this ' hand-carried' pair. Sensitivity is
higher this time by 2.5dB but at 81.5dB still falls
short of Quad's claimed 86dB. Frequency response
errors are similar to before and on the high side at
±6.2dB and ± 5.3dB, but might improve the further
you sit from the speaker.
Pair matching is better at ± 3.0dB, although still
not the best. As before, low frequency extension

as low as it gets with 16- bit code ( - 120psec) while
distortion is fabulously low.

consistent from 1W to 140W/8ohm.

Few CD players hold distortion to ~ 0.0003%
through the midrange but very much fewer still

2x155W, at which point it's drawing 470W from
the mains. The output improves to 2x255W/4ohm

are able to maintain alower 0.0002% at 20kHz. Its
response is gently tailored (-0.3d13/20kHz) while
the low-level resolution is also very impressive with

and to 300W ( red trace) under dynamic conditions,
but then falls away to just 160W ( blue) and 85W
(green) into lower 2and 1ohm loads. There will be

speaker with much output above 20kHz. Distortion
figures, however, are in the first rank at just - 0.2%
through the bass and typically ~ 0.1% through mid
and treble frequencies. The cumulative spectral

errors of just 0.1dB as far down as - 100dBFs. This is
as good as many a24-bit DVD-A player... PM

other amplifiers better able to drive the partnering
ESL- 2905, to be sure. PM

decay is mostly clean with only afew low-level
resonances visible, mostly at high frequencies. KH

It exceeds its 2x140WI8ohm specification at

could not be accurately determined but high
frequency extension was again limited - this is not a

81.5d8

Maximum output bevel

2.33Vrms

Power Output. 8I4ohm (<1%THD)

155W/255W

Sensitivity (SPL at 1mI2.83V)

Awtd SIN Ratio

109.0dB

Dynamic Power, 814/211ohm

184wI300wI160W/85W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFsI -30d6Fs

0.0003%10.004%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.022-0.08ohm

Impedance phase (mm/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.0002%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.1dEito -7.0dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±3dB

Digital Jitter

120psec

Input Sensitivity (0d8140140W)

62mV/741mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

See Text

±0.1d8

Awtd SIN ratio (OdBW/140W)

78.6dB/103.5dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 101cite)

18.2kHzI18.6kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz) >87d8

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.002-0.07%

THD 100Hz/1 kHz/10IcHz oods

0.2%/<0.1%/0.1%

Resolution @ -100dB
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Even the most fabulous homes can be improved
upon when it comes to the enjoyment of music.
Treat yourself to the ultimate:
Turn your living room into an opera house, acathedral, ajazz club or into anything your heart desires
with the unique omnidirectional MBL music systems.
You won't believe what you have been missing.
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25 YEARS OF CD

Formally launched in 1982, the Compact
Disc is now 25 years young. During that
time, Paul Miller has uniquely lab-tested
over 1000 of the silver- disc players and
associated technologies. Here he
presents apersonal chronology of
the landmarks along the way...

1980: THE PROLOGUE

The working title for tie
new format is DAD or
Digital Audio Disc.
After demonstrating
a 14- bit digital audio
format in the late
1970s, Philips teams
up with Sony to
agree what will
become the Red
Book standard for
the audio Compact
Disc. The standard
inc udes provision
to transmit the
16- bit digital data
to an external
processor/DAC.
This Sony/Philips
Digital Interface
Format ( S/PDIF) is a
domestic revision of the
established professional
AES digital interconnect
standard.

LEFT: 1982, fi
off the blocks
was Sony with
the 16- bit CDP101: it cost
£450

DIGITAL
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1982
The first players are launched in Japan. Sony's CDP-101
uses anon-oversampled, time-shared 16- bit DAC (the
CX890) while Philips' top- loading CD100 uses separate
14- bit DACs with 4x oversampling, yielding asimilar
resolution but with improved rejection of ultrasonic
images and no interchannel phase difference at high
frequencies. Sony launches its three- beam, lineartracking CD mechanism while Philips unveils its CDMO
single- beam ' swing-arm' laser assembly.
The first CD is The Visitors by ABBA. Since then, over
200 billion CDs have been sold!

1983
•Marantz's version of the top- loading Philips CD100 is
called the CD63 - it has achampagne gold finish.
•Hitachi's DA1000, the first vertical- loading CD player,
reaches the UK.
•Technics enters the market with its SL- P10, another
vertical loader using its own transport, laser and 16- bit
DAC, the AN6808.
•The vertical- loading JVC XL-V1 is launched, though the
design is based on Hitachi's earlier player.
•Yamaha launches its physically massive CD- 1, based
around apair of Sony's 16- bit DACs.

ABOVE: 1984
sees the launch
of the threebox Cambridge

combination ends in adraw between Meridian's

Audio CD1

•Philips and Dire Straits team- up to promote the
Compact Disc. Brothers in Arms remains the highest

200/203 CD transport/DAC combination and Sony's
high-end CDP-552/DAS-702 duet, both using coaxial
S/PDIF connections.

selling CD of all time.
•Philips front- loading CD104 also appears badged
and modified as the Mission DAD7000R.

•Denon launches the battleship DCD-1800 with a
supplementary ' Super Linear' 16- bit DAC technology

•Revox enters the fray and launches its substantial,

•Pioneer and NAD introduce players into the UK.

IPhilips- based, B225 CD payer.

1984
•The Philips CD100 is reworked as the CD101,
featuring arevised CDM1 transport with the same
TDA1540 14- bit DACs.
•Marantz and Philips launch drawer- loading players
using the same technology as the CD73 and CD303,
respectively.
•Meridian's MCD is the first ' audiophile' player, based
on Philips CD101 but with reworked analogue circuitry.

'The first CD is The Visitors by
ABBA. Since then, over 200 billion
CDs have been sold worldwide'
1986
•Pioneer launches the first CD multiplayer, the
PD- M6. It uses asix-disc magazine cartridge to

•Sony launches its second-generation CDP-102 and
CDP-103 models, still 16- bit but with 2x oversampling

load and unload the CDs. It is closely followed by
Mitsubishi, JVC and Kenwood.

and an improved CD transport.

•Toshiba introduces its chunky XR-P9RC ' portable'

•Quite the biggest thing of its generation, the
three- box Cambridge Audio CD1 was based around a

CD player.
•Trio ( Kenwood's UK branding) enters the CD

Philips CD104 but with revised power supplies, atotal
of 3x14- bit DACs per channel and the options of several
user- selectable analogue filters.
•With aseparate pair of SAA1540 14- bit DACs, power
supply and local oscillator all built into asecond box,
Meridian's Pro MCD takes the original MCD to its
ultimate incarnation.

1985
•The Yellow Book sets abroad standard to adapt the
CD format for PC data storage. The CD-ROM is born.
•The race to produce the first two- box CD player

market with abasic player based on anonBELOW: 1984
and Meridian's

oversampled, time-shared 16- bit DAC.

MCD Pro ( based
on the Philips

16- bit DACs and is the first to apply dither to improve
low-level resolution during DIA conversion.

CD101) has a
pair of 14- bit

•The Green Book sets the standard for the
forthcoming CD- Interactive format.

DACs plus
power supply
built into a
separate box

•The handsome TEAC ZD5000 uses two oversampled

1987
•Meridian expands upon the MCD Pro concept
with its 207 CD player/preamp combination, albeit
retaining the 14- bit 4x oversampling Philips chipset.
•Based on the Philips ' Fourfold Oversampling'
CD160, Marantz's CD273 ushers in the era of Philips'
classic SAA7220 4x oversampling filter and
TDA1541 16- bit DAC.

PdPMPPM

. II

•Competing at the top, Denon has no fewer than
seven 16- bit CD players in the market, all heralding
its ' Super Linear Converter' theme.
•Kenwood (
née Trio) launches under its own name

.owEetTENEEE,

with the 16- bit, 2x oversampled DP990.
•Accuphase launches its seminal two- box DP- 80/

,
COMPECTIOglIPOR
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DC- 81 combination.
•Technics' massive, semi-professional SLPl 200
'CD deck' features apitch control and crystal- locked
cueing facility.
•The Delta 70 is Arcam's first CD player. It's based
around aPhilips CDM4 transport, TDA1541A 16- bit
DAC and SAA7220 4x oversampling filter.
•The White Book standard for CDs that are able
to store both audio, pictures and video content is
agreed by Sony, Philips, NC and Matsushita. This will
lead to Video-CD.

1988

ABOVE:

•Cambridge Audio condenses the three- box CD1

1984 and on

into the single- box CD2, employing four of Philips'

the second

TDA1541 16- bit DACs to yield the advantages of
16x oversampling.

anniversary

•Pioneer's flagship PD- 91 is the first player to use
genuine 18- bit DACs (the PCM64P from Burr- Brown)
with 8x oversampling.
•The final version of Marantz's classic CD65 is
released as the CD651ISE.

of CD Sony
releases the
D-50 portable,
nicknamed the
`Discman'
Damping System) in later products.
•Philips launches the CDV185 CD-video player offering
six mins of video with 20mins of two-channel sound.

'Arcam's Delta Black Box is
the first 'add-on' converter
to greet the wider market'

•Philips announces its bitstream DIA conversion
technology and the switched- capacitor SAA7320
PDM DAC (the DAC3). Using acombination of 256x
oversampling and 3rd- order noise- shaping, the 16- bit
data is reduced to astream of single bits. The first

•Technics SLP-990 is the company's last multi- bit
CD player. It uses four 16- bit PCM56P DACs (from
Burr- Brown) with 4x oversampling to yield aclaimed

implementation is in Sony's TA-F630ESD — areceiver
with optical and coaxial digital inputs.
•Rotel pips everyone ( including Philips) to the post
with its RCD-865 PDM Bit Stream CD player, launched

18- bit resolution.
•The Orange Book standard is agreed by Philips and
Sony for recordable CD ( CD- R).

at the Hi Fi News Show that year.
•Technics releases the SL-P202/SL-P333/SL-P555/
SL- P777 players, the first to use its MASH bitstream DAC

1989

(the MN6471, which combined 64x oversampling with
Multi stAge noise SHaping and truncation to 4.5 bits)

•Sony's CDP-227ESD is the last of the company's
players to employ Philips' TDA1541 DACs with its
own 8x oversampling technology.
•Arcam's Delta Black Box is the first ' add-on'
outboard converter to greet the wider audiophile

but with no logo on their fascias to illustrate this. The
second- generation players use the MASH legend.
•Philips launches its CD840 bitstream player, skipping
directly to the second-generation SAA7321 DAC.

market.

1990

•Arcam launches the Delta 170 CD transport and
Kenwood launches the DP-X9010 CD transport while

BELOW: It's

•Philips' single- beam, swing- arm CDM4 transport

Quad announces its inaugural CD player.

1989 and
Arcam partners

establishes itself as the de facto standard for quality
OEM players while the SAA7310 CD decoder solution

its Delta 170
CD transport

provides a ' bad disc management' that's yet to be
matched today.

with the first of
its ' Black Box'
DACs

•Luxman introduces aCD player with valve- based
output stage, the D105u.
•The first PDM outboard bitstream DAC, the PDM

•TEAC launches the P1 CD transport (with
accompanying DAC) featuring what it describes
as a ' zero wobble mechanism'. By forcing the CD
up against the underside of aslightly concaved
turntable, it is both precisely centred and damped.
This will evolve into the famous VRDS (Vibration Rigid

One, is launched by Deltec Precision Audio. This is
followed by the Little Bit and PDM One Series II, the first
outboard DAC to use the SAA7350 BS DAC.
•Meridian 208 player uses apair of PDM DACs in
differential mode, then 206B.
•Arcam hops aboard the bitstream train with aBlack
Box 3 using differential PDM DACs, aPDM preamp and,
later, the 70.3 CD player with aBS DAC.
•WC introduces PEM bitstream XL-V231 player using
itslCE4302 PEM DAC. The first- generation Pulse Edge
Modulation DAC combines 32x oversampling with
noise- shaping and truncation to packets of 3.5- bits.
•Sony introduces PLM bitstream CDP-790. Its DAC
architecture combines 64x oversampling with 3rd-
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order noise shaping and truncation of the 16- bit data
to packets of 2.81- bits ( equivalent to seven discrete
pulse widths).
•Marantz CD-41 first budget PDM player, described as
a bitstream-ised CD- 40.
•The CD- 850, Philips' first ' heavyweight' 1- bit player
is joined by Marantz's CD- 11 PDM, using a pair of
second-generation SAA7321 bitstream DACs that are
configured in differential mode.
•Meridian goes Bitstream with the 602/603
combination using the third-generation ` BS DAC', the
SAA7350 tied to a Philips CDM4 mechanism.
•Wadia is the first to introduce a ( multibox) player
with acustom programmed oversampling filter in its
2000- series components. Wadia's ` Digimaster' software
introduces the concept of low-order, interpolative
filtering into the market. It is the forerunner of mass
market regimes, including Pioneer's Legato Link. It is
also the first to employ an OEM version of TEAC's costly
VRDS transport.
•Krell MD-1/SBP-64X from Krell Digital Inc is released

ABOVE: 1987

in the UK, comprising atop- loading, Philips- based

sees Technics

its CD- 52. The net oversampling rate remains 256x.

CD transport with external DAC ( a notional 64x

launch its

•Technics uses its third- generation MN6476

fronting it with an 8x oversampling filter from NPC in

oversampled PCM64P DAC) and separate PSU.

one- of- a- kind

bitstream DAC in the SL-PS900. The new silicon

•Pioneer launches its PD- 8500 and PD- 93 players,
the debut for the first true 20- bit DAC - the seminal

SL- P1200 with

combines 64x oversampling with 3rd- order

crystal- locked

PCM63P from Burr- Brown.

cueing dial. The

noise-shaping and atotal of eight differential PWM
outputs, yielding the best suppression of ultrasonic

1991

entire chassis

noise of any bitstream player before or since.

was diecast!

•Yamaha launches the CDX-450 and ' 750. The

•Naim Audio finally succumbs to the digital tide

former i the first to use Burr- Brown's hybrid

and launches its two- box ( player/power supply)

PCM67P with 10- bit ladder- style DAC driving an

CDS CD player, employing Philips' tried- and-tested
TDA1541 16- bit DAC. Linn launches its Karik/Numerik

own YM7141 bitstream DAC, combining 384x

combination afew months later.

oversampling with 2nd-order noise-shaping, rather

8- bit PVVM bitstream output. The latter used its

•Pioneer causes a small storm with new

like Pioneer's Pulse Flow DAC.

players ( PD- 7700 and PD- 8700) featuring

•Philips introduces the DAC7 Bit Stream chipset

its own PD2026 Pulse Flow bitstream

•the SAA7350 ( used as 192x oversampler and

DACs (with 384x oversampling and
2nd-order noise-shaping). Pioneer's
inverted Stable Platter transport
mechanism sees the CD
loaded silver- side up onto a
turntable platter and read

LEFT: First

by a laser from above.

implemented in

'Pioneer causes astorm
with players that see the
CD loaded silver-side up'

•Rotel replaces the RCD-

1987, Philips'

noise- shaper) with TDA1547 bit-converter.

865 with the RCD-965BX. This

TDA1541 16-

•Deltec introduces the PDM2 two- box DAC7,

is the first player to use what will be

bit DAC was

communicating clock, de- emphasis and LIR audio

the last of Philips' single-chip PDM DACs,

the longest-

data over six 20Mb/s optical connections.

the SAA7323.

lived and most

•Aiwa releases the first budget CD player (the £ 180

widely used

XC-700) to incorporate Philips' top SAA7350 BS DAC.

converter, seen

•Audio Research's DAC1-20 outboard converter

•Acoustic Research, Harman Kardon, Kenwood,

here in selected

benefits from the UltraAnalog version of

NAD, Sansui, Yamaha and TEAC all launch bitstream

'Si Crown' form

Burr- Brown's PCM63P DAC. The ' UA' three part ->

1992

(typically MASH) players onto the market. Denon is the
last major Japanese manufacturer to stay resolutely
'multi- bit'.
•Kenwood launches the L- 1000D statement CD player
using a pair of integrating 16- bit DACs. Each 16- bit
data word is latched into eight LSBs and eight MSBs,
allowing any of 256 quantisation levels to be switched
255x per 88.2kHz ( 2x over- sampled) period. This
requires a 67.7MHz clock. The technique has not been
repeated since.
•JVC introduces the second-generation JCE4501 PEM
DAC with 64x oversampling in the XL-V241.

ABOVE: Rotel pips everyone to the post with its RCD-865 PDM Bit

•Marantz improves the Philips SAA7350 BS DAC by

Stream CD player, which was launched at the Hi Fi News Show in 1989
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DAC solution is arguably the pinnacle of 20- bit DAC
architecture in the 1990s.
•After about two years as professional-only products,
anew CD- Rtransport from Philips allows the first
'semi-professional' recordable CD players from
Marantz, Meridian and Kenwood to make it onto
the market.
•Kodak/Philips Photo- CD initiative becomes areality
along with Philips' CDiplayer using an early version
of MPEG video compression to deliver limited video
and animated graphics. Standards are defined under
the Beige Book ( Photo CD) and Green Book ( CDi)
•QED brings an outboard DAC upgrade to the
masses with its Bit Stream Digit
•Meridian's 203 and 606 outboard DACs and 2068
two- box player are upgraded to DAC7 status.
•Musical Fidelity launches its first CD player, the
CD1, based on Rotel's RCD-965BX.
•Hedging its bets, Dual introduces 16- bit, 18- bit and
bitstream CD players into the market.

ABOVE: 1990

•The EEC imposes alevy on specific products not built

•Cary Audio Design adds apair of ECC82 double-

was the year

or incorporating European components. Technics

triodes to the output of Rotel's RCD-955AX in its

Deltec made its
mark with the

begins usirg the Philips CDM4 mechanism in its CD
players.

first outboard

•Sony introduces sophisticated Custom Edit and
Custom File rogramming features on its premium

CAD- 955 model.

'The Kodak/Philips Photo CD initiative becomes a
commercial reality in 1992'
•Denon and Akai launch players with BB's PCM67P
hybrid DAC, following Yamaha's lead.

Bit Stream DAC,
the PDM One

•Philips incorporates its own two-chip DAC7 solution
BELOW RIGHT:
1991 - Naim
Audio's first CD

•Arcam's Delta 170.3 CD transport has an AT&T

player, the CDS
was atwo- box

optical interface and 2.8224MHz clock input for
synchronising to acompatible outboard DAC. The

affair, split into
player and PSU

Black Box 5converter is launched later in the year.
•Audio Synthesis incorporates aclock return into its
DAC for compatability with Arcam's 170.3 transport,
though Deltec's Deltran' system does the same job
using an alternate clock frequency.
•Sony introduces asimilar sync link in its flagship

players. Its CXD-2562 PLM bitstream DAC is now in
third- generation form.
in the CD950.
•The single- beam swing- arm CDM4 mechanism is
superceded by Philips' CDM9 swing-arm mini-mech in
standard and ' Pro' guises.
•Roksan and Meridian a-ethe ` irst companies
to use the Delta-Sigma PWM DAC (from Crystal
Semiconductors) in the ROK-DS4 and 263 outboard
converters, respectively.

BELOW LEFT: A
foretaste of the
future? Philips

DASICDP-R1a combination.

launches its CD
Video player in

•Pioneer introduces the Legato Link digital filter

1989

to its CD players. This low-order filter, like Wadia's
Digimaster before it, fails to remove near- band digital
images but avoids the pre/post ringing suffered by
conventional, very high- order digital filters.
•Yamaha employs BB's second- generation hybrid
DAC, the PCM69P, in its CDX-590 with aproprietary
bitstream DAC, the YAC507, in its costlier CDX-860.

•Counterpoint's modular architecture allows its DA10
converter to use bitstream, multi-bit or hybrid DAC
technologies on different plug-in cards.
•Mark Levinson launches the vastly expensive
No. 31 Reference CD transport w'th sufficient on- board
memory to accommodate personal track programming
for up to 1000 CDs.
•Both Harman Kardon and Yamaha launch ' carousel'
Imulti- CD players.

78
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1993
•Accuphase's two- box DP-90/DC-91 employs 16 20- bit
DACs per channel in aunique parallel arrangement.
•Harman introduces Real Time Linear Smoothing ( RLS)
in its HD7725. The simple analogue filter integrates the
output of two DACs, offset by one sample period.
•The birth of the ' CD player on achip' as CD transport
and laser servos, digital decoder, error correction,
8x oversampling filter and bitstream DAC are all
compressed onto the YDC103 IC in Yamaha's CDX-670.
•Philips '
CD Engine' package starts becoming more
commonplace in specialist CD player designs, including
those from Arcam and Quad. The Philips CD- 920 sees
the birth of Philips' three- beam linear-tracking CDM12
CD transport as it abandons its unique swing-arm mech
in the mainstream market.

1994

ABOVE: 1990

outsell the original magazine- loading multiplayers

sees Philips

•Sony launches its CDP-CX100, acarousel-style

•The availability of add-on converter boxes from

'heavyweight'

multiplayer capable of storing 100 CDs at atime.

Arcam, Audiolab, Audio Alchemy, Audio Note, AVI...
(and that's just the 'As') reaches its peak.
•After some four to five years of promotion, Philips

CD850 Bit

•Arcam, Kinshaw and Yamaha are the first to use

Stream player,
seen here in
Mk II guise

anew budget DAC from Burr- Brown, the PCM1710.
In common with other bitstream/hybrid DACs, this
truncates 16- bit data to ( in this case) 2.3- bits, but

BELOW: 1992
Audio

•Sony launches its CDP-715E, arguably the most
impressive budget CD player of the decade. Mine still
works flawlessly. IVdarantz takes most of the plaudits,
however, with the launch of the CD- 63 dynasty.

turns its CD ihardware towards the game market, with
MPEG-1 movies and CD sound as the bonus.
•Sony introduces Super Bit Mapping ( SBM), a
noise- shaping technique developed to accommodate
the rise of 20- bit recording when CD is limited to just
16- bit resolution.

releases ahigher level of ultrasonic noise.

Research's
DAC1-20

•Pacific Microsonics introduces its HDCD ( High
Definition Compatible Digital) encoding regime which

SINI1111111111111111‘111111M _

proposes to benefit from the 18-to- 20- bit digital
recordings by toggling the LSB of CD's 16- bit format.
An HDCD decoder is required to realise this extension in
resolution, though HDCD CDs will still play on standard

audio research
••COMIII1e.

machines.
•Philips, Sony and Matsushita begin discussing the
concept of a ' second- generation, high- density CD'. The

r)

name HDCD is rapidly dropped to avoid confusion with
Pacific Microsonics' proprietary encoding scheme. The
new MMCD ( Multimedia CD) disc will have the capacity
to support both video and multichannel audio. The
seeds of DVD are sown...
•Philips introduces its ' CD player on achip', the
SAA7341, in its budget CD732 player.
•Naim Audio launches aCD label, and the CD3 player.
•Audio Research finally launches aCDM12-based CD

BELOW: 1991
sees many
bitstreambased CD
players. This
SL-21000/SH-

1995
•Two competing DVD systems (
Philips/Sony with
adual- layer format and Toshiba/Panasonic with a
double- sided format) are demonstrated at CES. Both
use MPEG2 video compression unlike Philips older
MPEG1-nsed CDiand V deoCD.

using Philips Bit Stream conversion.

1000 two- box
entry from

•NAD's 501 player is the last machine on the
market to employ the classic CDM4 mechanism and

•Carousel- loading multiplayers from Harman Kardon,

Technics used

SAA7323

Technics, Sony, Yamaha - to name but three - start to

MASH DACs

transport/DAC combination and integrated CD1 player

Bit Stream DAC from Philips.
•Philips moves away from its own ' pure' Bit
Stream techology in favour of aseries of hybrid and
Continuous Calibration ( BCC) DAC chips.
•Pink Triangle, Mark Levinson, EAD and
Counterpoint adc HDCD decoding to their products.
•Theta Digital launches the TLC, an in- line device
design to reduce jtter between CD transports and

I=ZZIM

outboatd DACs.
•Onkyo introduces its File Pulse Conversion System
Tel tme

in the DX- 750. This uses amode within NPC's
SM5843 8x oversampling filter that behaves not
unlike amild version of Pioneer's Legato Link.
•Sony's CDP-915E combines its Score digital filter
and Advanced Pulse bitstream DAC to yield state-ofthe-art test results in abudget player.
•California Audio Labs delivers an interesting (-_»
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adleit Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Npttingham Analogue
Rega Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards
SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

"

STEREOTIMES

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE
141

*****

Ultimate performance
for your system
‘C

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

(et(4(4t 2005 World Awards
The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrioss wnearm

Tonearm Models - from

o&iq

£124 -f4,900
Ii
Iterprisc, Conqucror, Illustnou>
Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms
Demonstrably better

I

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

25 YEARS OF CD

release CD players
based around the
popular Crystal
CS4328 bitstream DAC
•Pioneer evolves its
Legato Link digital filter
into an ' S' version which
uses some advanced
DSP to synthesise oddharmonics of the audio
signal and 'fill-in' the region
beyond 20kHz.

LLC-S is debuted in the

PD- S904.
CD transport/DAC with asuspended Matsushita drive in
the former and aCrystal DAC plus triode output stage

ABOVE: Linn's
Numerik/

•Pioneer offers a ' DVD-Audio' demonstration at the
Hi Fi News Show.
•Sony unveils its '‘ ixed pickup laser mechanism' in

in the latter.
•Linn's Karik/Numerik reaches Mk 3, now employing
the first of Linn's ' Brilliant' switch- mode power supplies.
•Three years later than expected, the first domestic

Karik two- box
solution marks
its entry into

its CDP-XE900E. The laser is fixed in position but
able to focus while the rotating CD and disc motor
assembly, mounted into acradle, slides above and

the CD market
in 1991

across the CD's line- of-sight.

CD- Rplayers reach the UK high streets. Pioneer gets
there first with its PDR-05.
•As the Multimedia CD ( MMCD) picks up steam, the
ARA (
Acoustic Renaissance for Audio), avoluntary
group of industry experts including Bob Stuart
(Meridian), is founded to promote the interests of
high- quality audio. A minimum 48/96kHz and 24- bit
quality standard is proposed, with lossless packing, for
any future HQAD ( High Quality Audio Disc).

1996
•Mark Levinson announces its ' budget' No. 37/38
CD
transport/
DAC
combination,

Brown 20- bit DACs and custom-written transport

'1996 and Mark Levinson announces
its 'budget' No. 37/38 CD transport/
DAC, the baby of its range at £ 8000'
LEFT: An early
statement

software. Copland introduced its HDCD-compatible
CDA 288 CD player, another inaugural design,

by Levinson's
No. 31 CD
transport in

complete with aTEAC VRDS mechanism and 20- bit

1992.

releases the stylish Alto, and Rega launches the

Sony DACs.
•Krell introduces the costliest integrated CD player

•Sony discloses

code format in place
of CD's

DACs. Thorens also bites the digital bullet with its
top- loading TCD-2000 player, Audio Innovations
Planet, named after the company's first turntable.
Myryad introduces the MC100, based around

the baby of its
range at £ 8000!
its plan for a ' Super
CD' using abitstream

•Numerous specialist launches took place, including
AVI with its S2000MC, which includes apair of Burr-

BELOW: HDCD

of the day, the £ 10k KPS-20i.

is riding high

•Monarchy Audio introduces the DIP Super Drive

in 1996 thanks

in- line jitter attenuator. C)

to acombined
decoder/digital
filter IC used

•Next month: Part Il of this unique chronicle of the

in players such
as the Copland

history of CD charts its continued development.
including the impact of DVD, SACD, DVD-A and the

CDA 288

cutting-edge HD media of 2007.

LPCM. This
will become SACD Direct
Stream Digital ( DSD) format.
•The ADA (
Advanced Digital Audio)
conference organised by the Japan Audio
Association combines forces with tie ARA (Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio) in support of an 18- bit+
multichannel audio format for the next generation
disc(s).
•With anod to past history, Arcam introduces its Alpha
5 Plus player, based on Philips very early SAA7220 4x
oversampling filter and TDA1541 16- bit DAC. Later
that year, it launches the Alpha 6, the very first player
to combine NPC's SM5840 8x digital filter with the
SM5864 bitstream DAC.
•British companies Linn, Quad and Meridian all
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Integrating music and films is once again the
theme with this month's system, which is
based almost exclusively around components
from Naim Audio. But the twist here is that its
owner is an opera and classical music lover,
thus upturning the myth that Naim hi-fi is the
preserve of the rock or jazz listener...

A

nyone who has preconceptions about Naim
equipment, or Naim owners, should meet
John. He doesn't listen to Led Zeppelin or
Massive Attack at massive volume, he doesn't

live in aroom full of black boxes, and he doesn't even

dress in black either.
In fact, John isn't ahi-fi obsessive, or an audio
casualty. He is apassionate music lover, whose tastes
tend to Wagner rather than whammy guitars, and he's
ended up with aNaim multichannel-and- music system
that keeps him very happy.
John discovered Naim only around three years ago,
when he set out to acquire asatisfying multichannelplus-two- channel system for his main living room.
Before that, he'd spent quite afew years listening to

LL.

'I don't have ( or didn't have!) any allegiance to a
particular brand or manufacturer. I'd read reviews
with some distaste.., well, not distaste but it's just that
as with anything, driving acar or whatever, until you
an Exposure- based system. But as usual, Istarted out
by asking John if he could remember his very first hi-fi.
'I can't, to be honest. It was largely Rotel-based,

actually have it where you are going to Jse it, you don't
know how it's going to work for you. And the acoustic of
domestic music rooms varies so wildly.

because Iliked Rotel and my friends thought it was
agood, reasonably- priced brand to buy. Ikept that

'Anyway, having recently moved, Ilooked in Yellow
Pages for local hi-fi dealers and thought I'd pop in to

virtually intact for about ten years. Then Ibought the

Audio Excellence in Bristol for achat. We got on very

While the

system which is now in my study there. Marantz CD
player and Exposure amplifier and preamplifier, and

well. Iwent to acoele of demos, , ith various sorts of
kit in the shop, and we settled on Nairn.

system is

that was sort of adequate for my needs.

ABOVE RIGHT:

designed to

'I was married at the time and so the capital I

'I had no preconceptions - I'd hea -dof the brand, but
I'd never owned any of their kit before. It was something

play films

could spend on boys' toys was somewhat restricted!

and music,

The owning of the product has always been ameans

John spends

to an end for me, but classical music reproduction,

have here. So we worked on an " If you don't like it, we'll

as much time
enjoying his

particularly, is of paramount importance. And latterly,
with DVDs too, again it's largely concert and opera

try something else" basis. But when we put it together
it worked well!'

music CD
collection

performances, but Ihave the blockbuster movies as
well! And each upgrade has been aquality jump.

The main reason for changing, then, was to go
multichannel?
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Icertainly liked the sound of in the showroom, but
wasn't sure whether it would translate to the room we

6.5m
Plasma & Equipment Rack

Coffee fable

CD
Storage

THE ROOM
The music and AV system is housed in aneutrally-decorated lounge,
with all cables neatly hidden from view. The spacious room is 6.5
x3.75m ( 21 x12.3ft), with plasma TV and DVD player positioned
between the main Naim Allae front speakers

wanteci the best of both worlds, with the
emphasis on the CD side, but getting a
reasonable standard on the DVD sic etoo'

ABOVE: With
the exception
of the TV, DVD
player, SkyHD
box and sub, all

'Having taken this step-change upwards, yes, Ithink
so, because Ido love visual reproduction of te opera

person who just skulks in the room listening to music or
playing DVDs all the time, but Idon't have some of the

components in
John's system

and orchestral concerts, and occasionally the odd
movie. And rather than have something that was two
chunks, Iwanted to get the best of both worlds. With
the emphasis being, Ithink, on the CD side, but getting

complications or restrictions that many other people do.
'And Idon't know why, but the idea of integrating

are from
Naim Audio,

areasonable standard of quality on the DVD side too.'

THE DEALER'S BRIEF
Many people try to combine AV with their two- channel
system, either out of consideration for the family or to
improve the sound of movies, but the path is not always
astraightforward one. John, on the other hand, has
succeeded with relative ease.
'I suppose Ihad the luxury, a) of being divorced, and
b) of my kids having left home! Not to say I'm asolitary

kit from the same manufacturer is attractive. It's not a

promising a

fashion thing, it's just acompatibility issue, Ithink.'
So John's brief to the dealer was simple: to provide

good level
of system

him with amultichannel system that would do two-

synergy as well
as matching
cosmetically

ciannel well. Toby Allen of Audio Excellence looked
at the room and came up with acouple of system
proposals, one based on aRotel AV system, the other
based on Naim Audio. For what John was after in that
room, Toby recommended the Naim system.
After demonstrating it at the store, Audio Excellence
installed the complete system. It consisted of Naim AV2
preampiprocessor, NAPV 175 and NAP 150 amplifiers, C+,
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RIGHT: Sited on a
Quadraspire rack
is the turntable

Rotel RDV-1060 DVD player, Naim CD5 player, Allae
front speakers, Axess centre and Arriva at the back.
John kept his turntable, aSystemdek IIX with

and Naim Audio

Rega arm and an original Rega Bias cartridge, but it

electronics, with

doesn't get used much now.

aYamaha sub
nearby
BELOW: Naim
Arriva speakers
for rear channels

'I haven't played avinyl LP probably for three
months. Largely because most of the LPs Ipossess
I've had for.., well, starting when Iwas a 12- or 13year- old, and they are still upstairs in the attic.
'I can't objectively judge now, because I've really
stuck with CD for so long, but Ithink in the transition
period, Ipreferred the overall sound, the realism of
the sound, compared to CD, but the trade-off was in
the background noise. And never having chucked an
album away in my life, some of the early recordings
Ihad when Iwas still at school would be virtually

'If I've got ahouse full at
the weekend, we'll stick a
couple of DVDs on'
unlistenable now, on any sort of equipment.
If somebody could invent anoise-free LP, that
would be great.'
Also, John already had aYamaha YST-5W320
sub, and this too remained in the system. Audio
Excellence felt it would be quite adequate when
the system was used for movies. To complete
the system, John's existing TV was replaced by
aPioneer PDP435XDE 43in plasma. Also, John's
Target racks were replaced by more graceful
black Quadraspire units.
'If I've got ahouse full at the weekend,
we'll stick acouple of DVD movies on, but
I'm not an art movie buff. I've got agrainy
Brief Encounter on DVD, but does one really
need to have four channels on that? It works
in mono.'

But I'm beginning to take up the cello, because my
left hand is still quite good!
'I think the Holy Grail of my reproduced music is
that it sounds as realistic as possible, as natural as
possible. With all deference to Toby, Ihave friends
who've said. " Well, what did you buy Naim for, if
that's what you want?" One or two people said that
the Naim sound woutd be avery big, brash sound,
but Ihad no preconception of what Naim sounded
like, until we got it in there. And what we hear is,
subjectively for my ears, what Iwas after. It's avery
realistic sound, from solo piano, string quartet, voice,
Mahler 8th symphony... it works across the spectrum.
Iactually have got quite catholic tastes. Ihave the
usual 7000s rock collection (though not very many)
and I'm really quite into world music, largely stuff I've
picked up when I've been travelling.'

BELOW:
Joining

John still has aKorg piano discreetly tucked
away at the side of his hi-fi listening room.

the Naim AV2
processor now

'I learned classical guitar and piano as achild, and
carried on,' he says. ' I'm not aconfident performer
in public, but Ialways loved to play for my own

Nonetheless, it does seem that opera is John's
big thing...

enjoyment. However, 25 years of rugby have left me
with fairly arthritic hands, especially my right hand.

ahabitual festival-goer — Glyndebourne, Bayreuth,

is aNAC 202
preamp (top) for
stereo music

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

'It is really. I've loved it since Iwas ateenager. I'm
Vienna State Opera, New York Met wnen I'm
travelling, Ido love live opera — and I'd like to try and
replicate that. Certainly arecorded performance is
never the same as alive performance, and opera's
avery visual experience and Iwanted asystem
that would lend some sort of realism and quality of
reproduction to recorded opera.
'I think with the system I've got, the sound
is different, on DVD reproduction to the CD
reproduction. Having weaned myself away years ago
from black vinyl to the CD quality of sound (though
I'm still ablack vinyl fan) one gets used to adifferent
sound, and certainly the system on opera productions,
big opera productions, is good enough for me.'
There are so many ways of recording opera, putting
it over, and in asense it's always going to be wrong.
Did John have any particular favourites, or any that he
particularly hated?
'Recorded opera is obviously far more difficult
to live with than live opera, because it's something
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RIGHT: When
it comes to
watching opera,
movies or HDTV,
John uses a
Pioneer 43in
plasma display

you're going to watch more than once. Of the nights
in the opera house live, only probably half adozen
really stay in my memory as great performances,
so Ithink that what Ido buy on DVD tends to be
stuff that Iknow Ican live with. And therefore I
suspect, for my taste, it tends to be, let's say, less
confrontational productions. So I've got aBayreuth
Ring on DVD, I've got aNew York Met Ring where
you've almost got real horses, it's so realistic
-the Americans like that. It's not in your face,
and it's not, you know, done in miners' helmets or
whatever. Opera reproduction that I'm going to
watch more than once has to be something that I
feel comfortable with. I've got Solti doing Die Frau
Ohne Schatten which is again fairly traditional, and
musically stunning.
'But yes, it's amore difficult choice buying opera
DVD than opera CDs. On the CD side, in the Wagner

'I've got the New
York Met Un Bailo
In Maschera,
where there's real
snow, it's all abit
too much'
collection I've got Solti, I've got the Keilberth that
they've just reissued on Testament, the 1955 Ring
that was never published by Decca. Whereas the
visual side can be terribly frustrating. I've got the
BELOW: The Fifth

New York Met Un Bailo in Maschera, where there's

Channel: aNaim

real snow, it's all abit too much. It has to be

Axess is used for
centre channel

something that Ifeel comfortable with.
'I have to say Itend to listen to CD far more than I
watch my classical DVDs. Special DVD performances

when playing in
5.1. On the same
table sits the Rotel
DVD-A player,
SkyHD box and the
Pioneer plasma's
PDP-R05XE media
receiver

are, for example, the Lucerne Festival with Abbado
doing Mahler symphonies, which came out acouple
of months ago, absolutely spellbinding on DVD. I
would watch that alot, because Ilike Mahler and I
like Abbado, but I've got the Abbado CDs, which I
will listen to in tandem, probably more often than I
would watch the DVD.

'When ' m listening to large-scale orchestral music
I'll often have the score out, so then there's no point in
having the picture - you can't look at both! Certainly
with the system I've got, Imuch prefer the twochannel sound quality.'

STEREO UPGRADES
More recent additions to John's system have left the
multichannel side untouched, but the two-channel
system has been seriously upgraded. A NAC 202
preamphfier was added and the main power amp
replaced with aNAP 25CI while the CD5 CD player
was reolaced by aCDX2, which John feels was ahuge
improvement. Finally, by way of icing the cake, Audio
Excellence added aHiLine Interconnect.
'What I've got now is absolutely excellent as far as
I'm concerned. Toby will probably disagree, but for me
at least it's sort of getting to the stage now where it's
the law of diminishing returns. The spend needed to
improve greatly on what I've got now would really be
quite significant.'
So, John has continued to invest improvements to
the two-channel performance, but did he think that
multicnannel music was really worth pursuing?
'The quality of realism Iget from my two channels,
Ireally enjoy. I'm not sure that SACD or multichannel
reproduction is really... Idon't know, in the concert
hall one does get sublimhal sounds from behind,
depending on the hall and the acoustic, but the
surround-sound effects Ihave heard - not on the
system I've got, but on other systems - are not realistic
to me. But then arguably, neither is CD entirely
realistic. Isuppose over the years, you get used to it.
'I love my two channel system. But the jury's out.
I'm quite happy to be persuaded!'

The S stem
Naim CDX2 CD player
Rotel RDV-1060 DVD player
Naim AV2 processor
Naim NAC 202 preamp
Naim NAP 250 power amp

Naim Allae front speakers
Naim Axess centre speaker
Naim Arriva rear speakers
Pioneer PDP435XDE plasma
Naim Hi- Line interconnects

Naim NAPV 175 power amp and Nairn speaker cables
Naim Hi- Cap 2power supply Quadraspire support system
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sounds
1. The most extensive range of
high-end hi-fi products in the uk.
2. 8 Demonstration suites for your
listening and evaluation.
3. Free advice and room design to
your specific requirements.

MUSIC
4. One months extendable home trial.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Free delivery and installation.
Great part exchange deals.
75% Allowance upgrade scheme.
Great coffee.

Tel: 01435 865 212, Fax: 01435 865 213, www.sounds-of-music.co.uk, info@sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment cnly please.
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Metropolis Music searches the globe to bring you
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5. Their De-magnetise,and Déstat
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beyond belief? You'd bette- believe it.
RAM. FURUTECK.COM
6. Refusing to compromise in ary way,
shape or form can be very expensive,
but the results far outweigh the cost and
the Vitus range is proof of this.
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8. Valve arrplfiers that with every note of
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performer.
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13. Cabes have an unconditional
lifetime warranty. They have the best
mains conditioners too!
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. VDI ENCE - AV . 0014

14. They male the kind of products
we dl hope to one day aspire to. The
stunning new Boulder Integrated is
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WWWAJOULDERAMP.COM
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Music Classical
Album
year

OF THE

RAVEL

Boléro, Rhapsodie espagnole, Mother Goose
Suite, Pavane, etc
Kaha 8 Maria Labêque, KML KML1111

Launching their own label, the
Labèque sisters revisit Ma Mère
l'oye, part of their Philips repertory,
but play an entirely new card,
Ravel's Boléro arranged with Basque
percussion instrument parts - cool,
bluesy. Pavane is arranged for four
hands. Each plays asolo - Prélude,
Menuet antique - and the Steinway
pianos are well recorded. Most
of the programme was done in
the IRCAM studio used for the

JS BACH

Cello Suites; Song of the Birds

Steven Isserlis, Hyperion CDA 67451/2 (two discs)

According to lsseris, these six Dance
Suites, as he defines them in alucid note,
he thinks may have abasis in the Passion.
He's looked at the contradictory sources
and bases his performances primarily on
the Anna Magdalena manuscript - Bach
left no original. As asupplement he

excellent Mullova/Labèque Onyx

plays three variants on the First's prelude
and Sally Beamish's arrangement of a

recital reviewed in April 2007.
They believe, incidentally, that

acoustic, Henry Wood Hall, complements

Rhapsodie was Ravel's intended
spelling! CB
Ma...RECORDING
IN

IN

PERFORMANCE

piece associated with Casals. A fairly dry
the somewhat low-key, intimately
confiding style Isserlis adopts. CB
Munn

- RECORDING

, PERFORMANCE

Apollo, Concerto for strings, Visions fugitives

Violin Concertos, Symphony 39

MOZART

WILLEM VAN OTTERLOO

Moscow Soloists/Yuri Basnmet, Onyx ONYX 4017

Salzburg Camerafa/Leonidas Kavakos. Sony 82876 842412

Challenge Records CC7142 ( 13 discs)

The corporate sensitivity of Bashmet's
17-strong ensemble, from young

Leonidas Kavakos came to the attention
of collectors when BIS recorded him
in the original version of the Sibelius

tapes, with some Haydn from DG,
this set focuses on the Hague's

concerto. These Athens concert
performances of the five Mozart violin

characterful orchestra and its musicianly
conductor there from 1949-73. His

concertos reflect his silky fiddle playing,

famous Beethoven Ninth and Berlioz
Symphonie fantastique remake are

STRAVINSKY/PROKOFIEV

Moscow Conservatory graduates, is
nicely illustrated by an exemplary
Stravinsky Concerto and ballet - a
superfine complement to the Karajan/DG

Orchestral recordings 1950-1960
Remastered largely from Philips

Apollo. Barshai's string orchestra version

pure intonation and sense of style

of 15 of Prokofiev's piano miniatures,

-the sensible cadenzas are his own. In

here, plus arange of standard repertory

Visions fugitives, were first recorded

addition there's aarobust account of

works, Haydn to Ravel and Mahler

by EMI in 1962. Bashmet's has the
remaining five prepared by the group's

the Eflat Symphony, Bruno Walterish in

-an excellent Fourth Symphony - and
contemporary Dutch composers. Mostly

violist Roman Balashov. Beautiful sound

warmth and energy. A good augur, then,
for Kavakos's artistic directorship of this

and atop-drawer performance. CB

Salzburg group, starting this year. CB
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mono but well transferred. A model of
how to document the past. CB
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RICHARD GALLIANO

AlbL
OF THE yep

Luz Negro

Milan 399 078-02

Accordion virtuoso Richard Galliano
is one of those rare musicians who
has changed perceptions of his
instrument. Such is his mastery that
he seems to shape notes and phrases,
as if blowing them like ahorn player.
After working with Astor Piazzolla in
the 1980s he recorded for several
labels but Luz Negra is his first
studio recording since 2001. With
great contributions from violinist
Alexis Cardenas Hamilton de
Holanda on mandolin, you hear
the Piazzolla influence, but
there are many other strands
to this supple, elegant music,
beautifully recorded in Sao
Paolo. Brilliant. SH

CHARLES MINOUS SEXTET
WITH ERIC DOLPHY
Cornell 1964

Blue Note 0946 3 92210 28 (2 CDs)

If we'd allowed reissues in here, we'd
have filled the page just listing titles of
great stuff which reappeared in 2007.
Here, though, we have the unreleased
(mono) tapes of the Mingus sextet's
first concert from March 1964, on a
double CD which came out just in time
for aNovember issue review. Mingus
completists will already know the live
recordings and TV footage from the
1964 European tour, but everyone else
should just start with this. SH
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CHARLIE HADEN/
ANTONIO FORCIONE
Heartplay

HIROMI'S SONICBLOOM

JOE ZAWINUL

Time Control

Brown Street

Telarc CD- 83655 and SACD-63655 (multichannel)

Intuition INT 3450 2 (2 CDs)

By 2007 the amazing Hiromi Uehara had

This great double CD certainly livened

Naim pulled off acoup with this great
duo recording, which highlights guitarist

crossed over as far as Glastonbury, and

up the dull February days for me, but

this summer CD captured her mesmeric

Forcione's beautiful tone and graceful,

power and energy as aperformer.

now sadly it's become an epitaph for
the great keyboardist, composer and

Naim AL1016-2

unhackneyed phrasing rather than his

Sonicbloom is the spectacular Japanese

slick virtuosity. The great bassist Charlie

pianist and composer's established trio

Haden is authoritative and compelling
even at tempos nearing stasis - ' Snow',

with the explosive addition of jazz-rock

'Silence' and ' Nocturne' are no more fast
and furious than you'd expect from those
titles, though Forcione's bouncier side
surfaces on Fred Hersch's ' Child's Song'.

guitar master David ' Fuze' Fiuczynski.
Between bursts of fusion pyrotechnics,
Hiromi is endlessly inventive, quoting

leader, who died in September. It's a
gripping live recording, Zawinul and the
core of his Syndicate group driving the
WDR Big Band Koln in aconcert at his
Birdland club in Vienna. You have to give
maximum credit to the rhythm section
of Alex Acuna ( percussion), Victor Bailey

A gentle„ captivating tour de force. SH

wildly and eclectically, once even
dropping into astride style. Exhilarating,
especially in multichannel. SH
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(bass) and Nathaniel Townsley (drums),
and the whole band really grooves. SH
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Music Rock
DEVON SPROULE

Album
year

Keep Your Silver Shined
To, Angel/City Salvage TAR001/C5R10

OF THE

When Ireviewed this back in June,
Ididn't really expect it to become
my constant companion, but it has.

5,ined
eeee

yoof

DEVON

DASHBOARD CONFESSIONAL

Dusk And Summer

Compared to more cerebral singersongwriter faves of mine like Laura
Veirs and Maria Taylor, who both

The relentless rise and rise of errio - not

released stunning albums in 2007,

that anyone really knows how to define

Sproule is more conventionally
rooted in jazz, country and blues

it - has resulted in some appallingly bad
bandwagon clones but Florida- based

but, dammit, she has the best tunes
and the most engaging voice. I
caught her first live UK show at
St Bonaventures in Bristol and,
although she was effectively

VRUK036CD VAGRANT

Dashboard's fifth album, reviewed in
January, confirms mainman Christopher
Carrabba as the genre's most adept
conjurer of humungously huge, soaring,
soul-wrenching epics. Time and again this

rehearsing the band, it remains

album manages to take deeply personal

etched in my memory as one of

lyrics about complex emotional ideas
and transform them into swooningly
romantic universal anthems. JB

the most enjoyable live gigs I've
seen. Watch this girl soar. JB
In In
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LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM

NICK HARPER

LCD SOUNDSYSTEM

Under The Skin

Miracles For Beginners

Sound Of Silver

REPRISE 9362443592

Sangraal SR0007CD

DFA/ EMI Records DFAEMI2164CD

In the ' old geezer wakes up and makes

There's been aclutch of young male
singer songwriters in the wake of James

July brought awonderfully quirky delight
which is my contender for off-the-

Fleetwood Mac's classic ' 70s period faced
stiff competition from Paul McCartney

Blunt, with the satisfyingly more acerbic

wall CD of the year. LCD Soundsystem
is essentially James Murphy, apop

this year. Both released vigourous and

brand leader, but the man who blew me
away this year was Nick Harper. Offspring

great album' stakes, the genius behind

perceptive CDs that seemed to suggest
they were enjoying making music again.
For me, it was Buckingham who took the
honours by awhisker with spellbinding
and passionately performed new
compositions plus unlikely but brilliantly
covers of Donovan's ' Try For The Sun' and

David Ford currently looking like the

of legendary artists get no special status
round my gaff, (those endless streams of
Wainwrights drive me potty) but young
Harper is, to my ears, an artist in his own
right, technically superior to his old man

The Stones' IAm Waiting'. ./B

as aguitar player and vocalist, but also a
perceptive, uplifting composer. JB
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intellectual who records at home on
his upstate New York farm. He has an
obvious affection for Talking Heads,
Brian Eno and early Depeche Mode and
while this, his second album, isn't exactly
innovative it is an enormously enjoyable
retro-synthfest which anyone who enjoys
the likes of Grandaddy or The Mountain
Goats could fall in love with. ./B
MIMUME RECORDING
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Music Audiophile
ERIC BIBB

Album

Diamond Days

year

re/arc Blues W-83660 enhanced CO

OF THE

With agenre as hoary as the blues,

10-0e

one can only marvel at any new
release that doesn't sound like a
replica. Not that purists mind the
stasis of the blues; we can't get
enough. But Eric Bibb ( like Keb' Mo')
has no intention of allowing the
blues to stagnate. This CD touches
your heart with the intimacy of
aclassic singer- songwriter set
without straying far from the
template of rural, acoustic blues.
Opening with the sound of stylus
in groove, though, this semiautobiographical set possesses
the necessary historic feel, a
journey through Bibb's life's
ups- and- downs. KK
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CHRISTINE PERFECT
Christine Perfect

Blue Horizon/Pure Pleasure 7-63680 180g vinyl LP

One of the great ' lost' LPs from the British
blues crowd, this 1970 solo debut from
the Fleetwood Mac mainstay is aclassic
of the genre. But more importantly, the
non- blues component shows the way
she would evolve into amega- platinum
chanteuse. For her devoted fans who
only know her post- 1970s work, parts
of this will be ashock, but the unique
qualities of her voice are unmistakable.
And, blessed with hindsight, we could
argue that it pointec the way to the Mk II
version of Fleetwood Mac. KK
In
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LITTLE RICHARD

THE BYRDS

Mobile Fidelity JDSACD 2028 SAW

Sundazed LP5215 ( 180g vinyl)

Argue all you like: Little Richard's first

Forget the deification of Gram Parsons.

two releases may be the most incendiary
rock'n'roll issued in its first decade.

Even without the melodrama of his death

This treasure from 1974 is arguably the
best LP Ronstadt ever released — if, that

this remains amilestone of early ' country
rock'. Though erroneously credited as the

is, you prefer her country over her rock
or big band phases. It's filled with her

genre's debut, and poorly received when
it appeared in 1968 ( hippies regarded
C&W as music for redneck cretins), it

signature tunes: 'When Will IBe Loved',
'Willing', ' It Doesn't Matter Any More',

Here's Little Richard/Little Richard

MoFi transferred these masterpieces in
mono... ahoot when you consider the
format they chose was conceived for
multichannel. And look what his first

Sweetheart Of The Rodeo

LINDA RONSTADT

Heart Like AWheel
osco Music CLP7049 180g vinyl LP

'You're No Good' and the title song...
that's just half of a 10-track selection.

two included: 'Tub Frutti', ' Ready Teddy'
and ' Good Golly, Miss Molly'. This is

remains utterly enthralling 40 years on.
Those not bound by misguided politics

rock'n'roll's birth pangs. The sound? In

saw the LP as adelightfully unapologetic

Superb sound and backing by Andrew
Gold, Maria Muldaur, Sneaky Pete of

your face. The material? Without peer.

marriage of rock sensibilities and country

the Burritos and Emn-iylou Harris among

And Little Richard? As he said it: The

instrumentation and material. And

Queen of Rock'n'Roll. KK

Sundazed nailed it beautifully. KK

others: atruism, perhaps, but they just
don't make them like this anymore. KK
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KEN KESSLER

One reviewer's year...

Ken Kessler kicks off alook at the hi-fi highs and lows of 2007 with his
take on the outstanding kit, some audio surprises, avinyl revival that
appears to be spreading beyond the audio community and atribute to
some personal heroes sadly gone, but not forgotten

[Ken Kessler

•

444?_
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Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

Pavarotti because he was larger than life,
and so Italian that it bordered on the
comical: food and football above all else!
Which brings me to Amy Winehouse.
Gifted with avoice so staggeringly
evocative and seductive that she has
the potential to join the ranks of Dusty
Springfield and Billie Holiday, this pathetic
wretch is, at the time of writing, courting
death. Hell, I've been writing for this
magazine longer than she's been alive

agazine years don't run from
January to December for the

(I know: for some of you that's an

contributors, so my recap

eternity). Ido not want next year's

of 2007 actually starts last
October. I'm writing this on the day that

column to include her obituary. Please:
will someone smack her upside the head

Pavarotti died, 6September 2007, as

and put her into... rehab?

bleak an end to the musical/hi-fi year as
one could imagine. Alas, this is but one of

VINYL REVIVAL

the bookends to ayear that commenced
with what was for me apersonal tragedy,
the passing of SME founder Alastair
Robertson-Aikman.
But what appropriate bookends!
Alastair didn't simply adore opera. He
seemed to live for it. While older readers
might wonder why I'm mourning Pavarotti,
too, when I'm not exactly known for my
love of music pre- 1900, it's down to AR-A
that Ideveloped ataste for Pavarotti,
Caruso and
Lanza, if not quite
for Domingo

ABOVE 8, LEFT:

spread beyond the audio and hip- hop
communities. KEF launched the Muon.
a7ft tall sculpture of aspeaker so
impressive and luxurious that its launch
party took place in Harrods. Quad started

RobertsonAikman, and
Pavarotti, who
both passed
away in 2007

delivery of its most powerful valve amp
ever, the long-awaited two- 80 ( or II-eighty,
or 2-80... Igive up).
Krell delighted its long-term devotees

SME's Alastair

hesitation, Ithink it deserves to win every
Product of the Year award available to a
two- channel component.

with areturn to 1980s form via the latest,

However much

huge Evolution models, and Musical

Iregret that I

Fidelity set heads a'scratching with the

Other highlights? Air Tight's and Koetsu's

never had one of

controversial Supercharger. Love it or hate
it, the Supercharger brings some fun back

Sky Blue moving- coils. Krell's KiD, a
high- end dock for the iPod. And Iwas

into this hobby of ours, not least because
of the hullabaloo it has created.
Meanwhile, Sonus faber followed the

pleased enough by the news that Paul
Miller took over the helm at HEN to return
myself. So you have Paul to blame, in case
you hoped you saw the last of me.

Gere-to-JuliaRoberts opera
satoris, Alastair
managed to
teach me to
appreciate
Pavarotti. I
cherished

92

afront cover from one of the UK's
largest- circulation Sunday supplements,
surely proof that the phenomenon has

or Carreras.

those Richard-

I
I

Otherwise, 2007 was chock full of
audio surprises. The vinyl revival merited

Poor Man's Stradivari - the supercool
Elipsa - with the Even Poorer Man's
Stradivari: the Auditor Elipsa for £ 2500
per pair. John Bell assured me that the

SKY BLUE THINKING

But Ileave 2007 smiling: right at
this very moment, somewhere suitably

new LS3/5A is ready. NAD blew all and

celestial, Alastair Robertson-Aikman is
deep in discussion with Luciano Pavarotti.

sundry away with the C315BEE - not just

A- RA will have agin- and-tonic in front

LEFT: Limited to

asuccessor to the flippin' 3020 ( one of

of him, possibly nibbling some smoked

just 100 pairs,

which was up for grabs at John Howes'

salmon. Pavarotti? He's slurping a 1990

KEF launched

audio fair for £ 20) but hopefully the

Masseto, along with an enormous plate of

the Muon with a

vanguard of anew level of performance

olive all'ascolane. My God, what Iwouldn't

party at Harrods

for entry-level hardware. Indeed, with no

give to eavesdrop on that tête-à-tête.
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BARRY FOX

STEVE HARRIS

Too much
technology,
far too soon
Thrills without the spills

Experiments with power, first attempts at transferring
vinyl to PC and an analogue high-spot courtesy of anew
Rega P3, Steve Harris finds plenty to excite in 2007,
whether using new technology., or old

[Steve Harris
Steve Harris is Consultant
Editor of HFN and edited
the title between 1986
and 2005. He loves jazz,
blues music, vintage hi-fi,
and anything that makes
music come to life

F

ior me, 2007 started on ahigh. I
was able to hear in the New Year
with asystem from Ensemble of

Switzerland, and after acouple
of weeks, Ireally didn't want to see it go.
Earlier Ensemble systems were based on a
diminutive standmount speaker, but the
current Figura is abig yet visually-elegant
floorstander. For my system
review [ March issue], it
came with the excellent
(if idiosyncratic) Dirondo
CD player and Fuoco
hybrid amplifier. With the
Figura, there was grace,
refinement and musicality,
banishing that old suspicion
that Ensemble products
only worked at their best
with small-scale, intimate
music. Ienjoyed every
minute with them.

the massive Musical Fidelity kW750. And

However, it was in 2007 that Antony
Michaelson of Musical Fidelity finally
badgered us all into understanding that
we need abigger amplifier than we
thought we did. Ididn't want to believe
it either. Then Ihad achance to play with

[Barry Fox

then Iheard the 250W A1008 [ October
issue Super System] easily blow away

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

the best- sounding 100W integrateds
I'd had, including one that cost £ 1000
more. Ialso found that with aspeaker
like the Spendor S5 — asmallish,
relatively inefficient floorstander — the
A1008 provided the headroom needed
for good sound on big orchestral music.
So, it is now clear that having enough
power to give arealistic dynamic
range is the primary consideration that
can outweigh almost any amount of

IT

he year 2007 was neatly summed
up for me by the IFA electronics
show in Berlin. Too many
companies are now launching

refinement in parts or circuit design. In
other words, agood big ' un will always

new products for the sake of launching
something new; too many of the new

beat agood little ' un. Especially with
Antony to cheer it on.

products have been designed without
asking consumers what they want; and
the marriage of consumer electronics and

'I had never
tried to get
the contents
of an LP onto
ahard drive,
until the
USB Project
arrived'

MORE POWER

A mad rush to innovate, a
mishmash of standards and
amarriage of consumer
electronics with computer
technology that leaves
consumers in aspin, Barry Fox
looks forward to the backlash

HI -FI PRETENSIONS
Ihad never tried to get the

computer technology has kissed goodbye
to old-fashioned ' switch on and enjoy'.

contents of an LP onto a
hard drive, until Pro-Ject's

disease, called ' upgrade-itis': ' People in

Debut III USB turntable
came along to make it easy.

the computer world upgrade even when
they have never had any problems and the

The Debut USB [ November

upgrade isn't adding any features,' he says.

issue] isn't the first product

'Whatever happened to the old fashioned
principle of not fixing unless broken?'

of its kind but it is the first
with hi-fi pretensions. In

Arcam's Geoff Meads talks about anew

The HDMI/HDCP system used to

any case, just £ 75 will buy

protect high- quality digital audio and

Pro-Ject's Phono Box II USB

video was designed by the computer

(which accepts MM and
MC inputs), allowing your
existing turntable to send

industry and was launched before atesting
system had been out in place. Is it any
wonder some stuff won't connect?

digits to the computer, just as painlessly.
There had been apurely analogue
high spot earlier, as Ifound myself
rediscovering Rega when Ireviewed

STRAIGHT FIGHT
The mishmash of standards for portable
audio is shaking down into astraight fight

the new P3 24 turntable [August]. It

between unprotected MP3, Apple's MC

seemed to extract more detail than
Iremembered from earlier versions,

with FairPlay Digital Rights Management,
and Microsoft's Windows Media Audio

and do it more effortlessly, with the

with Windows DRM. Sony has finally had

characteristic Rega sense of drive.

to admit defeat and drop the ATRAC
compression system with unfriendly

In the future, when the vinyl has
finally been put away somewhere and
I'm listening to the digital ghosts of my

MagicGate DRM and adopt WMA. This

long- converted LPs, will Istill enjoy the
music this much? (I)

music store. Nokia has now climbed into
bed with Microsoft, for anew online store
to rival Apple's iTunes.

LEFT: Digitise your LPs with Pro-lect's
Debut USB, aplug-and- play solution

Yet there is now an even worse
mishmash of standards for portable a>

means the end of Sony's Connect online
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ANDREW HARRISON

Big-ticket and
budget finds

questions. Could that
be the reason why the HD
ABOVE: Philips Media Centre, available
from Dixons, aims to keep things simple

DVD Group closed its press
conference without aQuestion
and Answer session?

Amps and ni-def discs figure
high in Andrew Harrison's
round- up of the year so far

video, with so many flavours of MPEG
compression and different soundtrack

SOON TO BE OBSOLETE

formats that you rever know for sure
whether arecording will play pictures with

Both sides in the blue format war are

sound until you have Iried.
Every year now for the last three
years, Philips has announced the launch
of Windows Media Center PCs which will
finally make computers easy to use for
home entertainment. Last year we were
promised aMedia Center
with Blu-ray drive, but it
never reached the shops.
Rudy Provoost.
Head of Consumer
Electronics, has been
promoting the ba -mer
Sense and Simplicity
and sensibly saw there
is no way to reconcile
consumer friendship with
upgrade-itis and the need
to protect computers
against viruses. 'We did
not push that ( Blu-ray

HD DVD standard mandates the internet
connection and permanent memory
storage needed for interactivity. ' Sadly
it's not the case for BD,' sneered Ken
Graffeo of Universal, who often acts as
gung ho spokesman for

'Next year's
sales boast
could well be
`no need for
an Internet
connection' and
no connection
with Microsoft'

Media Center) button,' he
told me. 'We have Peen working with the
Dixons Group for three or four years now
-we'd rather work w th companies who
know that game.'
So Philips Media Center PCs are
available only thiough Dixons' computer
stores, and all customer queries and
complaints are handled by Dixons.
Adds Provoost: ' There are too many
fairs and shows. vou can't dictate
innovation by fairs.'

ALL AT SEA

the HD Group. ' It will
only be true if you buy

s

ometimes seminal moments are
defined by what didn't happen, as
much as what did. Enthusiasts of
music and films alike have had the

the next generation

opportunity to ponder the bubbling- under

of players with BD

event that is the ' battle' of the new highdefinition video disc formats.

Java software - and
there's still no sign of
it - BD Java is still not

DON'T MENTION THE WAR

implemented in BD
players - perhaps not

Awar requires foot soldiers . nthe shape

until 2008.'
That's not fair,
say the Blu-ray guys.
HD DVD's iHD from
Microsoft is afrozen

system that won't
be upgradeable when unexpected
new features are invented. Blu-ray
interactivity is based on Java and this

of an army of consumer supporters. Yet
cautious buyers in the mass market so
far seem to be ignoring the opportunity
to invest in players and discs in case
they back the wrong horse. Right now,
music listeners are still awaiting the
chance to celebrate the potential of

makes it infinitely upgradeable. People

either Blu-ray or HD DVD format, as the
hoped-for appearance of awide range of
music concert footage Iraised in March
has yet to appear. Perhaps we can take

will only find out the limitations of HD
DVD's iHD later. I'd say it's likely that
both systems will be dead before the talk

cold comfort from the fact 7hat even if
afavourite live gig had been put out on
high-def disc right now, the trumpeted

of interactivity is proved right or wrong.
This year, and this year's IFA, gives

quite there yet' anyway - at least assuming

me hope that that there will soon be a

it had been sent over the approved-and-

backlash against the ' computerisation' of
hi-fi and video.

DRM'd-to-the-hilt HDMI cable. The teams
who dreamt un the new ' digital SCART'

Next year's sales boast could well be

The mad rush to innovate often leaves
marketing people ail at sea with the
technology they are marketing. At apress

Andrew Harrison joined
Hi Fi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

now busy accusing each other of selling
players that will soon be obsolete. The

'no need for an Internet connection' and
'no connection with Microsoft'. (i)

conference at the start of IFA, the Blu-ray
Group talked up astorm about superior
picture and sound quality. Then, through
what they later admitted was aseries of

lossless audio would probably be ' not

seem to nave forgotten about clocking
the digital audio over HDMI, leading to
potentially debilitating jitter, making an
old-fashioned spaghetti of six analogue
cables the curent preferred way to get
sound out of these 21st century disc
players. This is hardly the one- stop cable
solution we could have hoped for!

'screw- ups', they screened demo clips in
Standard Definit.on.

On the 25th anniversary of CD, and the
tenth for DVD, it could be another case G>

During apress conference to promote
the rival HD DVD, Jordi Ribas of Microsoft
enthused over the interactive software,
iHD, which Microsoft developed for HD
DVD. 'We at Microsoft may not know
everything, but we do know how to write
software,' he boas ,
ed.
To say that to a-laudience of journalists
who spend so much of their lives cursing
Windows PCs, is to invite challenging
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ABOVE: Tough times - returning from
IFA, Barry Fox shows off PR Andy Giles'
Freedom Pass. Both now travel by bus

ABOVE: Avery limited range of hi-def music
is already here on both BD and HD DVD

Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999
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Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980.

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston. Glasgow
0141 221 0221

•

Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
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O'Brien Hi- fl
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
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Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent
01634 389004
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ABBEY ROAD CABLE •

More detail. More music.
The Russ Andrews DAC-1 USB is adigital to analogue converter
capable of accepting digital signals via optical, coaxial and USB.
As well as handling input data up to 96kHz/24 Bit, DAC-1 USB
also supports upsampling to 192kHz/24Bit.

Distributed in the UK by Redline

T: 0131 555 3022 E: infbered-line.co.uk
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BARRY WILLIS

of history
repeating
itself, as the
next big thing'
in consumer media
formats is being quietly
ignored by the public. As
happened with SACD and

Come together

Convergence is the key for Barry Willis who sees 2007 as
the year in which compact music devices access content free
from physical devices, and massive monoblocks and hefty
loudspeakers begin to look like something from abygone age

DVD-A when asked to compete
with CD, for most people DVD really
is ' good enough', making an upgrade
of hardware, not to mention alibrary of

NORMAL PROGRAMMING
So, back to music enjoyment, for now

fine audio equipment. Some kit you'd
expect to be peerless in performance
given its price - the huge Ypsilon
amplifiers [April ' 07] come to mind
here, even if loony tunes price tags did
accompany their ineffably clean, vital
and wide open sound.
But what is often just as gratifying
is to alight upon something with great
sound, at arealistic price. Several

whose high level of
resolution is matched by
unprecedented portability
and ease of access.

Reeling from the

UK, was asurprise discovery.

continuing diminishment

And more recently, the Promitheus
TVC preamp mentioned last month

of its traditional

found to excel in simple sound quality.
Maybe alittle smoother than asimilar

of ' ICEpower' modules as used in
the excellent PS Audio Trio A-100
stereo amplifier and Rotel RMB-1077
multichannel amplifier, aphysically
unimposing but sonically lovely piece.
Class D amps eliminate the mass and
heat associated with large transformers
and heatsinks, at the same time reducing
operating costs, room clutter, and spousal
annoyance. The massive monoblocks
of late 20th century high- end systems

lightweight, elegant, high-performance
equipment, and music- and- movie libraries

NEW MODEL

nevertheless this somewhat hairshirt
and minimalist stereo preamp has been

decades but was never exploited to its
fullest potential until the development

I

company Albedo, now distributed in the

now stands as my budget find of the

One example is Class D amplification,
atechnology that's been around for

fanything, 2007 saw seemingly
disconnected developments begin
to converge to define the home
entertainment experience of the
21st century. This is one characterized by

hundred pounds or more in cable is not
exactly abudget purchase, although
the pure silver wire offerings from Polish

year. Not for everyone, that's for sure;

ever- more- attractive prices.

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

discs, far from apriority.

at least. On apersonal level, highlights
of the year have included memorable
acquaintanceships with some notably

performance into smaller packages at

[Barry Willis

packaged- goods business
-down as much as 30%
this year alone, according
to some estimates
-the recorded music
industry is engaged in
aprotracted ritual of

'The massive
monoblocks
of late 20th
century
high- end are
beginning to
look amusingly
antiquated'

are beginning to look
amusingly antiquated.
2007 is the year that
sleek Class D amps finally
emerged as true hi-fi
products.

SIZE MATTERS
Oversized loudspeakers
are another species of
dinosaur whose existence
may be threatened. While
they will always appeal to
acertain type of macho
music lover, they've never
enjoyed widespread

unit from Music First Audio, and without

denial while scrambling desperately to

popularity, especially among the fair sex.

the degree of control at low volume

come up with afunctional model for a
new age. The industry continues to launch

Companies making extremely musical

massive lawsuits against unauthorised

settings, it nevertheless relays all the

compact speakers (freestanding, in-wall

flavour of the original sound from a
source component, faithfully passing

downloaders, while exploring the reality

and on-wall varieties included) should
enjoy huge business to come. Afew

it on to apower amp. And for many

that downloading is the future. Whether

examples to come my way in the past year

listeners, that's got to be the key quality

an àla carte purchase or subscriptionbased service will emerge as the dominant

include the E125/pair PSB Alpha B1, the

in astereo music preamplifier. d)

E590/pair Silverline Prelude, and the a,

delivery system, no one knows.
Big record labels are sheddirg
old- school executives and replacing them
with forward-thinking gurus in the hope of
catching the right wave. Sony Corporation
this year hired record producer Rick
Rubin to overhaul its venerable Columbia
Records label. Known for an unerring
ear when it comes to developing an
artist's repertoire, Rubin also knows how
people want to discover, acquire, and
use recordings. Instincts such as his may
enable the music business to survive.
While content becomes increasingly
disconnected from physical carriers,
ABOVE: Welcome Greeks bearing gifts
-the E54k pre/power amps from Ypsilon

the gear needed to play it is becoming
more compact and efficient. Hardware
manufacturers are packing more

ABOVE: MartinLogan's in-wall Voyager
-the shape of speakers to come?
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z.-COOL GALES
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of live music" (The Absolute Sound).

A 30- day money- back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the phenomenal
IsoTek Sigmas, winner of the HiFi Choice Best
Mains Conditioner Gold Award and the HiFi News
Best Accessory Award of 2006.

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the sensational
Clearaudio Champion Magnum SE a
specially priced turntable package with
Unify tonearm and Symphony cartridge.
Add a phono stage and save more!

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us aclick. Give us acall.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

E1970/pair MartinLogan
Voyage, astunning inwall whose architectural
versatility and musical
performance embarrass many
larger and much more expensive
designs.

WIRELESS SURROUND
New loudspeaker technologies also
promise abright future for music lovers.
Two that have emerged this year include
prototypes from Nashville, Tennesseebased High Emotion Audio, whose
lightweight ' leading edge transient'
arrays take sonic realism to anew level:
and atruly high-fidelity wireless AV
system debuted at the 2007 Consumer
Electronics Show by San Francisco startup
Neosonik. Although many companies

'Music lovers
need no longer
be anywhere in
particular to enjoy
their libraries'
(among them KEF and Yamaha) have made
strides in wireless, Neosonik is miles ahead
of the competition, having perfectec
astoundingly good 5.1- channel audio
systems with no connecting cables - and
the ability to beam high- resolution 1080p
video adistance of several hundred feet.
And late this summer, Apple

That was the
year that was
...almost

material from his mid- 1950s WDR
Cologne broadcasts - Bruckner, Brahms, R
Strauss, etc. The 1960s Beethoven tapes,
recorded in mono by the BBC, sound
clean, dynamic, and project far greater
spirit than their EMI studio counterparts.
Lord ( Bill) Deedes' passing drew
considerable comment but, sadly, music
lost another journalist who had spent
years writing for The Telegraph, as a
concert reviewer - Alan Blyth. Iscarcely
knew him but will miss his punctilious.

HFNs' Music Editor from
1986-2000 used to be
an architect, but music
was his first love. He's

informed work for Gramophone.

...AND GAINS

an avid record collector

On aless mournful note, 2007 has seen
the German company Speakers Corner
introducing Harmonia Mundi recordings
to its 180g vinyl catalogue, as well as

ighlights of 2007? It's like
being asked have Iheard any

digging into the Mercury classical vaults

decent records lately. And I
think ' Ummmm...'. There was

for more gems. Three desirable audiophile
LPs have reappeared - Tarentule-

the small matter of anew hand steering
the good ship HFN into clearer waters.

Tarentelle, Villancicos and La Folia ( review
in December).
What happened to Gregorio Panigua's

Paul Miller is the fourth editor w:th whom
Ihave worked since the days of John

virtuoso musicians, Atrium Musicae de

Crabbe, and now he's retired Iam by
far the magazine's oldest contributor
(don't ask). It's funny to think that after

Madrid, Iwonder? C
D
I

time spent subbing PM's words, he's now
glowering at mine!
Four nice peces of hi-fi came my way
in recent months, and two of them have

OLIN

Otto Klemperer

Beethoven

if)

Symphonies Nos .1 & 8 Grosse Fuge
Philharmonia Orchestra

Recorded live at the Royal Festival Hall 1963 &

966

stayed - atonearm from Origin Live and,

eliminating hard links to the computer

image stability, timing subtleties and

from the communication chain. Music

general musicality to my system. They're

accessible anywhere in the world. CI)

five symphonies plus the Grosse
fuge, but Medici Arts has remastered

[Christopher
Breunig]

just this month, aset of ribbon speaker

future, most of us will get it from servers

Festival Hall performances
with the Philharmonia/NPO, of

Big changes to HiFi News and
some addictive kit have made
Chris Breunig's year so far

announced its iPod touch, amedia player
with direct wireless internet capability,

lovers need no longer be anywhere in
particular to enjoy their libraries. In the

has Testament issued

cables from DNM which add dynamics,

half the width of the old type and, with
four spaced solid cores, can be used
straight for bi-wiring or unzipped into a
Yshape for stereo.
Ialso found Harbeth's revised Compact
7ES-3 monitor speakers highly addictive.

TESTAMNT

If ever the original Quad electrostatics
should pack up. Ithink Icould live with
these alternatives, with their highly
seductive midband and soundstage focus.
The re- availability of PS Audio in
this country introduced me to the
comprehensive MM / MC phono stage
(which pure aralogue listeners could
utilise as apreamplifier, with its switchable
and rotary gain controls). Ken Kessler
found the GCPH set ahigh benchmark
level for his September group test.

SOME LOSSES...
'We are having quite agood yea -'was

ABOVE: The iPod touch allows music to
be downloaded via a1A/iFi connection

Ktemperer's habitual comment on
learning of the death of acolleague.
This has been agood year for collectors
(like me) for whom his conducting of
Beethoven remains supreme. Not only

ABOVE: 2007 was agood year for
Klemperer collectors, while DNM
introduced anew ribbon speaker cable
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Correspondents express their own
opinions, not those of HiFi News. We
reserve the right to edit letters for
publication. Correspondents using e-mail
are asked to give their full postal address
(which won't be published).

Send in your views to: Letters, Hi Fi News, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
or e-mail your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
—please use ' Letters' in your subject field

Letters seeking advice will
be answered in print on our
Q&A pages, but due to time
constraints we regret we're
unable to answer questions
on buying items of hi-fi or
any other hi-fi queries by
telephone, post or via e-mail

THAT SYNCING FEELING
NEW TV AND DVD PLAYER BRING TWO- CHANNEL SOUND HEADACHES

With respect to Jim Lesurf's article about
Jim LeSurf replies: In this case the problem
DVD recorders in the October issue, can I isn't specific to DVD recorders, so it wasn't
add afurther aspect of incompatibility, one something Icovered in my article. If I
primarily for those whose main concern
understand correctly the TX-26LMD70 uses
is well reproduced two-channel sound?
an ' HD Ready' LCD display A problem with
Ihave been pleased with my Panasonic
many pixel- based displays is that they often
DMR-ES2OD recorder. Apart from timehave to digitally process the input video
shifting TV programmes the DMR-ES20D's
main use is for playing music videos.
Its (optical) digital audio output feeds a
ten-year-old Musical Fidelity X-ACT DAC,
plugged into my Linn Kaim preamp.
Having recently pitchforked myself
into the 21st century by replacing my old
14m portable TV with a26M Panasonic TX26LMD70 widescreen, Idecided to buy a
dedicated DVD player to take advantage
of the TV's HDMI input. Icould thus
simplify things while further improving
sound quality by plugging the analogue
outputs of the new player directly into the
preamp, disposing of the X-ACT.
Seeking advice from Newcastle HiFi I
settled on aMarantz DV7001 SACD/DVD
player. However, while this performed
well, the analogue audio outputs were
not in sync with the component video or
HDMI outputs. Enquiries with Marantz
brought the response that this was a
'general feature' of such players as they
are designed for surround- sound using
aproper AV amplifier/processor. For
two- channel analogue audio Iwas told
that Ishould simply use the stereo audio
outputs of the TV
These provided significantly poorer
sound than the analogue outputs of the
DV7001, and the X-ACT.
David Deeks, via e-mail

before it can be displayed. CRT displays
don't do this when fed with atraditional
analogue video input.
The problem is that this processing
can take some time as the amounts of data
involved are much greater than data making
up the audio signal. The result can be that
the image is 'late' compared with the sound.
Isuspect tha: the TX-26LMD70 deliberately
applies adelay to the sound it is given
so as to keep it in step with the images
it produces. But it can't do this when the
sound bypasses the TV!
Unfortunately as Mr Deeks has found,
the sound circuits in most TV sets/displays
are poor, leaving you with the choice
between alip sync problem or poor sound.
Many DVD/universal players/AV
processors include a 'lip- sync' delay to
address this problem, but from the reply
Marantz gave it seems they regard this as
'not their problem' when you buy aDVD
player. Isuppose this makes sense as the
root of the problem may be in the TV/display
unit. But it makes it difficult to use the player
with anon- CRT display if you want to use
ahigh-quality stereo system rather than an
all-singing, all-dancing AV unit. Fortunately,
Mr Deeks can get satisfactory results using
the recorder, although his letter doesn't give
me enough details to know for certain why
this works better than the Marantz.

Armature
dramatics
A QUESTION OF AC/DC ORIENTATION...

Ithoroughly enjoyed your article
regarding the phenomenal
success of Pro-Ject Audio
Systems. I'm sure that afew
businesses here could take a
few pointers from the venture.
On p107 Iwas intrigued by a
picture of some AC Synchronous
Motor Armatures'. These look like
ordinary DC armatures to me! Any
further enlightenment would be
most welcome indeed.
A Foster; Buckinghamshire
Andrew Harrison replies: We're
always keen to share our insider
views of audio equipment
manufacturing, and it's made all the
easier with such fascinating stories
as that of arelatively young and
successful turntable manufacturer,
upholding and promoting the virtues
of quality music from vinyl.
The motor arma:ures pictured are
indeed those of an AC synchronous
motor - all Pro-Ject turntables use
AC motors as these are one of the
manufacturing strengths of the SEV
factory in Litovel. Perhaps if DC
motors were available there would
be aslew of DJ turntables appearing
from the Czech Republic too!

r - Arm

411k,

ABOVE: It's no wind up - Pro-Ject
uses AC motors for its record decks

Back on track
MIX OF MUSIC AND MP3 JUST RIGHT

The last time that Iwrote it was
to express my disappointment in
the direction the magazine was
taking. Noting the return of
Mr Kessler, Ibought the June issue
with some interest. Iam delighted
to see that things are now back
on track. I'm particularly pleased
to note that the music reviews are
once again divided into Classical,
Jazz and Rock and that there is
little in the way of iPod coverage.
Keep up the good work!
Gavin Campbell, via e-mail
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TIME GENTLEMAN, PLEASE
THINGS GET PHILOSOPHICAL AS A READER CHALLENGES KK ON THE BEST USE OF TIME

Ken Kessler may have missed an
essential point when he compares
high-end hi-fi with other items he lists
as ' luxuries' [see HFN Sept ' 07]. An
essential difference is that high-end
hi-fi singularly demands the use of time,
usually to the exclusion of all else.
This commodity is in very short
supply today for the millionaires he
suggests should be buying expensive
hi-fi. Most likely, they have no time to
spare for such pursuits.
As Ken will know more than most,
smart watches are an obsessive symbol
of just how important time is to the
wearer. Most rich guys sport very
ostentatious watches. Yet none of the
so-called luxury products he cites uses
up time in the same way that hi-fi does.
To take but one example, luxury cookers
are usually smarter and so require less
intervention from the user, with the
result that they free up time.
Hi fi addicts such as myself no doubt
represent afair chunk of the dwindling
high- end fraternity. Our passion requires
that we make time for our hobby. The
iPod's success may simply be down
to the fact that it allows time- strapped
millionaires to enjoy music without
allotting special time for listening to it.

been easily overlooked. Oh, and by the
way, Ido not wear awatch and my son
has given me an iPod as apresent.
John Luke, Surrey
Ken Kessler replies: Mr. Luke's thoughtful
comments deserve aresponse, especially
because he is still looking at the situation
as an audiophile. My rant was not about
sound quality or our hobby per se. It's not
about bemoaning the lot of real people
such as he and I, who cannot afford Wilson
Alexandrias, let alone Ferrari 599s. It's
specifically about the survival of an industry
that must attract customers who can afford
the wares it sells. There simply are not
enough audio enthusiasts of means in the
world to sustain the high end. And let me
assure you: it is primarily industry-wide
incompetence that keeps high- end audio
brands from succeeding as well as other
luxury goods makers.
Prices only turn off people who can't
afford whatever is on sale. If something
costs 'xxxx', so be it. No-one is holding a
gun to the consumer to buy it. Expensive
goods are not aimed at people who can't
afford them. Conversely, only hi-fi holds a
gun to the consumer not to buy its wares, by
being poorly presented, poorly marketed,
poorly supported. Oh, and in too many
cases, grotesquely ugly.
Mr Luke states that only hi-fi demands
time. That, sir, with all due respect is
absurd: everything occupies real-time to
the exclusion of all else, from loading one's

In which case we should hail the iPod as
the saviour of music, not its enemy.
The key to the demise of high-end
hi-fi may indeed have been on your
wrist all the time, so obvious that it has

boat onto atrailer to go fishing, to sitting
there waiting for abite, to reading abook.
But luxury goods are strictly about one
thing: how well you use your time. As in, a
serious hi-fi system, versus an MP3 player.
'Hi-fi addicts like me no doubt represent
afair chunk of the dwindling high- end
fraternity.' Yes, you do. But there simply
aren't enough of you/us. Thai's what
compounds the entire problem. To blame
ashortage ol time for the demise of audio
misses the point. The time is still there to
be used. It's how you use it.
This is acomplex issue that won't go
away, and Mr Luke raises more points that
the industry must face. But Iwill not be
bothering HFN readers with it again: you,
my friends, are the converted. So, now, go
out and proselytise. Please!

STEP ON UP?
THE HIGHS AND LOWS OF AUDIO RESEARCH ACTIVE AMP

Iwonder if you would be good
enough to to clarify apoint
concerning the attenuation of the
Audio Research LS17 preamp
reviewed in October. My speakers
are very sensitive Lowthers, 100dB+,
so using them with apreamp
having fairly high gain and stepped
attenuation of more than 2dB is
absolutely hopeless as the volume is
either too high or too low.
Ihave recently tried aPass Labs
preamp, with adjustable output of
either 4or 12dB, resulting in the 4dB
proving too much. Iam not at all
technical which is why Iam confused
about Paul Miller's Lab report on the
LS17. It appears to me, hopefully, that
one can vary the output, but does that
also mean that one can also attenuate

on aparticular output thereby getting
areally precise volume setting?
You have given the LS17 an
extensive and thorough review so
Ihope you don't mind putting my
confused mind at rest.
Henry Dell, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: As Isaid in my Lab
Report, the step in volume between each
of the display LEDs is some 3dB but
f.ner adjustments are possible, albeit
not visibly indicated. AR is using DS1666
chip resistors for its volume control,
which offer a 128-step range, albeit
represented by just 20 LEDs. In practice,
the incremental steps in volume are about
0.5dB, which should be sufficiently fine
for you to achieve amore precise control
over the sound level.
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ON THE SLIDE

•Ull

MUSICAL F@XLITY

FREE DIAGNOSTIC SLIDE RULE FAILS TO PLEASE ALL

I'm aregular reader of your
magazine and have been
pleased to see its technical
authority returning but am
alittle confused by the
cardboard slide rule thing
attached to the last issue.
Can it really be that any
system that can't reach
102dB is of 'low quality'?
Over the years I've
owned many different
components, mostly in
what you might call the
more affordable end of
the market compared to
the high-end kit you often
feature (although Istill
like to read about this stuff
now and again). One amp
Istill own and enjoy is my
Musical Fidelity Al, which
was rated at 20W at the time.
But this System Diagnostic
contraption doesn't even
go low enough for any
amps below 50W! Does this
mean that ALL amps under

SYSTEM 11A6NOSTIC

50 watt need not apply for
'hi-fi' membership? Will
Musical Fidelity, admitting
its mistake in selling substandard amps all these
years, now offer arefund on
its ' low quality' products?
Another amplifier Ilike
is the Naim NAIT 5i, which
can output 50W into my Linn
Keilidh speakers. According
to the slide rule, this might
reach about 100dB, which
is still below the 'average
quality' mark. But Idon't
want to listen to music at
100dB+ anyway!
Daniel Hanks, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: ' Sorry you
didn't like MF's promotional
device, but it was afreebie
and you can always file
it in the recycle bin. The
calculations on the device are
broadly accurate but HiFi
News would not describe
lower output amplifiers as
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necessarily low or average
in quality. Keith Howard's
excellent Audio Exposed
series (that ended last month)
illustrated the tremendous
reserves cf power required
to sustain realistic dynamic
peaks. No-one is seriously
suggesting we are listening
to music at acontinuous
100dB+ as damage tc both
speaker and hearing might
well result.

WHICH AMP IS BETTER?
GROUP TEST OF INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS RAISES MORE QUESTIONS

Iam areader of your magazine from
Greece. Ienjoyed the group test of
£400-£500 amplifiers that appeared in the
August 2007 issue but Istill have some
questions Iwould like answered.

Finally, what is your opinion of the
Audiolab 8000s compared to the Myryad
and NAD as it costs about the same?
Georgics Nikolaou, Greece

On page 56 there is aparagraph headed
'Amplifier Verdict' that begins: ' It would
be idle to pretend that, with the test over
and far costlier amplification restored, I

Christopher Breumg replies: ' In the AmplJer
Verdict my opening remark was that listening
again to the various music examples via my
own reference system made me realise
what Ihad been missing by way of details,
soundstage focus, etc. from these five
far lower-cost products. My subjective
preference for the Myryad - to which we
awarded substantially lowei build/features
percentages - may retlec: my attitude to
styling as much as anything, although Inoted
acertain musical veiling with the NAD. The
enjoyable qualities of the Myryad are outlined
in the ' Money and Easy Money' paragraph.

didn't hear far more from all these musical
examples.' Does this mean that with the
test over and far costlier amplifiers used,
you didn't hear far more from the amplifiers
in the test group? Or does this mean that
the costlier amplifiers had amuch better
sound than any of the £400-£500 amplifiers
in the group tested?
Also, why do you prefer the Myryad
Z140 to the NAD C372 when there was a
considerable difference between them in
sound, features and build score, the NAD
scoring much higher?

Quad
connections

Ihave no personal listening experience
of Audiolab's 8000s, which was tested in the
June 2006 issue of MiF1 News.'

Having just read the August
edition of HiFi News, Ithought
you might like to know about an
interesting connection between
two articles therein. Firstly, the
review of the Musical Fidelity
Supercharger by Ken Kessler, I
couldn't disagree with him more.
If you want avalve amp with high
power by ahigh-powered valve
amp. During the mid- to-late 1970s
the Michaelson & Austin Co was
formed and commissioned Tim
de Paravicini to design arange of
ground-breaking valve amplifiers,
the TVA- 1, the TVA- 10 and the
M200 monoblocks. Unfortunately
the company went into liquidation
and the business and the designs
were acquired by Mentmore
Industries then finally by Papworth
Audio Technology. They have
been in continuous production
ever since, with the addition of the
M400 valve monoblocks.
The M400s produce in excess
of 450W per channel, not quite as
powerful as the Supercharger, but
remember this is valve power. I'm
sure Ken would immediately say
'Ah, but they are not Quads.' True,
but neither are the Superchargers.
This brings me to the second
article, ' Way Back Then', which
featured Ken's review of his
much beloved 60th anniversary,
gold-plated Quad II valve amps
from the June 1986 HFN. It is a
little known fact that the entire
production run was designed and
manufactured by Papworth Audio.
Every single one, including
Ken Kessler's golden wonders.
Ian Moulton, via e-mail
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The Artisans may have changed. The Quest
remains
Beautiful music.

Calavaggio (1573 - 1610) "The Musicians"

Our exdusive range of modified digital components will enthral and
entertain, with unrivaled performance. In ageneric world, we offer the
exquisite alternative.
The Perpetual Technologies P3-A Digital/Analogue converter has been widely
regarded as the pinnacle of performance under £3000, since its inception. Today
with modifications by Modwright (www.modwright.com) encompassing the highest
quality components from Burr Brown Vishay and Black Gate, astounding levels
of retrieval, dynamics and refinement are possible. Still our reference CD converter.
Miraculous at £995 delivered. (review at Stereotimes,com)
Designed and built in the award thinning Swiss Laboratories of
Vacuum State (www.vacuumstate.com) The Marantz 7001
jlti CD / SACD player. Toe tapping musicality, that sparks
with resonant detail. le dare you not to be astounded that this
level ofpeiformance is available at .£2500. lell, it's not it's

MUM

u
•

£1395.
For the enthusiast of the vacuum tube, you have not be fogotten. Sony
1200es /Modwright 'Absolute Truth"sacd.cd player. eboard
power supply (not illustrated), twin exposed output valves, cabling
by Acoustic Zen, plus amyriad of internal restructuring, assures every
last scintilla is retrieved from the silver disc. Unrivalled at £5000.
Fortunately its £2295. (positive feedback online)
Full refund (less shipping) if returned in original order within 14 days
Please contact Paul for home demonstration and technical queries

Weald
Audio
07966-267404
coom@btinternet.corn

Melody Pure Black 101d Preamplifier

/vt-tivefj

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
C) Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre- amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre- amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre- amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody -europe.corn
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hi-fi news
[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

[Paul
Miller]
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

This month Keith
Howard explains

mechanical resonance

In search of an SACD
player and preamp to
go '4.0', replacement
foam surrounds for an
AE1, and asolution
to recurrently blown
speakers... our hi-fi
experts are on hand to
answer all your queries

I
i

CD-TO-SACD CONVERSION

Ihave a good CD-based stereo
setup that Iwould like to extend to
SACD/surround using as much of
my current equipment as possible.
Presently, Ihave AVI electronics
(CD, preamp, and monoblocks)
and ATC speakers - the SP20s.
Ialso have a subwoofer on each
channel. Ihave in addition, a

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2000.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Jargon
Buster

spare AVI preamp, two more AVI
monoblocks, and two more ATC
SP20s. So, if Ireplace the CD
player with a multichannel SACD
player, can Ithen use apreamp,
two monoblocks, and two SP20s
for the front two channels? And the
other preamp, two monoblocs, and
two SP20s for the rear channels?
This may be overkill for the
rear channels, but Ido have the
equipment already. Or do Ihave
to get amultichannel processor?
Do these exist without onboard
amplifiers, which Idon't need
since Ialready have plenty of
amplification? Finally, what
multichannel SACD and/or e->
BELOW: Denon's 1080p- upgraded
flagship universal, the DVD-A1XVA

Resonance effects
occur widely in audio,
in both electronic
circuits and acoustical/
mechanical systems
such as loudspeakers.
In the latter context,
resonance occurs
because the object
concerned - which
can be aroom, a
loudspeaker cabinet, a
turntable suspension,
etc - preferentially
vibrates at certain
frequency ' modes'
called natural or
eigenfrequencies.
One of the simplest
examples of resonance
is that of aplucked
or bowed string on,
for instance, aguitar
or violin. A tensioned
string has aseries of
natural frequencies, the
lowest of which - the
fundamental - occurs
when the speed of
sound along the string
and its length are
such that astanding
wave is formed whose
wavelength is twice
that of the string
length. Reflections from
each end of the string
combine constructively
to reinforce the
string's vibration at
that frequency, and at
harmonic frequencies
where the string's
length is equivalent
to multiples of half a
wavelength.
In amusical
instrument the
vibration of the string is
amplified and modified
by further resonances
within its structure and
the air space contained
within its body. These
contribute to the
overall timbre of the
instrument and account
for aStradivarius
sounding different to
Guarneri, or aSteinway
piano different to a
Büsendorfer.
To convey such
timbrai differences
accurately to the
listener it is vital
that high fidelity
components - and the
rooms in which they are

YEARBOOK 2007

used - should not have
resonances of their own
that colour the resulting
sound. Achieving
resonance-free behaviour
in loudspeakers is
difficult; in listening
rooms it is effectively
impossible, although
methods of DSP (digital
signal processing)
control are opening up
new possibilities here.
Resonances are
characterised by three
parameters: their
frequency, their relative
level and either their
half- power bandwidth or
Q, which relate to their
decay time. Because
resonances store energy,
they take time to build
up and time to dissipate,
both of which features
can have annoying
audible consequences.
In the case of low
frequency room modes,
for instance, they will
have little effect on bass
notes of short duration
but can add obvious
emphasis to notes of
longer duration, as well
as causing ' overhang'
after the note has
ceased. This behaviour
is illustrated below by
showing atone burst
(top trace) and the
same toneburst with a
resonance added.

Room resonances can
also affect pitch accuracy
as aresult of notes
close to amode being
frequency shifted to that
of the mode itself.
The resonance
behaviour of rooms
and loudspeakers is
commonly depicted
using 30 'waterfall'
graphs which plot
amplitude, frequency
and time on their three
axes. Resonances appear
in these as declining
ridges, as illustrated in
the ETF ( energy, time,
frequency) graph of
room modes shown
below.
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Art Audio build valve amplifiers
of timeless beauty and sonic
prowess. Own one and you are a
step closer to the original recording
in all of its majesty. Variety of
configurations are available.
Contact us for more details.

Tel: 01984 624242

Art Audio - Tempo

[mail: peter@alterna-iveaudio.cc.uk
Web: www.alternativuudia.co.uk

Like all Vandersteen speakers, Quatros
are completely time- and phase- accurate.
They set new standards for speakers at
this price point with wide bandwidth
and linearity; exceptional resolution and
imaging; and outstanding naturalness
and musicality. Contact us for more
details.

Home Evaluation service available.
See our web site for wed items lid.
Art Audio, Border Patrol, Clearaudio
Diapason, EAR / Yoshino, Experience
filtration, Lector, LfD Audio, Lyrc,
Music first Audio, Nottingham
Analogue, Opera, Quadraspire
Shun Mock SASE fransfiguration,
Unison Research, Vandersteen
Audio.

Vandersteen Audio - Quatro

Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible improvements with upgrading
hardware, until they replace their ordinary cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for yourself sonic improvements that the MIT
Interfaces make in your system. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables are so important to the overall performance of your
system.
Once you have experienced the benefits of MIT network

IT®

Music Interlace Technologies

technologies, everything else is "just cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail SClarity

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991. enquiries@audiobility.co.uk
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

processor would you recommend?
Dr Cohn Ja go, Wales
It'i/Pt'

Virtually all

multichannel SACD players are, in
practice, universal CD/SACD/DVDA players. Of these, Arcam's FMI
DV139 represents atop choice as
does the DVD-A1XVA from Denon.
Importantly, both these players offer
sufficient channel configuration
options to run afour-channel setup
using a ' phantom' centre channel.
If you want to go to 5.1 channels
you'll need aprocessor like the
Arcam AV9 and, importantly, a
centre channel amp/speaker that's
voiced to match your SP20s.
A DIFFERENT IUND OF
SURROUND...
Irecently realised that my Acoustic
Energy AEI speakers' surrounds
had perished. Iphoned my nearest
AE dealer and was told that Iwould
need two replacement drivers at a
cost of nearly £300, including post
and carriage and would be looking
at athree-week wait as the drivers
would be supplied from abroad.
You can easily obtain new foam
surrounds for many loudspeakers
at avery reasonable cost. Irecently
purchased some which cost me
under £20. After all, we are only
talking two pieces of foam rubber.
If Ihad purchased aFerrari but was
later told that my engine needed
replacing every time Ineeded aset
of spark plugs Iwould not be very
happy and would certainly not buy

£124.61 plus VAT for each driver, so
the quote you received from your
local dealer is correct. However,
AE also told us that the drivers are
made in-house in Cirencester and
that the lead time depends on
whether the drivers you require are

We trawl HFN's archiv≥s for landmark features of
yesteryear, this month ' • •
our 1982 Annual in
wh+ch we took our fi
at the CD forrnat

in stock at the time of ordering.
The company does not offer
replacement surrounds for the
AE1, as this is its policy with all its
reference products. Nevertheless,
repair kits for the AE1 can be found.
A quick search on eBay turned up

'Fear oS t

Dtsc

one such kit for the princely sum
of £ 11.99. This comprises two
foam speaker surrounds, though
you will have to provide the glue
yourself. While HiFi News has no
experience of these replacements
and cannot endorse the service,
more information, including an
instructional video, can be found at
wvvw.freewebs.com/good hifi.
BLOWING A GALE
Ihave aSony amplifier with an
output quoted as 100 watt RMS per
channel. It's bi-wired to apair of
shelf-mounted new Gale speakers.

The silicon chip has already shepherded men
tc the moon, brought us pictures of the outer
planets and speeded scientific calculations
beyond the wildest dreams of 50 years ago. The
Second Industrial Revolution is now opening
up anew era in the shape of Digital Audio,
which offers exciting possibilities if it is publicly
accepted and sensibly developed.
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Iwas playing abass-heavy
dance track recently, gradually
increasing the volume to just
below clipping level. One of the

"...

speakers' woofers ' blew', that
is, turned fuzzy- sounding. It's
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the bass frequencies that cause
the problem. Ihave always had
amplifiers that are more powerful
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than my speakers, and Ihave
blown every set of speakers I

aFerrari again.
Iwould be most grateful if you
can point me in the right direction

have ever owned, and with a
combination of amps.

to obtain asuitable repair kit for

up turning the volume up to 10.

these speakers.
Robert Kelly via e-mail

Is there away around this? What
causes the damage?

The problem is, Ialways end

Steffan Meyric Hughes, via e-mail
Hi Fi News replies: We contacted
Acoustic Energy and were quoted

[
Way Back Then...]

Andrew Harrison replies: If
the bass drivers are routinely
blowing before the tweeter, your
problem is probably not amp
clipping ( acommon cause of
damaged speakers, caused by an

Four digita discs are nominally under
development, though firm designs are
hard to come by. One, from Telefunken
and Teldec. is virtually aminiaturised
gramophoee carrying digkal signet and
tracked by apiezoelectric pickup. Two
of the three remaining techniques make
use of charges in capacitance between a
conductive disc and apickup electrode.
The RCA version of this has atrapezoidal
groove, the flat bottom of which is
engraved with the information pits.
JVC's audic High Density cisc has the
electrode skiming the surface instead of
relying on groove guidance.

underpowered amp). You will need
to find speakers of greater sensitivity
or with better power handling at
continuous high volumes.
If you need to stick to
bookshelf-sized speakers then
consider the B&W DM303 at £ 180,
and maybe adding asubwoofer
to fill your room without asking so
much of the main speakers. ( 1
)
LEFT: Foaming at the mouth - new

The technical complexity of digital data
systems 'viii also have some intemesting
side effects. While most interested hi-fi
buffs car quickly get agood idea of how,
say, an ariplifier works, they will need a
university course in digi:al techn ques just
to understand the new .ogic lilt/dyed. As
for the repair trade, the mind boggles at
the thought of Joe Bloggs taking. on the
realignment of alaser tracking servo in his
High Street radio shop.

surrounds for AE1 prove aheadache
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AUDIO EXPOSED

Second of the filters - the reconstruction
filter - is placed at the opposite end of the

Atrdio
Fxpose

digital signal chain, immediately after the DAC
(digital-to-analogue converter). This prevents
'image' components above the Nyquist
frequency, which comprise signal- related
ultrasonic hash, from interacting unfavourably
with downstream system components,
which may cause intermodulation difference
frequencies to appear as in- band distortion.
In the early years of digital audio, prior to
the use of oversampling techniques, both these
filters were realised using analogue circuits.

FOOTLOOSE AND FILTER FREE
The CD player is 25 years old this year, so why are some
designers building machines that are even simpler than those
around when the format launched? Keith Howard explains...

W

These had the disadvantage of being costly,
bulky and inherently inaccurate because of
finite component tolerances and temperature
coefficients, and they introduced phase
distortion. With the advent of oversampling
-where an integer multiple of the desired
sampling rate is used internally within the ADC
or DAC - both filters could be realised digitally

herever you look in audio,
it seems, there are small

is remove low-pass output filtering from their
CD players and DACs, in the conviction that

instead, normally using linear- phase FIR (finite

groups of designers and

this makes them sound better.

eliminating the phase distortiol of analogue

enthusiasts trying to turn the

impulse response) filter structu -es. As well as
alternatives, these digital filters were smaller,

clock back, whether they be aficionados of

TRADITIONAL FILTERS

horn- loaded loudspeakers or 78rpm discs.

If you are familiar with digital audio theory

While the engineering community typically

by ageing, temperature changes, etc. No

then you will know that two low-pass

surprise, then, that the use of oversampling,

cheaper, repeatably accurate and unaffected

characterises them as cranks it is one of

filters are required to ensure that adigital

the endearing features of the world of high

which was pioneered by Philips in its first CD

recording accurately reproduces the

quality sound reproduction that ' progress'
is continually questioned, not accepted as a

player, has since become all but ubiquitous.

analogue input waveform (within agiven
bandwidth). The first of these - the anti-

given. Were it otherwise, we might now all
be listening to MP3s.

TAKING THE FILTERS AWAY

aliasing filter - is placed ahead of the ADC

The ' all but' proviso is necessary because a

(analogue-to- digital converter) and prevents
signal components above the Nyquist

small minority of today's CD player and DAC
designers eschew oversamping on the basis

In the case of Compact Disc - 25 years
old this year - some designers have gone

frequency ( half the sampling rate) entering

asignificant step further. Not content

that linear- phase digital filtering, for all its

the conversion process. Without this filter,

with reverting to aprevious era, they have

apparent advantages, actually compromises

input components above Nyquist are

created ' year zeneroducts which didn't

sound quality. These products - for example,

misinterpreted as below-Nyquist frequencies,

exist even in the earliest months and years of

the Audio Note range of DACs, and the

giving rise to an audibly objectionable form
of distortion known as aliasing.

Consonance Reference CD- 2.2 Linear CD player

domestic digital audio. What they have done

Ireviewed in the September issJe - often
have no output filtering whatsoever, in the
conviction that this sounds best. It's anotion
that even early denigrators of digital audio
never proposed when CD was introduced.
Assessing this claim by comparing such
filterless products with conventional designs

consoil)ance

is fraught with potential pitfalls, as the
Consonance review amply demonstrated.
Although it is tempting to range the CD- 2.2
Linear against its CD- 2.2 MkIlstablemate and

sos
UZJL

ascribe sonic differences to their disparate
filtering regimes, that would be misguided. As
Paul Miller's measurements showed, the two

lfl

players have jitter, in- band frequency response

consomiance
Reference CD

FS- 88 IF.

and distortion differences that are likely to

cP

overwhelm, and certainly contaminate, any
that are due to the presence or absence of a
linear- phase digital filter.
Fortunately there is amore reliable
way of assessing the effect of deleting the
reconstruction filter that eliminates most of
these uncertainties. Moreover it's one that

ABOVE: They may look the same, but the Consonance Reference CD- 2.2 Mk11 (top) uses a
conventional oversampling DAC while its stablemate, the CD- 2.2 Linear ( bottom) steps
I back to the dawn of CD by employing anon-oversampling DAC topolgy instead

108 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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-providing you have aDVD writer, DVD-A
authoring software and aDVD-A player - you
can try for yourself.

RINGING
Beforeldescribe this approach, let's look more
closely at the potential benefits and downsides
of eliminating the conventional reconstruction
filter. As described in these pages before,
the principal concern regarding linear- phase
anti-alias and reconstruction filtering is that
it introduces acausal pre- ringing on transient
signals, and that this can be perceived. Steep
filters always introduce oscillation (' ringing')
to adevice's impulse response: in the case of
linear- phase filters, that impulse response is
time- symmetrical and so the ringing appears
both before and after the main impulse
peak. Because the pre- ringing anticipates the
impulse, it is referred to as acausal (that is,
effect before cause). Certain acausal artefacts for example, in room correction and lossy data
compression systems - are known to be both
audible and objectionable, but the audibility
of pre- ringing in anti- alias and reconstruction
filters is acontroversial topic. Some believe it
to be responsible for the ' mechanical' quality
of CD replay: others consider it innocuous.
Figure 1illustrates what we are talking
about here in the form of the impulse response

ABOVE: Audio Note's DAC 5 employs an

of arepresentative linear- phase anti- alias

Analogue Devices AD1865 DAC with ' Ix

or reconstruction filter, with the following

oversampling', 6463 triode output and

specifications:

`magic' IIV transformer interface

•passband upper frequency 20kHz

of anti- alias iltering in the ADC. To see what

-60dB, whereas in the double- pass case it

• stopband lower frequency 24kHz

happers to the overall i
rpulse response

takes 0.61 milliseconds - about 27% longer.

• passband ripple 0.01dB

when we pass the signal though such afilter

So eliminating the reconstruction filter in

• stopband attenuation 101dB

twice, to represent what happens when a

tnis example will only reduce the -60dB

convent.onal reconstruction filter is used .n

impulse response decay time by 21%.

The sampling frequency is 176.4kHz,

the DAC, we have to convolve the impulse

representing 4x oversampling of CD's

understand about deleting the DAC's

44.1 kHz sampling rate, and the filter has 215

response ra Figure 1with itself, which gives
the result shown in the Due trace of Figure 2

coefficients so its impulse response occupies a

(overleaf), over which is laid for comparisor

will not eliminate pre- ringing and ' energy

total of 1.22 milliseconds. In the left graph it

the single- pass impulse response from Figure

smear' because the anti-allasing titer

is shown on alinear amplitude scale whereas

1b. As you can see, the double- pass impulse

has already imposed these. Deleting the

in the right graph the amplitude scale is in
decibels, which reveals more clearly the ' skirts'

response is not, as you migrt anticipate, twice

reconstruction filter can only reduce

as bad as the single- pass response. In fact the

these effects, and the reduction achieved

on either side of the main peak.

difference between them is relatively small.

is relatively small. Exceptions to this are

For instance, in the single- pass case it tarces

the small number of CDs that haven't

Most CDs will already contain the imprint

This is the first important thing to
reconstruction filte ,:with most CDs it

0.48 mi'liseconds for the response to fall below

of an impulse response like this as aresult

been subjected to conventional 44.1 kHz
anti-alias filtering, where the effect of
deleting the reconstruction filter will
therefore pe larger. The only CDs I'm aware
of which meet this description are those
that use Tony Faulkner's adjacent sample
averaging technique to downsam.ple 88.2
or 176.4kHz source recordings, asubset
of which are listed on p116. If lirear phase
reconstruction filtering does affect the
sound of CD, that influence shourd be heard
more clearly with these recordings than
with conventionally filtered equivalents.

IMAGES
Let's move at this point from the time
06

0'.6
06

OA

0.2

0
the ( msec)

0.2

0.4

0.6

08

08

06

04

0.2

0

02

0.4

:free (msec)

06

08

comair to the frequency domain to
look at the effects there of deleting the
reconstruction filter. Figure 3 ( overleaf)

Fig 1: Impulse response of atypical linear- phase anti- alias or reconstruction filter

shows asimulation of what occurs spectrally

[la, left] on alinear amplitude scale and [
1b, right] on adecibel amplitude scale

when tie output filter is removed, G>
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which was generated by 'sample and hold'

DAC are significantly nonlinear at ultrasonic

upsampling of a44.1 kHz Wave file to

frequencies - which many are. The spectrum

perform meaningful subjective comparisons

176.4kHz. In this process each sample value

is structured as it is because the frequencies

with conventional alternatives. Note that the

frequency response, making it difficult to

in the original file is repeated three times to

below 22.05kHz - ie, the audio signal

create astepped waveform of the type that

Consonance CR2.2 Linear proved to have a

-are frequency shifted and reflected to

frequency response 3.2dB down at 20kHz

most DACs generate without output filtering.

generate ' images' disposed symmetrically

The signal in this case is white (that is, flat

for precisely this reason. No wonder, then,

to either side of multiples of the sampling

spectrum) noise, low-pass filtered at 18kHz

that its sound is tonally warmer than that

frequency. So the first images, disposed

in order to make it clearer how the unfiltered
output spectrum is structured.

of players with anominally flat frequency

either side of 44.1 kHz, run from 44.1 kHz

response - an effect which has nothing to do

down to 22.05kHz and from 44.1 kHz up

with changes to time domain performance.

Note that the spectrum of Figure 3 is on a
linear frequency scale.
The first point to note from this figure
is that all of the spectrum above 22.05kHz

to 66.15kHz. The next images, disposed
either side of 88.2kHz, run from 88.2kHz

A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

down to 66.15kHz and from 88.2kHz up to

So how can we perform acomparison of

110.25kHz. And so on.

represents ultrasonic hash that the

CD sound with and without reconstruction

Figure 4 (overleaf) shows the effect

filtering, eliminating as many unwanted

reconstruction filter would normally remove,

of this frequency shifting and reflection

and that this hash extends beyond the

variables as possible? Answer: by exploiting

for a 10kHz tone. Without reconstruction

upper limit of the frequency range displayed

the high sampling rate capability of DVD-A to

filtering, images are created at ( 44.1 - 10 =)

here. Although we can't hear this ultrasonic

perform asimulation. If we process 44.1 kHz

33.1kHz, ( 44.1 + 10 =) 54.1kHz, ( 2x44.1

content directly, it can cause in- band

input files as we did for Figure 3, by ' sample

- 10 =) 78.2kHz, etc. With reconstruction

intermodulation components to be produced

and hold' upsampling to 176.4kHz, we can

filtering these images would be suppressed.

if the audio components downstream of the

A second important feature of the
spectrum of Figure 3 is that, ignoring the
notches I've placed in it, it is not flat. In

droop but their in- band responses will be

output waveform, it has asin(x)ix envelope

effectively identical.

multiple of the sampling frequency. The

-40

-60

-ao
08

0.6

01

0.2

0

02

04

0.6

08

time ( rnsec)

filtering applied for comparison. Both these
files will have the aforementioned treble

fact, as aresult of the stepped nature of the
[or more simply, sinc(x)] with anull at every

-20

burn the resulting file to DVD-A alongside
the same file but with reconstruction

This approach doesn't provide a
complete simulation of what occurs when

good news about this is that it reduces the

reconstruction filtering is deleted because

level of the ultrasonic hash; the bad news

the full spectrum of ultrasonic images is not

is that the response is already 3.2dB down

reproduced and the DVD-A player's own

at 20kHz. Normally this treble droop is

176.4kHz reconstruction filter will have a

corrected within the reconstruction filter

small effect on time domain performance.

but if that filter is removed and no other

But this nevertheless represents the simplest

correction applied then the filterless DAC

and best controlled method of determining

or CD player will have an audibly non-flat

whether deleting the reconstruction G.

HALFWAY HOUSE

Fig 2: The effect on impulse response of

The choice between

concatenating two filters with the impulse

Legato Link converters (see

filtering or not filtering a

response shown in Fig 1. The blue trace

PDR-05 pictured below).

DAC's output is actually

Contrary to popular

the desired attenuation
is achieved). Filters that
achieve agentle transition

shows the two- pass impulse response,

not that clear-cut - there is

with the red trace repeating the single-

misconception, it isn't only

generate less ringing

a middle path. Originated

the ultimate roll-off rate of

pass case from Fig 1bfor comparison

than those whose roll-off

by Wadia in 1988 when it

afilter which determines

is precipitate. With high

introduced DigiMaster in its

the amplitude and extent

sampling rates it is possible
to exploit the frequency

2000 Decoding Computer

of its ringing on transient

-the first in asuccession

inputs but also the shape

range between 20kHz and

of Wadia reconstruction

of its response through

the Nyquist frequency as

filter technologies

the transition band,

an extended transition

-this approach was later

between the passband

band. With CD source it

adopted by afew other

(where the frequency

has to be achieved either

manufacturers, notably

response is nominally flat)

by extending the transition

Pioneer in its

and the stopband (where

band down into the audible
range, which results in non flat frequency

22 05

44 10

66 15

frequency ( kHz)

Fig 3: Spectra of a44.1kHz file containing
low-pass filtered white noise that has
been 4x oversampled to 176.4kHz using
asample and hold process to imitate a
DAC's unfiltered output. The blue trace
shows the unfiltered spectrum while
the red trace shows the spectrum with
reconstruction filtering applied
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response to
20kHz, or by
extending
it upwards,
thereby allowing
some image
hash to pass
through. Wadia's
and Pioneer's filters
did a bit of both.

IsoTek's new Mina mains filter for TV and home
cinema costs just £ 150

Unrivalled protection, performance &

iii .
i

crf
-i mind

Your hi-fi and home cinema is under constant threat from

How it VVorks

dirty electricity which is full of noise, interference, and

The IsoTek Mira is simple to use - first, plug the power cable from

dangerous power surges. IsoTek's new Mira not only cleans the

your TV or projector into the appropriate socket on the Mira,

power supply, improving picture and sound quaity, but also offers

instead of into the wall socket. Next, if you have a DVD player or

unrivalled protection. Unique surge protection circuits and a ' triple

set-top box, plug that into MIRA's second socket. If you're using a

resonant system e stop ' in- rush' currents, which not only damage

roof aerial or satellite dish, plug that in too. Finally, plug the Mira

but reduce acomponent's life.

into awall socket using asuitable mains cable... and you're ready
to •oll!

Mira

mains

filter

for

TV

and

home cinema
Improved picture quality and an extended product lifespan are two
of the key benefits delivered by IsoTek's amazirg new Mira mains
filter. Whether it is used in afull-blown home cirema system or as
a simple upgrade for an LCD or plasma rv, Mira's
advanced circuitry delivers immediate anc

Key featu re s:
pictu
• improves
re quality and extends the life of all televisions
;LCD, plasma or CRT) and projectors.
• 22,500A of instantaneous current absorption; essential for
removing high-voltage spikes.
• Massive surge protection (700 Joules - five times greater than
that achieved by typical devices)

significant improvements to the on- screen

• Eliminates mains noise including RFI and EMI which degrade

performance - crisper and more stable

sound and picture quality.

images, deeper blacks and more
vibrant, natural colours. And it
doesn't just work with LCD and

!Vlore about IsoTek

plasma screens - it brings the

IsoTek is a UK- based company that specialises in power

same

management systems for hi-fi and home cinema applications.

improvements

projectors

and

to

video

traditional

Formed in 2001, the company has rapidly become aworld leader

CRT

televisions too. Picture quality isn't the only

in mains conditioning and filtration, developing a wide range of

thing that Mira improves. Plug in a DVD player or

innovative, award-winning products that form complete solutions

set-top box, and sound is brought into focus, improving definition

to suit every pocket. Thanks to IsoTek's painstaking attention to

and detail. This isn't surprising as IsoTek's track record is second

detail, its products significantly improve sound and picture quality,

to none for designing and manufacturing world-class audio power

while offering protection from spikes and surges.

management systems.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax .01635 291356
E- Mail: isotek@activdistr bution.com • www.activdistribution.com • www.isoteksystems.com

AUDIO EXPOSED

FILTER- LESS FAULKNER

filter indeed has apositive effect on

ABOVE: Zanden's Model 5000 Mk IV 16-

Compact Disc sound quality - although

bit DAC uses no brick-wall digital filter,

the results are still likely to be system

no oversampling and no upsampling; the

dependent, as with real filterless conversion,

company says ' we think outside the box'

depending on how the amplifier and

technique for downsampling 88.2 and
176.4kHz recordings to 44.1kHz for CD

loudspeakers cope with the ultrasonic image

headphone amplifier and Sennheiser

content of the unfiltered file.

HD650s - is that differences can plainly

Ihave written a ' quick and dirty' Windows

Recording engineer Tony Faulkner has
developed an adjacent sample averaging

be heard, nowhere more so than on Tony

software utility, FilterlessDACSimulator,
to do all this which interested readers

the opening movement of the Jansons

can download from my web site (
www.

Mahler 6which sounded both spatially and

audiosignaLco.uk/freeware) and try for

dynamically bigger with reconstruction

themselves. It isn't optimised for speed and

filtering absent. The characteristic CD

Faulkner's filterless recordings. Iused

release which eliminates conventional
anti- alias filtering. He doesn't use it for all
his recordings as the aliasing distortion
sometimes proves unacceptable, but he has

it doesn't have apretty interface but it does

congestion on orchestral tuttis was alleviated

do the signal processing reliably. In addition

too. On the two items with conventional

employed it for awide variety of classical
pieces that don't have too much high
frequency content. This is his selection:
Medtner:

Sk"à7k
i

Skazki, Hamish

to aDVD-A player you will, of course, need

anti-alias filtering - ' I've Grown Accustomed

aDVD writer in your computer and DVD-A

To His Face' from Jim Tomlinson's The Lyric

Hyperion

authoring software if you are to perform

(Token 0501) and ' Heart Beat' from Antonio

CDA67491/2

the experiment. Don't be put off by the

Forcione Quartet In Concert (
Naim cd099)

last requirement if you already have the

-the differences were less pronounced but

necessary hardware - Cirlinca's DVD-Audio

of the same character.

Milne

Solo authoring software (
www.cirlinca.com)

Ihope that those of you who try this for

is as easy to use as CD burning software and

yourselves will let us know your findings via

costs just USS44.95.

Berlioz:

the letters pages. It will be intriguing to see

Damnation of

processing three very different pieces of

whether reactions are system dependent.
I'm inclined to the view that eliminating

Faust, LSO/Sir

music and listening to them via aPioneer

the reconstruction filtering from CD replay

DV- 939A player, Musical Fidelity X- Cans

really can improve sound quality - and that

Fig 4: Eliminating the reconstruction

source material adds significantly to the

filter for a 10kHz tone sampled at

benefit. But this won't be amessage that

British Light

44.1kHz - three ultrasonic images shown

most digital engineers will care to hear... 1)

Classics Vol 3,

My own listening reactions - based on

Colin Davis
SIN 101iN OAV1

/

ISO Live LS00008

eliminating anti-alias filtering on appropriate

New London

O

Orchestra/
Ronald Corp
Hyperion
CDA67148
Mahler:

-50

Symphony No
MAHLER
Martss Jansons

u_

6, LSO/ Mariss
Jansons
LSO Live LS00038

Melcer: Piano
Concertos,
BBC Scottish
Symphony
Orchestra /
-150

22.05

44.10
frequency ( kHz)
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Künig / Plowright
Hyperion
CDA67630

Proteus

discover

Integrated Valve Amplifier

OIPP>
Proteus is acompletely new integrated
valve amplifier built to exacting
.;tandards.

-tale

Driving each output transformer is apair
of KT88 Tetrode valves. connected in
Triode class Amode and we cathode
bias to provide very low distortion and
awide frequency response with total
stability and clarity.
Totally hand built using the best quality
components and matenals, Proteus is
one amplifier you wont want to miss
auditioning!

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road

English valve amplifiers

St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

T. 01424 445107

brands

M. 07842 126218

inciude
Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design, DH labs cables, English Valve Company,

E.paul@valve-amps.co.uk

lsophon Loudspeakers LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stereovox, Weiss Digital Audio and many more

W www.valve-amps.co.uk

SRA Isolation Platforms
Silent By Design.
Transparent By Nature.TM

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room

•Turntable Workshcp

•Home Cinema

•System Set-up

• Custom Installation

„mu
e

ARCAM

epos

Pltv1C-

kudos
...and others
www.silentrunningaudio

1i

corn

audioplay0
t +44 (
0)20 73596962
m + 44(0)7966 101971

audioplay@btinternet.com

Visit our showroom at
Calveley Court, Southburg,h Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg 4C1D
tel: 01362 820800
emai' enquiries@basicallysound co.uk
WW`N basicallysound.co.uk
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SEVEN0a<S
WHY CHOOSE SEVEN0a<S
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest
specialist retailer of high- quality home
entertainment solutions. With stores nationwide
and a proud history of satisfied customers,
Sevenoaks has a hard-earned reputation as the
most comprehensive provider of home cinema,

All Sevenoaks Stores:
• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
• stock leading brands to offer arange of
high quality products

hi-fi and multi- room audio systems, offering

• offer impartial and personal service

excellence in customer service with a unique

• have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

design and custom installation option available at
many of its stores.

Come and visit us

HOME CINEMA PLASMA AND LCD TV

Pioneer G8 Series 42/50"

PLASMA TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW

Featuring Pioneer's new ultra black panel technology and an amazing contrast ratio of 16000:1. this
8th generafion 42" plasma screen produces ever deeper blacks than before. Visit your local store and
see the difference.

Samsung

PS50Q97HDX

50" PLASMA1V

HD READY

FREEVIEW

This HD ready 50" model features all the latest technology and is guaranteed to deliver an outstanding home cinema experience into your home. Key features include abuilt-in digital tuner for access
to Freeview channels, picture- in-picture and virtual surround sound.

5

FIVE YEAR

WARRANTY

included with all Plasma
& LCD televisions
purchased at our normal

selling price

CHOOSE MODELS FROM

Loewe, Panasonic, Pioneer;
Samsung, Sharp & Sony with a
26" screen or larger

NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION ( HOE • SFIR ISEVENOARS RETAIL PRICE

Sony Bravia

KDL-40W2000

TH-37PX70

40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEW

37" PLASMA TV

With asuper wide viewing angle giving you a great picture frorr
almost anywhere and afast response time, this award-winning

HD READY

FREEVIEW

Finished in a classy gloss black finish this screen will blend into any
room. With a built-in Freeview tuner and excellent connectivity, this

LCD N includes abuilt-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x 1080 resolution
and two HDMI inputs.

screen effortlessly handles motion and produces vibrant, natural
colours. A choice of mounting options and screen sizes are availafe.

PACKAGE OFFERS

PURCHASE THE

ARCAM SOLO MOVIEw
5.1 SYSTEM

up to a20% SAVING on selected
Screens/TVs when purchased as part of
acomplete AN system'

with these selected KEF
speaker packages and SAVE

SPEND £ 100b on A/V Separates/Speakers at RRP
and GET 10% OFF selected Screens/TVs
SPEND £ 1750 on AN Separates/Speakers at RRP
and GET 15% OFF selected Screens/TVs
SPEND £ 2500 on AN Separates/Speakers at RRP
and GET 20% OFF selected Screens/TVs
j
'TV WARRANTY REVERU TO feNLI -ACTURERS 1YEAR pairs ANO LOR
AB NIONA00

Loewe Individual
32" LCD TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW
With achoice of Eve different front colours and interchangeable
side panels in nine different colours, these screens will match any
decor. A wide range of mounting options are available.

01 www.ssay.con

£2249 with KEF KHT2005.2

SAVE £ 350

£2599 with KEF KHT3005SE
£2799 with KEF KHT5005.2

SAVE £ 400
SAVE £450

'Not in coniuntsor cml icy other offer or prornotonINICWA00
Also Ayallable: NEW SOLO MOVIE 2.1. Ask in-store for detatls

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

DLP PROJECTION
Sim2

DOMINO D80
1080P FULL HD READY

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld-leading manufacturer at the forefront
of home cinema technology arid a
name synonymous with high-end
nome cinema projection.
/
4 74Z1

"Beautiful colour reproduction with superb detail and
dynamics allied to Full HD spec. '

Getting the most
from your home cinema

InFocus

Home cinema has evolved from a simple projector-and-

Two outstanding projectors from
InFocus. The IN81 produces a

IN81/IN82
1080P FULL HD READY

screen set-up to astate-of-the-art way of enjoying TV.
DVD and multimedia. Sevenoaks knows the ins and
outs of every component and will tailor a system to suit
your exact requirements. Whether you're replacing an
individual component or taring afirst step into home

WHAT
SOUR. AMOI !1•110«
.Rl

"Stunning ability and future-proof."

CID

"With asurfeit of talent, especially where movie
sound is concerned, this is amust- hear unit"

Ça1:1111111•11111111111

IN81 but with an even better picture.

=MEMO on..

Crt.

Exceeding even the highest expectations, the
TX-SR875 features on- board decoding or all
latest key
formats.

TX-SR605 AV RECEIVER

terrific picture with HD content while
the IN82 has all the strengths of the

cinema, expert advice is available.

On kyo
TX-SR875 AV RECEIVER

~UM!

eat

lEttZLIBIoneiii
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HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPF WERS

Yamaha

Sony

Arcam '

Denon
DVD2930 DVD PLAYER
AVR2807 AV RECEIVER

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

RDR-HDX1065 [VO RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD-S1700 DVD PLAYER
FtX-V1700 AV RECEIVER

Featunng 1080p upscaling, this award-winning

Delivering 80w across at of its 7channels,
Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both movies and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.

Building on the abilities of Sony's awed-winning ' HXD860, this new DVD recorde features
twin tuners, an HDMI output. 250GB hard
disk plus aUSB input. VVhen partnered with

Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACD discs
along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses

the STR-DA5200ES 7.1 channel receiver the
combination promises excellent sound and
vision performance.

Designed for top-notch sound quality, tne
award-winning Yamaha RX-V1700 delivers a
thunderous 130 watts across at seven of its
channels. A host of impressive features hides
behind its facia. The mutti-format DVD-31700

DVD player provides first-class picture and
sound quality and is compatible with all popular
disc formats including SACD and DVD-Audio.
The 6.1 channel AVR2807 receiver features two
HDMI inputs, one HDMIoutput and is supplied
with anew 'Go-key' remote control.

KHT3005SE

with its crisp, vivid images.

disc player is an ideal partner. complementing
the 'V1700 with both its looks and performance.

Claim FREE Accessories
worth up to £300

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

This revised verision of KEF's EISA award- winning KHT3005 backs- up its
impressive looks with superb surround-sound. Powerful enough to fill even
the largest of rooms, this SE version is amust audition speaker package.

when you puisi ase selected
AV separates and speakers
at our normal selling pace (RRP). Choose from QED, Soundstyle,
Grado and more. Ask in-store for details.

"The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

Don't forget! Accessories make the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined

REL R

SUBWOOFERS

The R-Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range"
speaker systems and to provide linear response down to below 20Hz.
The IR series corrprises the 205, 305 and 505. All models feature class
D amplification and are avai'able in apiano black lacquer finish.

as much by its accessones as its man components.
At Sevenoaks. accessories are not an afterthought
our staff can demonstrate the difference the
light accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.

It"- !Mfg
AWARDS 2000

B&W Mini Theatre
MT- 30 • 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE
SOUNDSTY: L 1
4 )
/

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for
music, 138W produces adiverse range of products befitting the largest
audio manufacturer in the UK.

GRADO

The Mini Theatre MT-30 delivers excellent performance and is ideal for

QED

both home

Jnd hi-fi r

PrEASE NOTE
me products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
ore travelling. Any published prices were correct at tim.; of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 15/11/2007. E8.0E.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's atention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
r-lexible finance options are available on the niiiionty of productsiwe stock.
Written details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance fa». Subioct to status.

www.ssay.cor
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HI-FI SEPARATES AND SYSTEMS
AMMIIIMMMI& Onkyo

CR-515DAB
CD RECEIVER

This award-winning CD system
is arare thing: atruly MUSiCal

çpb4)41

micro system. It delivers a
great performance even when

AWARDS 200*

compared with budget hi-fi
separates. (
Excludes Speakers)

Getting the most
from your
system

Teac

Sevenoaks has 34 years experience in the hi-fi market
-and nobody knows more about getting the most from

Compnsing three classy looking
units, this CD player, DAB/FM/
MA radio and amplifier system
combines style with outstanding
sound quality Simply choose
speakers from our extensive range
in-store.

music. With the major brands in stock, Sevenoaks can
help you choose individual components or design a
complete system from scratch. Just tell our in-store
experts what you listen to, when and where.

REFERENCE 300 MKII
MUSIC SYSTEM

KEF iQ Series

Spendor S Series

From he second you spot the soft
sheen ftitaniurn on the main driver
°ores, you know you're in for something
specd. And you won't on cisappointed.

Each Spendor 'S' series speaker
delivers abalanced energy output
to guarantee aconsistent sound
and aseamless sound stage in
adiversity of living environments.
Each model features:-

Utint; KEF's trademark Uni 0
tech' clogs', the ic) series delivers
consis'ently detailed imaging and

•Hand- made ' e' generation
bass- midrange chve units

unrvalled off- axis response so
everyore in the room gets the full
benelt wherever they sit.

•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re-radiation
to inaudible levels.

Designed for on-wall installations,
the SR5 (above) delivers exceptional
sound quality and is ideal for hi-fi and
cinema applications.

"These SEs are far more entertaining
than :he originals, yet leave the old
speakers' fuss- free nature in tact."

Arcam soi MUSIC
Monitor Audio RS1

SYSTEM
SPEAKERS

A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all- inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RSI
speakers.
Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.
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Monitor Audio
Across aspeaker range rich in
its choice of style, shape and
application, Monitor Audio's thirty
year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor, Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom to
enjoy high-quality sound in eve,ry
room of your home.

Ranges include Bronze Reference, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

WHAT II
AWARDS 2006

"A new class-leader: atrue all-rounder"
14,10.4117 C06:02 •

in OCTOOF, 20,17

I

Rotel
Bowers & Wilkins
Excellent perfomance
and exceptional
value for money. This
combination creates
asound that, the
more you hear it, the
better it gets.

Marantz
Marantz products -ange from high- end hi-fi to
HD- ready DVD players and AN receivers. Its hi-fi
range includes the CD.9)01DSE and new CD6002 CD
players and the PM4001CSE amplifier, offehng ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

Primare

• -47

With class- leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design, Phmare build elegant, reliable, easyto-use systems that promise years of high quality performance.
e

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listening to it through

Pro-ject
Revive your record collection with Pro-recr turntables. The range
includes the award-winning Debut Ill I:pictured abovei. This belt
drive, two speed player comes complete with Ortofon cartridge.
03 www.ssay.com

aCyrus system. With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents
aquality of sound, which is rare at any price.
•High-definition audio and video performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and AA/ components
•Uniquely broad upgrade options
•Luxuriously high quality of manufacture

Sonos
This wireless, multi-room digital music systeni, lets you play pur
favourite tunes all over the horn,. and control them frcr i
the palm
of your hand. You can even play different songs in different rooms.

SEVEN0a<S
&

SOUND

VISION
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AUTUMN SAVINGS
just asmall selection of our amazing autumn offers
Please note these offers are not in conjunction with any other or promotion iNICWA00)

CLAIM
£300

Claim free accessories
worth up to £300

SAVE
15%

(
AT RRP)

CLAIM
ACCESSORIES
WORTH (AT RRP)

when you purchase selected hi-fi and AN separates £250 - £499 £50
or speakers at our normal selling price (RRP).
£500 - £999 £100
Choose from QED, Soundstyle, Grado and more.
£1000-£1499 £200
Ask in-store for debits (NICWA00)

SAVE
15%

PURCHASE
VALUE

£1500-£1999

£300

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our HI-Fl system builder*

SAVE
15%
SAVE
'20%
CLAIM
£200
5YEAR

WARRANTY

mr7

I

store

www.ssay.com

ABERDEEN
57 C,own St
01224 252797

69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-3' St Peters St
01234 272779

CU

NORWICH
29-292 St Giles St
01603 767605

CHOOSE CD + Amplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices MRP) together

BRIGHTON (
HOVE)
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NOTTINGHAM (
SHERWOOD)
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

DEDUCT 15% from the total
'Includes most, but not all, brands. Contact your local store for details (NICWA00)

BRISTOL
92b Whiteladies Rd, Clifton
0117 974 3727

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01885 241773

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our AN system builder*

BROMLEY
39a : East St
020 8290 1988

CHOOSE DVD +AN Amplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices (RRP) together
DEDUCT 15% from the total

CAMBRIDGE
17 Budeigh St
01223 304770

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9466

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671877

'Includes most, but not all, brand; Contact your local store for details ( NICWA001

SAVE
10%

di o
r
yóur nearest

g9t-

10% off RRP when you purchase selected
hi-fi amps, CD players and tuners*
"Imludes nice but not all. brands. Contact your local store for detallo (NICWA00i

15% off RRP when you purchase selected
AN amps, receivers and DVD players*
'Includes sloe, but rot all, brews. Contact your local store for details ( NICWA00)

Up to 20% off RRP when you purchase selected
Hi Fi and AN speakers*
'Includes most, but not all, brands Contact your local stare for details iNICWA001

Claim £200 towards the projection screen of your
choice with selected Sim2 and InFocus projectors
When purchased at our normal selling price ( RRP). Ask in-store for details (NICWA00)

Five year warranty included with all plasma and LCD
Ills when purchased at our normal selling price*
Includes Loewe, Panasonic, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony with a26 inch screen or larger.
'SAP iSevenoaks Retail Price), ( NICWA001

BI

F

U

fU

CHELTENHAM
14 Prttville St
01242 241171

•

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777

CRAWLEY Posing at the end al November
32 The BoJlevard
01293 510777

READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EAUNG
24 The Green
020 8579 8777

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
•

0131 229 7267
EPSOM
12 Loper High St
01372 720720
EXETER
28 Cowick St
01392 218895

01732 459555

e

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens lqd, Henley
0114 255 5861

e.

SOUHULL Closing at the end of October
149-151 Stratford Rd
0121 733 3727

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket

•

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770
SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0191 332 9655
GUILDFORD
73b North St
01983 536666
HOLBORN
144 148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

•

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 480777

•

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

HULL
1Savile Row, Savile St
01482 587171
KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

•

LEEDS
62 North St
0113 245 2775

U.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543
WATFORD
478 St Abans Rd
01923 213533

• la

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6567

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St. The Quadrant
01932 828525

LINCOLN
20-22 Corporation St on nor so
01522 527397

WITHAM (
ESSE)
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

LOUGHTON
7-9 Goldings Hill
020 8532 0770

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686366

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

11 •

FOR OPENING HOURS CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WESSITE
• Custom Installation Centre

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please contint
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at rime of going
press. Special or added value otters are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 15/11/2007, E8i0E.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competi-we.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention.

U Ceaia Member

U Open Sunday

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
F.exible finance optionsr are available on the majority of products we stock.
fWritten details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CLASS
If
s

IFIEDS

If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
aro e

o oy,

IeWS,

IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

MARANTZ SR8001 receiver,
list £ 1200, sell £ 795, mint,
Yamaha 759SE AV amplifier,
mint £ 150, Tel: 020 8951 3178
[WA17]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS26
pre-amp, bought recently
(April 2007) this is afabulous
pre-amp, now only up for
sale as am upgrading to a
Ref 3, the recent HFN&RR

1. ACCESSokuLs

Mk Il pre-amplifier in excellent

01252 614055 [ LW]

condition, owned by me from

review by Ken Kessler rated
the LS26 as extremely

TACT AUDIO RCS 2.0S room

new, original box, remote,

PAIR QUICKSILVER valve

correction pre-amp and DAC,

manual, can demonstrate

monoblocks, one of the finest

light use in anon-smoking,

mint condition, boxed £ 900,

£2350 ono (£ 5800 new), Tel:

power amplifiers ever made

pet-free house and comes

Tel: 0115 966 5121 [ KW17]

01495 248488 [ KW17]

close to the Ref 3, has had

£600 (£4000), Tel: Stanley on

complete with box and all

07951 553091 ( London) [ LM]

original accessories, this unit
completely as new £ 3500,

LINN Valhalla £ 100, Linn Adikt

LUMLEY 120 Reference valve

(nearly new) £ 100, Rega Fono

monoblocks, 120 watt each,

GAMUT D20011 power-

moving-coil stage £ 100, Tel:

as new, originally boxed,

amp, 200W/ch (£ 3900)

02392 595868 [W8]

email: pcaveller@yahoo.com

unopened plus new set valves

asking £ 2400, GRAAF GM50

Tel: 07734 850600 [W23]

£1450 ( new £ 3500), Tel:

integrated amp, 50W/ch

MAIM Headline 2headphone

0049 2204 302666 or email:

(£3950), asking £ 2300, Gamut

AUDIO RESEARCH

amp, Naim PSC2 power supply,

r.talini@gmx.net [WM14]

C2R pre-amp (£ 1500), asking

amplification Reference 2,

Sennheiser HD 570 Symphony

is to all intents and purposes

£650, Tel: 01296 437314

Mk Il pre-amplifier, superb

Aylesbury, Bucks [ LM17]

bit of kit absolutely stunning,

headphones, 18 months

RUSS ANDREWS (
RATA)

old, boxed £400, Tel: 02392

two- box integrated amp, all

379017 [W8]

Kimber cabled £ 900, Tel:

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308

Jadis Defy 100 stereo EL34

07967 182599 [ LM17]

2.

integrated MM/MC, remote,

power amp, serviced by

SONY Strada 1200ES

mint £ 875, Music First Passive

Richard of RB Electronics, the

multichannel receiver, product

pre-amp, mint £ 950, Nordost

Jadis man, mint and crated

CANARY AUDIO 301, Mk

of the year, three months old

speaker and interconnect

Jadis Majic £ 1700, Tel: 01923

11300B valve stereo power

£200, Tel: 01483 230496

cables, both boxed, Tel: 0117

235423 [W40]

amplifier, superb sound, will

(evenings) [ LW]

9629340 ELM17]

be better from this American

AUDION Silver Night Premier

KRELL Pre KRC-3 £ 1200, Krell

monoblock power amps, 100

brand ( cost £ 3500) sell

pre-amplifier, valves, two-

amp KAV 250A £ 1100, Tel:

watt £ 200, Tel: 01457 871163

£1350, boxed and in excellent

box power supply, pair Audio

01634 724081 [WM14]

(after 6pm) [WM14]

order, Tel: 07767 444488

Sterling power amps, valves,

3.

AMPS

boxed, mint £4250 (£ 10000),

demo, build quality could not

[KW17]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25

ALBARRY 1008 Mk 2

monoblocks, very good

LINN Kolektor, year left

condition, TEAC CD transport

transfer warranty £ 250, Tel:

P30, all boxed £ 2500, Tel:

02392 595868 [W8]

CABLES

IGMBER Select KS 1121, 0.5m
balanced (£ 571) £ 135, VdH
The Second 0.6m balanced
(£140) £45, Isotek Optimum

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

power cord 1m (£ 137) £45, all
excellent condition, Tel: 01603
702330 [ KW17]
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
Nite Ill power cord 5ft, 13A
UK mains plug, 15A IEC
connector, £ 550, purchased
new June from VD Canada
(rip £ 790), Tel: Mike 01452
532699 or email: irvine.
mike@blueyonder.co.uk [ LW]
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NORDOST Heimdall 5-pin to 2
phono (for Opus 21 CD), asking
£220,1PS Super conductor 2
interconnect, asking £ 225,
Tel: 01296 437314 Aylesbury,
Bucks [ LM17]

e 13 issues of

news

>Save 30% today
ae

Vista 15ft speaker cable & 2m

SUBSCRIBE to HiFi News and get the latest news,
•
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
Li. and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
- "T" delivered direct to your door.

phono Mil_ 1m balanced cable

•

HOVLAND HP100 pre, 34mth
old, not for used for 18mth+
mint with box and manuals
(£2100) Musical Fidelity Nu-

& 1m balanced 2phono, offer
4 cables, Tel: Glen on 07926

mci CALL
0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.ukiihfan

175757 / 020 8421 0091
9. TURNTABLES

MOON Audio Andromeda RS

MEADOW Lark, Shearwater

latest spec CD player, less than

Hot Rod speakers £ 500, Tel:

TARA LABS, the one, 1.5m

100 hours use, mint £6000,

01634 724081 [WM14]

AVID Acutus turntable, SME

RCA with ground station, box

Tel: 01923 235423 [W40]
GALE 4, boxed £40, Mordaunt

AT-0C9 ML II, excellent

[LW14]

(£1650) £ 750, Tara Labs, the

309 tonearm, Audio Technica

one, speaker 2.4m, spades,

MERIDIAN 207 Pro CD/PRE

Short MS25i £40, Tel: Martin

condition £ 5000, awesome

box, good condition (£ 3200)

£200, Tel: 01457 871163

02392 595868 [W8]

sound, Tel: 07879 818688

£1200, Siltech Compass

(after 6pm) [WM14]

[LW14]
SONUS FABER Grand

Lake G6, 1m XLR, mint, box,
certificate £4200) £ 1950,

ESOTERIC X03-SE, 6months

Piano, walnut and leather,

REGA Planar 3and Elys £ 180,

Siltech Octopus, mains

new, box, 2.5 year warranty,

as new condition,

Tel: 0117 9629340

distribution £ 250, Audio

glorious sound, VFM upgraded

plinths £ 530 ono, contact

Note (Japan) Anspx pure silver

to P03 D03, mint condition

Martin, Tel: 01491 659036

speaker 4x4m ( 3k+) £ 950,

(£4950) £ 3950 ono, Tel:

(Oxfordshire) [W8]

Siltech Golden Eagle, digital,

07780 698650 Philip [WA37]

SME Model 30, precision
turntable updated with latest

SPENDOR SSE, cherry, as

power supply and motor,

new original boxes, cost new

complete with gold lettering

£1095, accept £ 550, buyer

Series Vtonearm, fully serviced

RME AD1-2 precision 24- bit

collects, Tel: 01603 744000

by SME Steyning, crated,

192kHz two-channel AD/DA

[WM14]

698650 Philip [WA37]
4. DVD/CD PLAYERS

[LM17]

5. DA:,'S

mint, boxed, certificate
(£2700) £ 1700, Tel: 07780

ONstone

manual and tools £ 8750, SME
Series V precision tonearm,

converter AES SIPDIF ADAT
ACCUPHASE DP85 SACD/

interface DAT for great

EGGLESTON Savoy speakers,

unused, all boxed, tools etc

CD player, superb sound,

computer sound reproduction

6 months old with crates,

never mounted or played, as

immaculate and very little use,

high-quality industry standard

£9000, Tel: 07925 528 500

new, change in circumstances

boxed, manual, UK purchased,

leads, Bedrengsanteitung

[WM14]

forces sale, £ 1500, Tel: 01923

sell for £ 5500 ono ( rrp

manual, as new £ 500 ono, Tel:

£12,000), pictures/demo on

07881 943785 [ LW16]

235423 [W40]
SONUS FABER Guarneri
Mememto, graphite grey,

request, Tel: 01925 656990 or

LINN Lingo power supply,

LEXICON Processor, boxed,

mint, like new, all crates boxes

latest version, full length case,

excellent condition £950, Tel:

tools etc, only had 40 hours

surface- mounted components,

01252 614055 [WM14]

use maximum £4900, Tel:

fantastic plug and play

01923 235423

upgrade on original Lingo, as

7. SPEAKERS

[W40]

new £ 395 (£ 990), Tel: 01302

SOUND LAB A3 speakers,

PAIR AUDIO NOTE

MERIDIAN 598 DVD+MSR, as

excellent £ 3500 ono, Tel:

speakers, burr wood,

new, boxed £ 995 (£ 3200), Tel:

07711 064480

excellent condition with

LINN LP12 turntable, black

stands £ 1500, Jamo centre

plinth with Pink Triangle Pink

speaker 200, as new £ 150,

Link battery power supply, DC
motor and black top plate with

email: nema11@aol.com
RUSS ANDREWS (
Rata) CD/
LD player with external power
supply, £ 900, Tel: 07967

854426/07711 773232

182599 [ LM17]

07920 779159 [ LW]

[FOC]

[W8]

MARANTZ CD94 fully modified

WILSON Watt 5, good

Mirage bass speaker, piano

£695, Marantz DV6001 list

condition £4300, also Wilson

top finish, good condition

Ekos arm, all serviced by Linn

£350, sell £ 195, mint, Tel: 020

Witt £2890, Tel: 07940

£800, Tel: 01252 614055

dealer, this is the finest, £ 1500,

8951 3178 [WA17]

407428 [ LM171

[WM14]

Tel: 01923 235423
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10. EVENTS
GRAND M25 Audio Jumble,

can demonstrate £495 ono,

DENON DVD/CD ADV-M71

Linn, Cyrus Meridian, etc, fast

Tel: 07813 960156 email:

Denon cassette deck, plus

friendly response and willing to

Denon speakers, speaker

travel and pay cash, Tel: 07815

ob.mm@virgin.net [ KG34]

November 4th, Therfield

stands, Rega Planar 2record

892458

deck, cube LP holder, fifty

[LM17]

School, Leatherhead, Surrey,

TAPE deck ( reel-to-reel), three

barn/ham, M25,19, Tel:

motors, heads, speeds £45,

LPs, AKG wireless headphones

07730 134473 [ KM20]

Tel: 07951 553091 [ LW17]

£575, Tel: 01206 843209 /

MARANTZ CD 94 & 94 DAC,

07703 741732 ( Colchester)

or Marantz CD12 and CD12

12. MISCELLANEOUS

MAIM NAIXO 2/3- way

[WM14]

DAC, the person who rang

crossover unit, configured to
REVOX B77 stereo open

run two pairs of speakers, one

reel tape recorder, superb

power amp each, via Quad 44

regarding modified above units
please ring again, any make

WANTED

considered, Tel: 01225 837217

condition throughout, has

pre-amp, into highs and lows,

just been fully serviced,

high-quality leads £400 ono,

TOP quality hi-fi separates

detailed photos available or

casccranmore@btinternet.

Tel: 07881 943785 [ LW16]

and complete systems, Naim,

corn [ LW14]

or 07802 426862 or email:

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps:
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers: 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number

Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

3 digit card security code
Expiry date

Number of issues

(
the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

f

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eg.
Meridian 201 = two words).

Name
Address:

Postcode:
Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us O, IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
.section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
lus asin• le

a ment of El ( 50p for each extra word).

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?

7).4)../5E rre
Cprxbit/OPASep2_54

110
tel." 0845 6019390
119

Ariston RD90 Superior, Rega arm, stunning

399

Ariston RD11S, excellent order

199

Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm
Creek OBH15 mnr/mc stage, as new

999
149

Creek OBH18 mm stage, as new

119

Cyrus Ae07 phonostage, ex boxed

299

Hadcock 228E, excellent boxed
Heybrook TT2 cAv Linn Basik Lvx

199
229

JBE SlateSeries 3/Mission774 rare as.
LFD MMO Phono stage

299
119

Linn LP12, OL DC Kit

329

Linn Ittok LV11, vgc
Linn Mot( LV11, gic in rare black

299
399

Linn MO 12', VERY VERY RARE ITEM

799

Linn Linto Anniversary edition

799

Linn Linto, excellent
649
Linn LP12, Valhalla, Atrito, in lovely Rosenut plinth, 599
Linn LP12, Lingo. Ittok LVII ,enice

1099

Michell OC Powec supply for a/c powered decks 279
Michell Orbe SE, NC power, ex dem

1599

Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent

299

Wet Transceplors RefererceReaufrollid arn, NOW .579
Michell Syncro, Rego arm, excellent order
349
Mission 774 original arm

139

MRM Source, cAv large p/s,
Musical Fidelity XLPSv3 as new boxed

399
179

Musical Fidelity XLPS ex original

99

NAD ( Rega Planar 2), RB250
119
Nottingham Mabee Spacedeck AceSpacearm, extelent 979
Origin Lee Ulha

wet off board pes, SME cut NOW ales

Project Tubebox, excellent
llega Planar 2, RB250, vgc

279
149

llega Planar 3, R9300. vgc

169

SME 3, lovely
SME 3009, excel ent

249
149

SME 3012, excellent

499

Systerndeklb(9CO, ceded p's, acryic platter and RB250 .379
Systemdek II (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
229
Technics SL10, good working order

179

Thorens TD124, motor unit only

379

Thorens TD125/SME3009,

299

Thorens TD160b/Mayware vgc,

199

Thorens TD125/SME3012/SME2000 plinth
Trichord Dino, excellent boxed

749
229

Trichord Dino, wth Dino plus p/s, excellent boxed _349
Zeta, famous he rvyweight arm. excellent
499

Arcam DV79, excellent, boxed bargain
499
Arcam DV89, bargain REDUCED
299
Arcam CD72, clic boxed
179
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
999
Audiolab 8000DAX, vgc
349
AVI 2000 Reference CD player
299
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem
929
Bow Technologies ZIB, beautiful, vgc boxed .... 1899
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW! 1449
Cyrus (Irene, c/w tuner. UNDER HALF PRICE!449
Cyrus CD8, boxed, ex c/w remote
549
Cyrus CD8X, boxed EX Ow remote
699
Cyrus CD7, boxed, ex c/w remote
349
DCS Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life!
2499
DCS Purcell Upsampier, bargain upgrade
999
Esoteric SA6G, ex demonstration, ex boxed etc,
SAVE £1000
2499
Esoteric X03SE, excellent boxed
3249
Esoteric UX1 - the ultimate player? Ex boxed. 3999
Heart Audio96000,
£
'talon output, Trichord dock 399
Krell KAV300CD , exeellent boxed
899
Lector CDP0.5T, ex valve output stage
499
Linn Numerik y late version
379
Linn Mimik, ecellem
249
Meant CD10, ex, boxed, upgraded Clock 2and p/s _399
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
279
Micromega Stage 1, excellent
179
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player, excellent, boxed .999
Musical Fidelity XDACv3, excellent boxed,
249
Musical Fidelity XDAC, excellent HDCD version 179
Nu Tjoeb CD4000 valve output with Upsampling
board, boxed
499
NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated
1449
Primare CD301.2, ex boxiid c/w remote
699
Quad 99CDP, as new boxed
749
Roksan Atessa, c/w Dec and power supply
599
Sugden CD21SE, ex dem
999
Shanling, stunning valve output CD player, ex demo _CaO
TEAC DV50, ex, remote, due in
1749
TEAC VRDS9. excellent, remote
479
TEAC Ti D1 itombo, excellent, remote
549
Wadia 302, ex demo, as new boxed
2799

Radio and recorders
Harman Kardon TU670 DAB/FM New
Musical Fidelity E500 cAv remote
Nad 4020, vnice original
Pure 701ES, new .._
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner
Quad FM3, exceller
llega Radio
TEAC Portable R3 DAB radio, brand new boxed

Speakers

Amplifiers

Digital

Analogue
Ariston RD80, ex condition

149
119
49
129
159
99
99
49

Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, F:EDUCED

299

ATC SI 150 Integrated ampldier, excellent boxed 1199
Palo Andcgue MOESill) Reference 1501/ mane Intgard _1179
Audobb 8000/8003X7, as rev processor/7 channel alp 793
Audiolab 8000A, vgc boxed

179

Audiolab 80000, excellent remote boxed
329
Audio Research L15 Preamp, ex boxed with remote 999
Audio Research 070 Power, ex

879

AVI S2000Pre, superb little preamp
249
Chord SPM12008, boxed at new in black
1449
Consonance Signature 10,v lovely 2,3 valve integrated 949
CcnsoreteRd8.8,otiv rem,* wes6550s togradt died _1149
Conrad Johnson PV15, ex boxed
1499
Conrad Johnson MF2300A, monster power amp 1199
Conrad Johnson MV6OSE, axcellent

Due in

Cyrus APA7 Monos

799

Cyrus PreXVS, nr mint boxed
Cyrus 7, ex boxed

449
299

Exposure 3010, mile« bed %el Elm phono stage_593
MABOMA10014A100 Reimer e2 b.idi canto IOW _193
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed

1749

Linn Klout power, ex from

599

Linn Kairn with phono, ex boxed
Linn LK100, excellent

349
199

Linn Wakonda, vgc
Maranta PM17/2, excellent remote

279
279

Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated, ex, remote
349
NAIM 32/110 pre/power, cute chrome bumper pair _229
NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp

499
389

NAIM NAP180, Olive, boxed, excellent

499

NAIM NAP140 Olive, boxed,

299

NuFoice Reference 9SE Monoblocks,er dern in ever-1939
Pathos Classic One Mk2, e< boxed
749
Quad 606 Power,
299
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW from ....99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced

249

Quad 99 Poweramp, as new boxed

349

Quad 909 Power, excellent boxed

679

SII125 Ranakedice aldSC25 %Pone mart _1193
Roksan Caspian Integrated, ex remote

329

Rotel R8991, ex boxed

499

Sat Frorliers Men Pie IL & Paver 1, Reduced to onSr_779
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great press, as nev 679
Tube Technology Prophet and matching p/s vgc boxed _599
Unison Research S6, supeb

899

Unison Research S8 845 madness, areal treat 1749

Audotector M3 Sig acee CrOSSOMS, nev £41n. awing _1493
AVI ADM9 in Walnut
799
AVI Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6months old _899
B&W 805S, nr mint boxed in cherry
1199
Castle Richmond 3i, excellent boxed
199
Dynaudio Focus 110 with matching stands
399
Dynaudio Audience 42, excellent mini
199
Dynaudio Audience 62, excellent floorstander __449
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed
800
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
599
Kef i05, as new boxed
199
Linn Token, excellent boxed
349
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands
279
Linn Kan, excellent, boxed with stands
329
Living Voice Auditorium 2, ex boxed
1199
Martin Logan Ascent, excellent
1599
£
Mission 752, nice efficient floorstander
199
Monitor Audio 58, ex boxed in Natural Oak
399
Monitor Audo. mint boxed GS20 Peno Black edem _1149
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12 Subwoofer 429
Monitor Audio, R720 Subwoofer, excellent boxed299
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12 Subwoofer 429
Mionitor Audio Silver 8i
299
NAIM Credo in cherry, vgc boxed
499
Nat Acasics Pelle 3SE otiv Uranium tess etas N3N _449
NHT V2, fantastic large floorstander
349
Opera Duetto, superb little standmount
349
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN!
Call
PMC TB2 in cherry, reduced again
349
Rel Strata, Mkl, as new!
199
JIVI Repaid Mande, bcced swab 01V nettle stands _1199
229
Revolver R33 ex dem, well reviewed bargain
Rogers LS3/5a, need we say more
599
Ruark Talisman 2, vgc in walnut
299
Ruark Crusader 2, excellent in black
599
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized standmount
179
SO« Faber Cremona Auditor, arnanng mini monitor 1199
Tandberg Studio Monitor Large!
379
Triangle Titus 202, c/w Tristands
299
Usher Audio S525 and SW103 Sub - 5.1 systemCall

Accessories/Systems

Chord Signature 1m interconnect
279
Cyrus PSXR, ex boxed
279
H Kardon AVR635 - was £ 99
399
Linn Classik Kwith onboard tuner, as new boxed579
Linn lsobarik Active Xover box
299
Musical Fidelity XPSU v3 excellent
159
Tara Labs Ref 8Spkr cable
Call
TEAC 500 series 5.1 system: Amp, DVD, Tuner,
Spkrs all for only
499

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 tu l5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash

Commission sales too

CHECK WEBSITE FOR CHANGING STOCK

fancy an award winner?
let your own ears decide!
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

the largest choice of new and used hi-fi in the north

CLASSeit:DS

Absolute Analogui

equipment in

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

order to listen to music...

Address: PO Bon 30429, London, NW6 7GY

SALE

...but it helps.

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute Analogueta emailmsn.com
Website:

IAN HARRISON HIFI

It is not necessary to have
great

CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLIO3R
DENON DL103
DENON DL I60
DENON OLIO
DENON DL304
GRADO RS I
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM PC
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TR/CHORD DIABLO + PSUI
STAX HEADPHONES

Get it right!

w.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

5STARS"...marAel/resel in the additional clarity. crispness and transparency the
IsoNodes
Brightstars are aisugels cost-effectise upgrade......Don't
'consider an electronics upgrade until you's etried these first - they really do the
business" If hat Iii- h Sound And thion, September 2007
"
hear more detail, clarity and crispness. The cheapest
music upgrade you'll es er make." The Guardian. August 2007

ON
Mlle

C

"...the difference can be quite profound, mhether it's a£250

Cambridge Audio 640C silver disc spinner or a£2,500 MF Audio _
passis epreamplifier. Boss is stronger, fuller and far more
musical, midband cleaner, smoother and more dimensional. _

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA' - Exchange price on application.

mould strongly recommend the IsoNode anti-sibration feet"
TNT-Audio .11arazine

amplifier sound is the key
DNIV1offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRAJO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EXIEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

and treble sss celer and smoother.- ... Thoroughly recommended"
timid. March 2087

LIVE MUSIC AT HOME

£P0A
£P0A
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
£P0A

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 AGO
TEL: 01283 702875 Parm9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Usher in Devon
Nu Force
Marantz
Goldring
Grado

Stockists of: ARtANI • DUSAN • EPOS •

LINN • LOEWE

•NIICROMEGA • NAINI AUDIO NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

nidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

High ', Haiti. Hampton 31 ick. Kingston upon Thames.

for more
information
01480-457989

www.dnm.co.uk

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 tit Dancers

'aurri's k II4113

le1:112118543 3530

Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Sound Hi Fi
Dartmouth

Devon

THE

QUAD

TQ6 9HN

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

SPECIALIS

GRAND M25
UDIOITLIMBLE
SUNDAY 4TH NOVEMBER 2007
10.30AM - 2.30PM
THERTFIELD SCHOOL, DILSTON ROAD

ESL 57

Spares and Repairs

LE 1

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers. amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0;2654 987976
ema.I .QUAD-GmbHgt-onIne.de
www QUAD-MUSIK.com

wwwquadatellet.de

Oranges & Lemons

LEATHERHEAD M25 JUNCTION 9
ALL VINTAGE & MODERN HI-FI

HiFi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

PARAPHERNALIA
INCLUDING: VINYL, DISC ETC
FOR STALL BOOKINGS/DETAILS CALL

020 7924 2040
ase %r.oandlhifl.co.ok
61 SS ebbs Road. Battersea. SW II 6R\
oranges.lemons u sirgin.net

o

Does This Seem Familiar?

Loud

Too Loud

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down at the bottom end and fine control at low listening
levels is either difficult or impossible. The nube floor may be audible too.

There is now a simple and effective solution - the

Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the

problems of excess gain and

bring sonic benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per pair delivered To order. call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 . ,www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
Se

the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at wwwint-audio.com
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www.hifinews.co.uk

YEARBOOK 2007

esave
30% tociasr
Q)

'!7,1 13 issues of hi-fi news

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and ge .the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
•
from hi-fi to home entertainment
tilm. delivered direct to your coor.
emu CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.ukiihfan

.=

CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO

& HOME CINEMA

SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascarri • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 801
0121

429 2811

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 892 8J1_
0121

742 0254

STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8

1AB

01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121

354 2311

HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420

1925

DARLINGTON
OPEN TUES - SAT

10.00 - 5.30

17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham 013 7EE

LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

01325 481418

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,

MUStC
MATTERS

Interest tree credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request •

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

Fir 1r

Licensed credit aroker

Ct0.•

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.ulc

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SW20 OTW
020 0944 1520/0331 E shapeobriaris111.corn
Free pat-lung • Five minutes irons A3 • Omen Toe - Sat 9

3.30

Soruis Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company

ez=>

Creek • Dreamvixion • Dynevector • Epos • Gutsvire • Lyre
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nains • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live •

Prima Luna • Room • Sennetsce

Santis Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Trannparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a lint of ex dom & display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning new products.
PleMbe contact ug So
»ironer O denumetra nun.

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines

HORSHAM HI-FI Fit HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

Alnenblarnblin SP400 Passive PrearnpHier

£500

ATC SCM-11 Loudspeakers

£350

Denon TU. 5601 11 FM Tuner

(150

DVDO iSCAN VPSO Video Processor

£1,995

£ 1,415

the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.

Krell Show( ase PreampiProcessor

£4,500

£ 2,995

Revel Voice Centre Speaker

£6,000

£ 2,995

Please see website or catalogue for full details.

Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp

£3.500

£ 2,500

Lexicon RT 10 DVD/CD/Se.C13 Player

(2,000

£ 1,295

ATC SCH.. 2 Loudspeake -s

£1,000

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from

£ 695
£ 95

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE min

M3thn

5"1PL Metal, 1"Seas treble

810 x191x .16i £215.00 £950

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers

£1,500
L1,000

S3(1

65" Kevlar, 1" Seas tioble

903 x

PrimareD17026 OVO/CO Player
Projection Design Action Model 2 Projector ( New)

£3,500

£ 2.495

S3thn

65IPL metal, 1"&as trebk

903 x230 x350 £234.44 £ 10.00

Revel 13-15 1000w Subwoefer

L5.750

£ 1,995

Revel F50 Loudspeakers

£6,000

Revel C50 Centre Speak,

£2,500

£ 1,495

Revel 530 Dipole Speakers

£1,800

£ 1,295

Revolver Audio Vile 2S 5.1 Speaker Pa. kage

£1,995

( 1,295

SIM2 Domino 20 DLP Projector

S4t1
S5t1

P&P

£395

KIT

S3thnitila 651PLmetal,Ribbon treb

PLUS KIT

Price Now

x350 £22000 £ 10.00

903 x230 x3S3 £33728 £ 10.00

8"Kevlar,1"Seas treble
930x276x400 £258£0 £ 11.00
ITIPL,3"Dome mid.1"treb 1080 x320 x400 £419.00 £ 12.00

Send cheque (or postal order) made payabk to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Tons Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, Ex34 8AY, tel 01271 867439. Alternabviv visit
our websitv at wwwiplacoe4its.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing
Transmission Lines, Hi-fl arid AV Isits, including Acive Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver VITE cables, and Quality Ams.ssories.

Can Hi Fi Sound Real ? ( Part 6)
Conventional stereo has serious limitations. A2speaker system cannot cope with the
complexity of reproducing live sound where the mix of direct and reverb sound varies with the
listening distance, where surfoces'absorption rates and hence arrival time at the listening point)
vary with the sould's frequency and where the beats ¡ or shadows) ham amusic wave packet are
heard shortly after the principal sound components. Hence Dynove, tar's SuperStereo use of frequency dependent time delays km the signal to the sub- speakers. To trcnsform your system, simply
add on aDynovector SuperStereo processor and 2small sub- speakers
For further info Please see: http://web.onetel.com/Aynovector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + 1011202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector@onetel.com

L615
LS95
£695

£ 2.995

£4,000

£995

51M2 Domino 30 DLP Projector

£6,000

£ 1,295

S1M2 Domino 30H DIP Projector

£3,500

£ 1,99S

Sony 337 BD CO Player

£500

£ 250

TEACVRDS-7 CO player

£500

£ 250

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Te): 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsaneus@btinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping service
rtridgetna
Frnail: thecartridgeman«Ïfininternet.com

020 8688 6565

YEARBOOK 2007 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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CLASSIFIEDS

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

by enthusiasts

Below is just a small selection of
some of the exciting products we offer:
The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving coil cartridge
hoffers great performance lior
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input

nel / home-cinema specialists
those who want the very best...

The Denon 13L-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, lot
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it st II offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £200.

Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, Isotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Phmare, Project, Stan, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Eseeric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hui and many more.
>Free Advice in arelaxed and fóendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2Demonstration Rooms
New wee
shop open,.
>Out of Hours Appointments
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm
and browse.

Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken into
account.
The Dynaver:tor DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAINNUCCones
Hotline at

www.lockwooclauclio.co.uk
Call For appointment to visit L.n at Hanwell on
-

+44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail:. saletelockwoodaudio.xo.uic

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEA KERS
Rel Stadium 11 subwoofer

£495

Tannoy Mini Autographs ( ex demo)

£695

New Acoustic Zen Aciajlo speakers

£3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£2695

Hales Transcendence 5 speakers

£2895

Dynaudlo Audience 7 speakers with stands

£395

138W 801 mark 1 speakers

£695

Mordaunt Short Avant 902 speakers with stands

£125

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers

£99
£135

Acoustic Zen Adagio Junior speakers + stands, new
Acoustic Zen Adagio center speaker + stand

£340
£1625

RE-AMPS
Wavac PR- T1 3 box pre amp brand new. (£23500) . £10750

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartiidge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever . 3iS0 used in
the 101 featured below.
Ft successfully capt..ires the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £425.

Call 01884 243 584

Lockwood Audio

102, Findon Road, Worthing, BN 14 OW
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.h07-stereo.com

Castle Pembroke speakers

Mike & Caroline look forward ti seeing you soon!

Suite la Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

Heatherdale
•audio limited

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450, acid evolve through the ' H'
at £ 600. the '
S' at £ 750 and ultimately
lo the ' C' at MO.

ik
l
,
T-71

Music Maker
ecra3aTiohege thatcrilhatklye rhiassa
mo ving ir
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they re
trying much to hard: £ 625.

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance 'rude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value kir money at £ 795
with a refined vet weighty
performance.

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a oeautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire,
lis sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
temendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850.
The top model ut the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead. which are powered from an
external power supply. It's performance has to be heard to he
believed, and WE believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £ 8.950 includirg
power supply.

Audionote M8 pre- amp with phono (£ 19500)

£ 9995

Mark Levinson ML26S balanced pre- amp

£2495

Proceed PAV pre- amp

£ 695

AMPLIFIERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive amplifier ( new)

£ 5995

Conrad Johnson Premier 8 mono blocks

£5995

Pathos " Twin Towers" int amp

£1695

Lumley ST70 with passive pre- amp

£1595

Classe CA 201 power amp

£ 1595

Kora triode 100SB mono power amp:: ( pair)

£3500

Audionote Kegon mono amps (
pair) :€ 28000.) ... £ 11995
Audionote Maim mono amps ( pair) (£ 10,000.)

£ 5495

Musical Fidelity Al integrated amp

£120

Nakamichi amp 1cans deck 2 with CD 3

£ 795

PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Wadia 850 CD player

£ 2995

Sonic Frontiers SFD1 DAC

£795

Marantz CD-873 CD player

£65

Sony CDP M41 CD player

£60

Mark Levinson ML31.5 reference transport ( coming in)
Mark Levinson ML 360S DAC

( coming in)

ISCEILLANEOUS
Accuphase PS- 1200V Mains conditioiner

£ 3495

Nakamichl 682 Cassette deck

£395

NakamIchl CR 2 cassette deck

£

Sony FM/AM ST-SE370 tuner

£
17
25
5

Aiwa AD- F450 cassette deck

£45

Technics ST-610L tuner

£65

Sony ST-SE570 tuner

£60

Winds electronic stylus gauge

£425

Transparent Music Link Plus lmtr interconnect £ 150

etc
arcam

Moth Mains conditioner

castle.

Isotek Substation mains conditioner

£ 150
£595

creek
RNTABLES, CARTRIDGES Er TONEARMS

epos
harbeth

Dynavector 507 Mk. 2 arm ( new)

lexicon

1/lie firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality slop up
transformer.

m+k
michell
naiM audio

It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above left)
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2,750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

neat acoustics
nottingham
pnmare
sme

signals

spendor
runco

hi-fi for grown-ups
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NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
35 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2L1-I
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 1995.

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm.... POA
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE avollable for up to 3 years.
'On selected Items Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

eist

01903 872238 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel.

Evenings

VISA

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com
www.hifi-stereo.com

CLASSIFIEDS

you bring the
music,

WWW.AUDIOCLASSICS.COM
Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs
McIntosh & other Hi-End & Vintage Gear
3501 Old Vestal Road, Vestal,

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,

NY, USA

Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,

607-766-3501

Isotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
•
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,

TO
SMART SOUND

7 ,

ek&S,

"Boy does that
Fi- Fi News
single valve serve "°rovidied auniverse of Émost
perfect listening pleasure
up slam"

.1%.“..nr•••••,e

OVERALL RATING

sweet detailed and aboie all,
supremely musical"

Hi-FiNews

Hi Fi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

19/20

••
•All valve circuitry
• RIM eriuilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

Revolver, Triangle and Usher

Audio we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.

What Hi Fi
"Smooch, Narm sound... Makes
ocal based music apleasure"

Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
newsehifisound.co.uk

Call fo: full reviews

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin

dealers are NOT the same

www.smartsounddirect.com

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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Z-\Skaaning
Loudspeakers

> ATC
> AUDAX
> ETON

S

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

PEWILMK

ACOUSTIC PANELS

:v.
Meg
Vira c 59)

FE71IN

•

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283U SA
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 6e831-3771
emati info8madisound corn
Web Page hltp iwww machsound com

> LPG

CS[OKING

li c

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SILVER FLUTE

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

> VIFA

or

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

email for details and free consultation

1215) Bb2-4810 • fax ( 215) 862 4871

Visit our website
http://www.futwyre.com

fatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CCAME

comPRrw

125 Urdu Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> VISATON

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING

COMPONENTS
, ACCESSORIES
IUPTUBES
Call, write, fax

> SEAS

> VOLT

-FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

NeRDOST

1
4/scanspeaK
/
1

> FOSTEX

e

fee'
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email . solenesolen.ca
Web vvvvvv.solen.ca
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No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us,
it relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second language
and ' without it life would be amistake' Yes, philosophical
we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. 2007 is proving to be atruly remarkable year, aclassic one in fact for witnessing the introduction of several
groundbreaking products. Certain of these are responsible
for providing significantly higher levels of faithfulness in
sound reproduction which clearly exceeded all of our expectations. More on these later.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

www.kjwestone.com

AUDITOR ELIPS/-,

11

PURITY COMPARE

EVOLUTION 302

Previ - take five
audio research

1. Audio Research Reference 7CD player...
"a record player for the digital age"

This press comment aptly sums up our thoughts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques, we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically in the replay. Sadly, however, there has still existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to.award the CD 7their 9th official ' reference' product,
this being given for the very 1st time to asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt an authority in reproducing ' High Definition' in aunique û distinctly analogue way.

11C 1=1

IL"

2. Krell Evolution 505 SACD/CD player....
"asynthesis of almost impossible contradictions..."

This is an extract from aMessage written by Dan D'Agostino, the founder of Krell. It refers to the
latest range of electronics called the Evolution Series. These represent the culmination of 26
years of dedication û are considered to be the best sounding products ever built.
The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the ' perfect' analogue of
any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musicd subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all ' that's for sure' and
there is no contridiction there!

S
onus

c
a ber

3. Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento...
"Magnifico"

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. The
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as " amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 13 extremely successful years of production came the ' transition'. The renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sonus Faber sound,.. enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to " del Gesu" - truly magnifico!

,

4. Martin Logan Summit
' In search of the holy grail'

For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fully the virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially with Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Wright,
Beveridge, Acoustat, Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough ' X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled to the ' powerforce' active
base chamber the Summit really is able to elevate you to anew and thoroughly convincing level of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

VAI
LCKSIf

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David Wilson has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the ' size' is irrelevant in their approach to design. However, when given the challenge to create aspeaker
able to ' work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to brainstorm the best way to the characteristic ' big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately the solution ' the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the only one...
Awesome achievement!

Kr
LONDON

Leaders in the it'orlds .finest
26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI 1NA

T. 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F:020 7487 3452

F. 01733 358 141

1

Specialist items at great prices with
SPEAKER STAND

USB TURNTABLE

F.EFERENCE

Nexus 10

Debut III

300DABMK3 SYSTEM
REF300DABMK3

INFORIVATION

IN

INFORMATION

Atacama has always been known for offering customers outstanding
value for money and the Nexus is no exception. The complete stand
is manufactured from heavy gauge steel and the assembly is made
using upgraded high tensile fixings to maintain optimum rigidity.

Thus fantastic manual turntable is fitted with aOM 5E cartridge from

This unique reference system combines the A-H300MK3 Remote
Amplifier, the T-H3OODAB MK3 300 DAB Digttal Tuner and the
PD-H3C0 MK3 32-Track Music Memory CD ?layer to create a
sensational arrangement

Ortofon and integrated MM phono pre- amplifier with ND converter
and USB output, Nominal speeds 33 / 45 / 78 r.p.m. (78 optional),
Equipped witn internal phono pre- amp (MM), Digitalisation of
analogue signals for recording direct to disk via USE with suitable
recording programs.

FREE

CHECK ONLINE

DELIVERY
PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7 CHANNEL AN RECEIVER

The PRE30 emplos aClass A coupled, discrete

7Channel rIV1/ Receiver with HDMI Switchng. Auto

fully balanced canard topology utilised for the best

MCACC, 1C8Op playback and USB Host provides a

possible signal-to-noise ratio and audio fidelity.

quality AV system for your home. This system supports

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

all the latest technology including Bru Ray and

Amplifier produces music and move sound as

HDTV formats.

yrbrantly as at the moment it was recorded.
PRE30/A30.2

VSX-917

Pioneer

Primare

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

ELS1 5.1

Xur

£CALL FOR PRICE

rriusion

pcms

Mission's Stunning M-Cube consists of an active
250W subwoofer with 2x20Ornm (8') basa clever
magnetically Welded :entre and satellite speakers
and 5Wall brackets.

Pione er

CHECK ONLINE FOR PRICE

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

'•.%I Id' •
hi
I
package compmes of 2Ikon 6floor standlog
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2centre, 2or- wall rear
speakers and the Dalli Ikon subwoofer. Al of whrch
are also available rndmdually with free OED
speaker cable

This SlViikTir package Integrates two pairs cl
speakers, one ELS 3C centre channel and the powerful
new ELS subwoofer In order to create this fantastic new
system. These full range of high end, high quaky Epos
speakers are available either indKridualty or as part of this
5.1 pacicage.

Grade crossover, ability to be fed with afull range
signal, Bass driver technology, Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear

tree

a

MONITOR AUDIO

I
fu.. iiiiac'i

ross 'KENO system features Higo

ports to enhance the refraction effects horn the
lower frequencies,

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS 8( PRICES
ppliçaucli9.

%audio pro

• • • ••
,
•
„1, •:
r
unit paid rr, tax In Idle earn the asranxe ster,:ing ingalrixx.a 2•:A taxtr ris], carit.el your
'us must be done in tt eforni ola letter. tax or anal, alerepOone carkl.orts rtot coosatute GarLeltaton
grxxls accepted or return under this regillaten ' mist he in them original box aid packaging and returned thmure your own cover We expect
I' •
r
with
accessones in prisline Lon - ("taxis rHr' "nr not ',at'
•
•'
1,, , r ,'T. of the purchase lance We rIelrver rn the manlarkf PK rtrit,,

HiFiBitZ

Free delivery
run uopecialise

with thous"88‘

Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

hirth.prié

WWW.FliFiBitZ.CO.UK
CALL FOR PRICE

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.

CHECK ONLINE

0870 027 6888
£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

Iinr9

Lir°1419
TEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

e Destiny integrated ampldier produces world

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

eting audio performance with its use of discrete

delivering Over 100W per channel and featunng a

8ohms, 200VA custom-made toroidal power

alogue MOS-FET, its new mains transformer which

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate
pre- amp output with class A buffer stage

Dduces up to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its
iz - 80KHz Frequency Response.

CONDITIONING UNIT
The Gil Mini Sub SVision was designed to be a
very rewarding single box plug- n- play' solution for
acomplete audio or horse theatre system. It features
Polars X' technology , dedicated earth post and 6
high quality ind\tiduany filtered sockets which utalise
finer circuits and cryogenic technology.

estiny Series

reek

8000P

2010s

Gil MiniSub

Audiolab

Exposun

ISOTek

Sennheiser

INFORMATION

UI IILLON

The PXC-450 is acircurnaural high-end travel headphone
set with NoiseGard." 2.0 technology. patented Duofd
diaphragms and TalkThrough function for the best
passible attenualron of ambient rxeie (as featured
in the Bristol Show 2007).

ONLINE
HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Onkyo
Z. UMLi-

FOR PRICE LiIll
ea
5.1 - CHANNEL

The Onkyo HT- S590 is afirst class receiver speaker
package that is guaranteed to fulfil your horse cinema
pleasure with acombined 660
watts power output the unit is HDTV compatible and
features arange of input and output devices including all
the latest sound specifications

RECEIVER
HT-S590
L- de system is conceived asa complete

FOR MORE 5STAR
DEALS VISIT
VVWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

5.1 speaker system capable of delivenng
outstanding performance from unbelievably
small speakers. Finished to the same high
standard as the rest of the Lserles range
of speakers, the system sold complete
includes four satellite speakers, adedicated
centre channel and a300Wrms " 0'
powered subwoofer.

Yamaha

The DPX-830 builds on the impressive accomplishments
of Yamaha protectors arid has the newest OE 65 WXGA
(1.280 o768 pixels) DIP device ano imaging driver
fix superb resolution. The DPX-830 delivers an incredible
4,C031 contrast, while brightness is tOCK) NISI
lumens (maximum).

GHECK
ONLINE
DIGITAL PROJECTOR
DPX-830

'Focus TEAC
and conditc.ins of the sate are available at
mr recorded for trainng purposes.

Iiisson

1
,01
QUAD

ins of sale de not affect your statutory splits. France options are avattac.

Finance options available
through V12 Finance

tts priced over £400 e.g. Buy Now Pay September 2007.

jiit ing

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ AcouStics —
Monitor Áll10,

North of England Retailers...
nirà...

'tee

IMF

• (r

Mordaunt- Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos

a

.4

Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers Hin co uk
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Wakefield 01924 255045

1?emier Audio

something solid

tweakmy
o

with up to 3yrs 0% finemce

All Chord Electronics available

We are now demonstrating in the
Manchester - Cleveland -

07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside - Yorkshire - Lancashire - Birmingham
Nottingham - Durham - Leeds - Sheffield
A small selection below of our current line up
Oracle

Avid riirwtables

depeaeers
Stie.

Ket.usis Plus

Ab re

what goes round
comes round

Pr í.x Audio

14.K.Lso&A,R.e...sect
Ft-cat

refreshing honesty, every time.

cyee'

-pee

'Betel vt,to
StereoVOX
Coes0•4.4fvt,Ge

Pathos

Rzintuo CD 7114in-sport
PS At4C4L0

At4d.0 SU in-thesis

hi-fi for grown-ups

Ipswich ( 01473)
www

signals

655171
uk.c

om

A

DAC

4twesís Lotzdepetaizers

good range of used 6 ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 017;5 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all Interconnects

Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Det.ign
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hug
Wyrewizard

CHORD

NÔÉDOST

Of

...,•••••11 11.
11
• 11.!1?

rAMIT

?Paws/ ..( edie,

STAX headphnnes
Tannai,
Echo Busters
Arpe CD - IsoTek CO
Furutech
Lyra Moymp Clot
Ortofon Moving Cull
Sumiko Motfing Got

RRP

IscoTek

HOMI cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power caoles
SCART
S video

P R 0

OS E R

TANYOY.

1F

FURVJgCH

bel canto

TRUE COLOURS
INDUST

1

IES

[audio phvsil

ST-1X
Reference cables include Pee Burn In.

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing asoph.sticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale

Sale of part exchanged and ex dom items
Acuphase C090 / DC91
Lamm rrodel ML1.1 monos - substantial - one year old
SME Mole' 10 tumtable - boxed - nice
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace with LV mat - 15 months old - perfect
Teac P30 CD specific transport - scarce and very good
Tube Technology Unisis Signature Integrated - 30 hours use
Jan A lacets Finish- light use
VDH ‘.arraus MC cartidg es - Frogs, Grasshoppers, Colibris 10 - 150 fir:; use
Hovland HP100 pm- amplifier - factory updated - loved and spotless
Kuzma Alegre tonearm - Kondo silver internal and external lead - ouch
Kuzma Stog 'S un/pivot tonearm - new - lovely sound - giveaway
Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very big and very heavy
Canary 300B moms - 10 watts - excellent condition - giveaway
Canary 303 monos - 22 watts 300B power with Living Voice upgrade
Croft rwinsta• IV Power amplifier
Croft Epoc Pre-amplifier with built in phono
Lavardln PE Reference line pre-ampidier - 1lady driver - perfect
Lavardin AP power amplifier - spotless as above
Exposure 3010 CO player - as new - boxed - 100 hours use
Audio Arno Capitore CO24 / 192 - factory serviced - Ygc
Audlonet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 6months old
Audlorrat Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 18 months old
Audionet SAM integrated amplifier - perfect, as new - 6months old
Art Audio Ccrncerto integrated amplifier - black 8 chrome
Esoteric X03 CD piayer - perfect - boxed - 200 hours max use
Placette passive bee stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old
Cardas Goloen Reference speaker cable - 3m single set - very light use
Border Patrol 300E SE - Western Electncs
Monarchy Audio SM70 Pro - solid state class A power amp' - nice sound
Art Audio Argento 300B PSE integrated 18w amplifier black 8 chrome
Sugden A21 amplifier - class A - solid state
B8W Nauzilks 804 loorstanders - vgc - cherry
Canary 808 with LV upgrades and Border Patrol PSU
Vitavox 62 pressure drivers - various vintages
EAR 534 50W EL34 EAR 864
ProAc Response1 loudspeakers - yekv.
Revel 1:120 bookshelf loudspeakers - santos -osewood.
Rage Jupiter cd player- professionally clocked y rebuilt with Blackgate cap's
Rega Jura flourstarder loudspeakers- cherry

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY

CIEHLBACH

Kiniding

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Website:

Tel:

Second hand
Sub woofer cable'.
Media cables
Chord iPod caples
Nordost iPact rabies
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component rtaties
Digital cables
DIN cables

_
eh. •

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
TOWNSMCNO AUDIO

IsoTek Proem L.c r uor ng

Clearlight Aud ,oCones
Oehlbach A:crsso-ies

Central Audio

New

£4000 £ 20.000
£9,500 £ 18.500
£1800 £ 2700
£1400 £ 2450
£1500
£1000 £2500
£2500 £4000
please
call
£2900
£3500 £ 7500
£350 £650
£3000 £ 7500
£800
£3500 £ 7500
£2500 £4500
£1000 £ 2000
£1500 £2400
£2100 £ 3400
£850 £ 1400
£1700 £ 4000
£1500 £ 2500
£1300 £2500
£1500 £2500
£1900 £4000
£3750 £ 5000
£700 £ 1600
£1250 £2250
£1900
£300
£5500 £ 8000
£500 £950
£1700 £2700
£2000 £4000
POA
£2750 £4800
£700 £1400
£800 £2000
£600
£450

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

AUDIO RESEARCH 3002
AUDIO RESEARCH D400 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 3008 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH A/O INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ARCAM DV137 1WEEK OLD
ARCAM AVP700 1WEEK OLD
ARCAM P1000 1WEEK OLD
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
BAT VKD5SE
BAT P5+6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&W 8020
B&VV SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2X7 FT SPADES SINGLE WIRE
COPL4ND CTA520 NEW IN BOX
DCS VERDI LASCAL4
EAR V20
EAR 864
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JML4BS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JML4BS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 + BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL KRC
LAVARDIN IT
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 ySTANDS
LINN ISOBARIKS + STANDS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN NOT CHAKRA
LINN C5100
LINN C4200 1WEEK OLD
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN VANTAGE 2 MTHS OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY
MARK LEVINSON 336
MAGNUM DYNAL4B FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MCINTOSH 252 POWER
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CR PRE
NAIM NVI DAB S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N 210XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2X S/IV219XXX
NAGRA VPA
NAGRA PLL
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS ySTANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL? SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
REGA FONO MM
REL STADIUM 3
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 3501 MTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO28 IMTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH SO28 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/IEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE/TORNADO 3.18
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

N• W

3250 . .
21.95
6500 .. . . 14.95
10000 .. .. 3995
795
2200
2500. 1595
2500.... 1495
2680 .... 15.95
3000 .... 1/95
8000 .
2995
4600 . . 2695
8500 . .. 2995
6500 .... 1995
1300
895
1500
995
1700.... 1095
4800 .... 2495
4200 .... 1395
3050 .... 1995
8000 ... . 5995
8000 .... 2495
3500 . . . 1795
5500 . . . . 3995
7500 . . . . 5495
45000 . . . 16395
5000 . . .. 1495
8000 . . .. 3495
2000
795
1900 . . 1295
9000 .. 2995
3500 . . 1295
2100. 1195
13000 .
5995
8500 . 4995
4000 . . . 2395
3100 . . 1995
7500 . . .. 2995
6000 ..
1495
3500 ... . 1595
9000 .. 4995
N/A
295
6000 . . . 1995
2200.... 1295
3680 .... 2295
1400
895
4000 . . . . 2995
3150 . . . 1695
1500
895
2500 . . 1695
10000 .... 3495
1200
795
4000 .
2395
2600 .
1295
4000 . . 2195
1500
495
3250 . . 2195
2995 . ... 1795
750
395
700
295
565
395
11000 .. .. 4995
5500 ... . 2995
450
250
600
295
5000 . 2795
5000 . . 1795
1200
595
165
95
1500
795
5000 . . 3495
4750 .... 2495
4750 . . 2495
1500
895
400
245
1700
995
400
295
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
4000..
1495
18000 . . .. 4995
4000 . . 1695

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

Vinyl
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono Stage

2199

1295

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ex Demo

1799

1496

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

2950

1798

LINN LP12 Valittock II Black Ash

2500

695

MICF ELL Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS

1650

995

ROKSAN XERSES III jPS4 HCPS ( no arm)

2900

895

GOLDRING G185 (Very nice condition)

ROKSAN ARTA Phono Stage

300

125

SMEIOA/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

358

2955

6320

4296

THORENS TD 280 Mk II

500

145

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

THORENS TD 318

400

105

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

900

595

2000

1496

SME20/2A S/H

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

KRELL BPS 20i CD Player

10995

2995

CYRUS 5Integrated

KRELL BPS 25 24 bit ( cast)

24995

8998

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

2200

LINN KAR1K

1850

395

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

1000

MERIDIAN 507 CD Player

1195

596

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

MERIDIAN 602 CD Transport

1800

798

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

ELECTOR MFL Pre

1800

798

MERIDIAN G91DH DVD Pre/DSP Processor

3895

3196

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1/3 Integrated Amplifier

MERIDIAN GO/ CD Player ( Ex Demo — Blk)

1695

1395

EXPOSURE 17 ( prices)

1000

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

2400

1398

KRELL KAV300i Integrated amplifier

2700

1
,

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1299

496

KRELL KRC-HR/KPE Phono Stage

7940

3

PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

KRELL KR5 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stoge

9000

2

PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2'

750

448

KRELL FPS 700(X Power

14998

8'

KRELL 400 xi Integrated Amp

2500

11

KRELL KSA100 Power Amp

4000

11

PRIMARE D20 CD Player
ROKSAN Attessa CD Player

1495

595

4000

2798

100

595

2800

1498

LEVINSON PLS 226 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phono)

1395

600

195

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895

THETA MILES ( Bal) CD Player

2895

998

LINN Bairn Pre

1750

THETA Carman CD/DVD Transport

3500

1296

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto AConvertor

1800

996

LINN Majik Integrated

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player
SONY 5CD-1 sacd player
TEAC P500 Transport

LE(SON AC1 Pre Amplifier ( Class1c)

LINN LK100 Power

1395

596

McINTOSH CR16 Multizone controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

1495

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2999

2,

4300

2768

McINTOSH MHT200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

3'

1900

495

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

2995

2

600

75

THOR AUDIO DC- I000

Reference Valve DAC

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DAC
YAMAHA CDV1700 CD/Laserdisc

Tr

Amplifiers
A8R060 ( classic) Integrated

395

115

670

395

ARCAM ALPHA 8CD Player

499

125

ARCAM ALPHA 9 ( incl mm/mc Board Int)

ARUM CD92 CD Player

800

455

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

150

78

ARCAM Delta 290P

400

195

1650

1350

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

750

395

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

500

355

AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player

1200

498

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

£495 £ 245

BOW WAZOO XL ( incl Wand Remote)

3950

2196

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 Pre Amp

1949

10000

3598

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

1999

1195

AUDIO RESEARCH 150m.5 5x150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

Dto AConvertor

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

NA
600

4650

UMW

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player

1:

THETA DS Pro Progen

11M111

CELLO REFERENCE DAC

N/A

THETA David Transport

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

1295

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

3300

NAIM NAC102 Pre + NAPS(

1000

698

600

225

AVI 52000 MP Pre

999

398

CYRUS CD7Q CD Player

1100

595

AVI 52000 MA Stereo Power

1000

395

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

BRYSTON BP25 Pre Amp

1500

996

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

BRYSTON 148 Power Amp

4995

3298

CHORD SPM1203 3Channel Power

5500

2295

2998

2348

KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

Krell 300 cd player

4298

1996 ( OPLAND CDA535 ( 5x125 watts) ex demo

850
NA
1995

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

2300

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

375

QUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

699

QUAD 77 Int ( Grey)

700

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

695

REVOX B252 Preamplifier

995
1495

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier (ex demo)

1000
495

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

SPHINX Project ll Pre Amp

1600

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II Int
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Ex-Dem
YAMAHA DSPE390

1£

1200

REVOX 8242 Power Amplifier
SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

2',

1300

PARASOUND H(A 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

3,

895

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)

AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player

500
1599

SHANLING CDT300 ( as new) CD Player

NAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

1

MERIDIAN 606 Dto AConvertor

NAIM NAP140 Power Amplifier

Digital Sources

600

650
17000

9

250

The leading reseller of careful
hi-fi components and systems. Buy,
www.hifitradin
TI:ADING
STATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1N
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILAB

SONUS FABER Gravis Sub ( New)

Loudspeakers

Amplifiers

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)
SPENDOR 59e ( ex demo)

NElectra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo

NTalos Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

APOGEE Mini Grand GS ( Ex Demo)

925

795

7597

4997

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALS11 ( active)
TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1290

946

16000

5498

2895

2296

N/A

298

1295

495

0 INNOVATIONS 5800 Power

1200

518

(Subs need paintwork)

1095

896

0RESEARCH Cl. 150 Monoblocks

9998

3998

ARISTON 0NR Monitors

1200

275

TRIANGLE Magellan ( ex.demo)

10000

7496

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

2500

1498

WEGG 3Stellar 1 ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Black/Cherry ( new)

0RESEARCH SP9 PRE- AMPLIFIER

1900

896

B & W Nautilus 804's Cherry

2500

1498

0RESEARCH SP16 inc phonostage

2250

1598

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark oak)

950

498

10498

4995

DALI Grand Coupe

2595

1345

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)

NA

398

0RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

7200

2898

DYNAUDIO 3.3 Rosewood

3950

1995

WILSON Sophia MkI (gloss black) Ex Demo

11992

7496

0RESEARCH V70 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ESL63)

2000

995

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

40000

21996

N/A

2497

HORNING AGATHON Loudspeakers

6800

3998

WILSON BENESCH Discovery (ex demo)

6000

4496

4C00

2995

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

770

428

0RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

0RESEARCH SP10 RARE
ORESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

HYPERION 9381 Loudspeakers

0RESEARCH VS110 ( EX DEMO)

3999

3198

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

0RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

2895

2296

KEF HTS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

295

0RESEARCH LS15 PRE AMPLIFIER

2999

1995

KEF Q55

500

246

ON SILVER KNIGHT ( 300B'S) INTEGRATED

1495

796

KEF Q85 ( surrounds)

300

126

ON Sterling ETSE Monos

2000

1295

KLIPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

16000

5998

7333

4996

RAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

RAD JOHNSON PV12L

2000

995

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

1996

AND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

78

4995

4196

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/I2''

NA

148

5DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

LEGACY Focus 20/20

4700

3298

SDLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

LEY Reference VTL Monoblocks

6000

2798

LINN Kabers ( active)

3000

895

IOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

LINN Walls (white)

IOS lapel II ( New)

6500

5496

LUMLEY REF II 61G Loudspeakers

105 Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

MAGNA PLANAR SMGA

IA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ( AS NEW)

1195

895

DFORTY SERIES PRE/MONO'S (AS NEW)

4000

2996

MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY

4600

2496

MARTIN LOGAN AEON I ( New)

iON RESEARCH 56 ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

iON S2K ( 51E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

RAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

GM100 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

V10 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER ( NEW)

2980

300

148

4000

898

ZINGALI Colosseum sub/sats

995

395

4333

2496

11800

4998

2997

2397

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

LUXMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

NA

298

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

NAGRA lys QGB Large Spool Tape Machine

NA

3398

McINTOSH LS320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

NAKAMICHI ZXE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

4797

3297

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

NA

595

1000

398

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Electrostatics

McINTOSH 1.5340 ( Ex Demo)

Miscellaneous

REVOX B77 high speed ( boxed)

1950

998

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96) Blk

11000

4998

TEAC RI DAT Recorder

MERIDIAN D5W2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

16175

11996

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

600

395

NA

85

1600

445

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mkl

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)
MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

750

450

ProAC Response 2.5

3300

1496

ProAC Response 3

4000

1596

ProAC Super Towers (teak)

1000

445

ProAC RESPONSE 3's

4000

1596

QUAD ESL63 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

QUAD E51.988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

2296

QUAD E51.989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK ( AS NEW)

5500

3495

REFERENCE 3A Veena

3000

1596

ROGERS LS 3/5A ( 150 ohm) Rosewood

1995

795

SONUS FABER Guarneri

5300

2998

22000

POA

NAIM Intro

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

sed and mint condition
exchange. Commission Sales.
tion.com
I: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

QUAD ACOUSTICAL FM2

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

ACCESSORIES CLU

e o

Reco •

eaning

Package that we put

The Moth RCM has received
glowing approbation from a

together in 2006 was so

multitude of sources over the

well received by our dear

years and is aproven, effective

customers that we thought that it

cleaner of LP, EP, single and 78

would be an excellent idea to

records that is accepted and used

re- introduce it for the 2007

by both retail and trade customers

Christmas season!

across the world. Here are just a

The offer consists of either the
Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

few of the fine words written about
the Moth RCM over the years:

or the MKII PRO version at our

'After years of fannying about with

regular prices of £ 450.00 or £ 500.00

cloths and brushes and sticky

respectively, with acomplimentary

rollers and sprays and magic

package of 200 ' Nagaoka'- style

potions I've finally got clean

record inner sleeves plus a5litre

records' ( Anon: TNT Audio)

PRODUCT

pot of Moth RCM fluid. That's a

'Visually and audibly the Moth

saving of £ 73.00 on the regular
price of the complete package.

proved excellent, no visible surface

Moth MKII Record Cleaning

damage ( lines, marks or scuffs) was

The MKII Pro RCM from Moth

apparent... surface noise was lower

lem

Machine Package Including 200
pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

too - both loud clicks and pops

excellent system. It differs from the

and general background mush'

MKII version in that it has forced

(Audiophile)

Machine Package Including 200

air cooling on the vacuum motor,

The cleaning process has made

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

them ( my records) sound noticeably

operate the machine continually

better... Ican hear the tunes and

for longer periods of time. While
this facility has been proven to be

individual notes more clearly... I
was very pleased' ( Audiophile)

invaluable for professional users

YOU MUST BUY THIS MACHINE!

and those among us who have

(TNT Audio)

particularly large collections of

To complete the record cleaning

vinyl, the standard MKII machine

picture, as well as this particular

only differs in that one respect and

package, we have listed awhole

is perfectly adequate for the needs

tranche of products applicable to

of most audio enthusiasts!

the subject. Good cleaning!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Last Power Clean LP Cleaning Fluid

£27.50

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Last record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Last Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

ClearAudio Stylus Cleaning Brush

£7.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

£37.50

Golcring Exstatic Cleaning Brush

£13.00

Decca Deram Carbon Fibre
Record Brush

HFN Nagaoka- style LP Inner
Sleeves Per 50

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

I II LI II ILJ
Expiry ( date)

Signature

£500.00

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

Sleeves Per 25

Telephone

£450.00

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning

Goldring Exstatic Record Inner

Address

QUANTITY

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

is the latest incarnation of its

afeature that allows the user to

PRICE

£7.00
£13.00
£20.00

HFN Poly/Paper LP Inner Sleeves
Per 100

£15.00

SRM Tecn RCM 45 Adaptor Kit

£30.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN

n IL nr II

Accessories Club 8 CD Service, PO Box 200. Bedford kIK40 1Y1-1, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at wvvvv.hitiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
CV Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club slices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
tfeir size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sa es are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact us for quotation. De'ivery subject to availability. E&OE.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com

OeÁe4fe, ,
C
YW30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 11LD - 01634 880037

Kai/sonic

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI,
EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM,
ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON, PRO-JECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC,
RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

°recycle
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We Live At...

Editor • Paul Miller
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:

Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin

Hi Fi News, IPC Inspire, Leon House,

Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Spence
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
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Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey
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Team
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Garry Coward-Williams
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO

ROUNDUP
The General Electric
Company was founded
in the UK in the 1880s.
John Howes recalls its hi-fi
designs from the 1950s

I

n 1953 GEC published Art and
Science in sound reproduction.
written by FH Brittain, who worked in

ABOVE: GEC's amplifiers included the BCS 2417A pre and 12W BCS 2418 amplifier ( left);
GEC published its 912 guide under the Osram name; the GEC metal-coned speaker unit

its research laboratories. This booklet

In the 1956 HiFi Year Book only three

described the parameters for high- quality
reproduction in the home, including

GEC models were listed: the BCS 2415
preamp, BCS 2416 25W amplifier and BC

circuits for five amps, apreamp, two AM

1851 metal-cone speaker. The pre and

tuners and atelevision sound feeder unit.
There is aparagraph on the experimental

power amplifier sold together for aprice of
£63, compared to aQuad II and matching
preamp at £ 42! Leak manufactured both

BBC VHF transmissions from the Wrotham
transmitter in Kent. Two frequencies were

amps, which GEC then marketed with its

two drivers installed. Bass response was
greatly improved when two units were
used in push-pull mode.
Several models of cabinets were
marketed, all using the periphonic
principle, the smallest measuring
24x12x1Oin and was called the

used for these experimental transmissions,

own name. Ihave also seen other early

'bookcase'. The most ambitious speaker
GEC released was the mode! BCS 1867,

91.4MHz FM and 93.8MHz AM.
During August 1954, GEC printed a

GEC amplifiers that were made by Leak.

which had two 8in metal drivers and six

brochure on an integrated mono 12W
amplifier called the 912, aimed at the
home constructor. This name was derived
from its nine octave response and 12W

'The metal- cone speaker and its matching
cabinet embraced radical ideas for its time'

audio output. The text gave detailed plans
for construction of
both the amp and
also the octagonal
port- loaded
speaker cabinet,
which utilised its
8in metal- cone
drive unit.

The following year several new models
appeared: the BCS 2417A preamp, the
BCS 2418A 12W amplifier. the BCS 1350
VHF tuner and the BCS 1862 octagonal
loudspeaker cabinet. All these new products
seem to have been manufactured by GEC.
The metal- cone loudspeaker and cabinet
embraced radical ideas for its time. The
use of aduralumin instead of paper was to

consisted of two 12W amplifiers, astereo

LEFT: GEC

minimise intermodulation distortion.

control unit, switched VHF tuner, tape

manufactured

A matching presence unit was also
available which replaced the central ' bung'

deck, record deck and two periphonic

various models of
octagonal speaker
using 8in metal-

screwed into the polepiece. This extended
the HF response and improved dispersion.

cone drivers

The octagonal cabinet could have one

ON TEST:
B&W Signature Diamond loudspeakers
Group Test: £600+ DVD players
German Physiks omnispeakers
--> Quad Il Eighty valve amplifiers
Bryston and Rego CD players
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presence units and stood 42x36x15in
(whd). In 1958 this model sold for £ 63
for the cabinet alone. With all eight drive
units fitted the price was £ 102.16s.7d,
compared to aTar,noy York with 15in
dual-concentric unit at £ 75.0s.0d!
In 1960 GEC released acomplete
stereo system in aconsole cabinet. This

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Of

speaker cabinets, and sold for £ 470.
1961 must have been apoor year
for sales because in 1962 GEC withdrew
from the hi-fi market altogether.

Audio Exposed:
Digital filters— friend or foe?
PLUS:
On Location: Ortofon, the cartridge
specialist, in Denmark
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Stereophile, April 2007 — Wes Phillips
its sole purpose appears to be to praise music and to glorify it."

"...full-bodied, liquid, and three-dimensional..."
"...ore of the most remarkable performers at any price."
Stereo Sound, Winter 2006 — Talcahito Miura
"...a radiant, supple musical quality, with incredibly spacious sound."

"The fife-sized soundstage was so vivid it gave me goosebumps."
"...a magical transparency that illuminates the individuality of each
performance from within."
Hi Fi+, June 2007 — Roy Gregory

"...these amps rewrite the rulebook on power"
when it comes to musical enjoyment, the effect is smack you
in the face obvious."
"...the Ayres establish abenchmark for ail round excellence."
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Sonus faber.
CREMONA SERIES. LOOK TO THE PAST TO HEAR THE FUTURE.

"FAST, TRANSPARENT, DYNAMIC,
OPEN, CLEAR, VIVID."
HI Fl CLUBE / JOSÉ VICTOR HENRIQUES / CREMONA ELIPSA
Sonus Faber's introductions in the early " Noughties - of the floor- standing Cremona and the
smaller Cremona Auditor were hailed as milestones in the Industry's long standing quest to
achieve the highly- desired marriage of both aesthetics and sound quality. Such amarriage
would please both ends of the consumer spectrum, the audiophile as well as the cineaste.
Indeed, it seemed incredible that the legendary, exquisite craftsmanship of the original Cremona
and the Cremona Auditor could have been surpassed.
However, the recent launch of two new models with .M.
designations, along with aflagship speaker, the Cremona
Elipsa, were inspired by that most astounding of
transducers, the Stradivari. Thus, they are testaments to the
fact that Sonus Faber's designers are in aconstant process
of perfecting the art of music reproduction, and of pushing
the boundaries in the creation and engineering of aweinspiring handcrafted works of art. These speakers are all
the more precious because of their rarity, in aworld
characterised by so much automation and mechanisation.
The Auditor M, the smallest of the new Cremonas and the
successor of the original Auditor, is aversatile two-way
system ideally suited for smaller environments craving a
large-scale musical picture. Its natural maple enclosure
follows the Sonus Faber signature form of alute in crosssection, while its components and final sound have been
ear- tuned by the legendary Franco Serbtin.
For larger rooms, the original floor- standing Cremona
has evolved into the new superior Cremona M, which
displays amore elegant, stylish finish and benefits from
thejntroduction bf new components.
Like their Homage->>lings, both the Auditor M and
Cremona M reflect the findings of Serblin's
longstanding research, with attention paid to every
detail, from sYnall components, to wiring, to the drive
units themselves. Equally', the aesthetics and
external details have :been refined to indicate anew
stage in the speakers' evolution.
At the top of the new Cremona range lies the
brand-new Cremona Elipsa, designed for the
connoisseur with both the means and the
environment to exploit alarge system
*.
The
Cremona Elipsa provides near- Stradivari
performance in amore coknpact, economical
package. Its sound is roont-filling, open and
natural, while its form is ap beautiful as the
speaker that inspired it. hie Elipsa is,
without question, another onus Faber
masterpiece.

Sawa Faber CREMONA M

Sonus Faber CIEEMONA

For your nearest dealer contact:

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road. London SW20 OTW
T. . 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: . 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

Sonus faber.

